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News

of the

Oranges.

County Grange will meet with MornIglit Grange, Monroe, Tuesday, Feb.
members of South Montville Grange
sent the drama entitled
Uncle Jack,
-ring Hearts," at the hall Friday evenFeb.

lltli.

If

stormy,

vsday evening.

the

following

Admission

10

ets.

be drawn at the close of the
linmenl. Come and have a good time,
pains will be spared to make this a

at

once

sent out.

principal points relied

on for identitiIndia ink marks which
many sailors have upon their persons. One
man had on one arm a picture of a girl with
a basket of flowers and the initials E. P. M.
On the other wrist he had a chain bracelet,
and on the hand a star. These marks corresponded with those on the arms of Alfred
Staples, one of the crew of the Holmes.
Another body was described as having on
one arm a picture of a sailor aud his sweetheart embracing and underneath the initials
G. E. B. and I. F. S. A seal ring on his
finger had an initial “B.” in Old English.
Relatives recognized this as George E. Bean
of East Belfast, who was returning from a
sea voyage, as a passenger on schooner Mar-

The

1 was a Little Girl...Jacob R. Flagg..
News ami Notes.. Barker, Rose A Clinton
Merchant Princess (poem)..Little .Miss
A Voice Above (,poem ..In the
;p poem
Woods (poem
Register of Deep Water
-. .The Great Canals of the World and their
The Question of Grade Crossings.

ation

were

the

eellus.

Another body had a shield and the word
"Union' worked in India ink, and one hand
was covered with warts, which description
applied to John Jackson, cook of the
Holmes.
When

its will

the

owners

of the Holmes became

that the vessel was wrecked they
sent Capt. Wallace W. Turner of sell. Maria
rcasiou.
| Webster to the scene of the disaster. Wlieu
Turner arrived at Gloucester Friday
.beers of Georges River Grange were j Capt.
afternoon he found Capt. J. W. Ferguson of
by James Harding, Esq., of Waldo,
and in company
of the County Grange, Jan l‘Jth, and | Cliftondale, Mass., there,
with L. T. Shales, who went down to Glou!",
ws
W. M
H. N. Dennis; O, }
cester while on his way to Boston, they visitN- Non L.. Arthur Riteliie; S., John |
j ed the undertaking rooms of John Lloyd.
A S
Wales Sherman; secretary,
There they found four bodies, three of which
-M 'od\
treasurer, Fdward Ghdden;
they readily identified as those of John Jackt:c, Mrs, Mattie Bridges; ceres, Mrs.
son, Alfred Staples and Fred Gordon. They
ib-n.;is
Pomona, Mrs. Selah Nelson ;
did not then know of the loss of Mr. Bean,
i.
Mrs. Sy:va Sherman; L. A. S.. Miss
and the fourth body was not identified by
convinced

■

Brown.

them. It

Fred

Lane, who

Libby

in the

beaten

was

Grange

by

contest last

a s
ipp^r to the whole of South
range, Jan. .Vii. He had thr din*
lined with flags and over each

guv-r
<

*

u

a card with the words “A lug;”
'.urge beet attached to the bottom

td

brat.

This

quite a laugh,
just- groaning with their
fg' "d things such as C-apt. Lane and
ibcs

created

were

how to cook.

know

-ii'-rs

This sup-

limy surpassed anything of the seaCapt. Ora will have to treat after this,
u'.y
ig,

Grange, Bedfast, at its last regular
adopted the following resolutions

-oect;
d

o*reas, The Silent Messenger has again
-■■red our Grange and taken one of our
stemied and worthy members,Brother
s Albert Wilson
'■ii'hed, That whi e we deeply deplore
loss we bow in humble submission to
i.s will.
'•■‘•lived. 1 hat while we shall no more
;s pleasant- face among us, yet his mmwill long be cherished by every member
Equity Grange. Truly his was a sunny
re.
He was a friend alike to old and
He always had a kind word and a
ng
csant smile for all, was seldom absent
ii the
Grange meetings, and never sbirkduty, however arduous. He was a past
liter and also held many offices of imlance in the Grange.
:<solved, That while we as a Grange
urn his loss, we let our hearts go out in
Mpathy to his bereaved family. He was
tfectionate husband, an indulgent father,
kind neighbor, a good citizen, anil the
"!»* community is better because he lias
■

-uch

was our

friend.

Formed

on

the

plan

good

old

and brave and downright honest man.
.tilling pretence he did with cheerful will,
it others talked of while their hands were still.
daily prayer tar better understood
ai-rs than words was simply doing good.
< alm. so constant was his rectitude
•‘t by his loss alone we know its worth.
I feel how true a man has walked with us on
earth.”
rue

Resolved, That

a token of respect our
in mourning for sixty
■>s, a copy of these resolutions be sent to
bereaved family, one be spread upon
iv records, and one be sent to each of the
al papers for publication.
as

draped

be

trier

James Cunningham,
} Com.
Mrs. Lizzie m. Cunningham, !> on
James Wood,
j lies.
Abandoned at Sea.
N

ka\
York, Feb. 7 Sch. Ida L. Hall,
brielson,Savanuali 8 days with lumber,re-

Feb. 2
lat .Ti 40 Ion 72 20., fell in with
Jacob heed, waterlogged, and took off
:
Bunker and 7 men and brought them
this port.
Capt Bunker, of the Jacob
”d, says lie sailed from Feruandina .Ian
tor New
York, and Feb. 1 the schooner
iung a leak and could not be kept free
h the pumps, and became unmanageable.
was loaded with yellow
pine lumber,
■
signed to Coony, Eckstein & Co. of New
-»rk.
;Tm

•

The

Jacob Reed

was

repaired

at Belfast

by Carter & Co. at a cost of
She left here light for Feruandina
itli a crew of Belfast men, Frank Larrae, 2d mate, William Okes Aldus, Samuel
White and Alfred Staples. She loaded
1 tuber at
Feruandina for New York, arrivust summer

!-700.

at

'■'1

the latter

Belfast.
kIr.

The

Staples

port 80 days after leaving

crew

in New

\Tork.

the James Holmes
which the Reed was
-st. The mate, Mr. Ayer of Portland and
ue
steward, Daniel McFarland oflslesboro,
"th of whom had been on her since she
• ft
here for Fernaudina arrived home yesrday. The schooner was valued at $12,*00, w ith lit tie or no insurance. The cargo
V{ts valued at $4,000, and fully insured.
n

the

same

was

lost

left her
on

storm in

1

Fox

Islands

•ietely frozen

thoroughfare

was

com-

over, Monday morning, Jan.
1st, for the first time this season. Steamer
Gnalhaven, however, made the passage

lirough

without much difficulty.

1

reports showed that one vessel, the
George W. Jewett of Taunton, Mass., had
gone ashore, but that, her captain aud crew
were saved.
The captain reported that just
before he left his vessel the James Holmes
and one other vessel drifted past his schooner and probably went ashore near by.
A search of the beach in the vicinity revealed the bodies of four men, and descripwere

was

description
in

subsequently identified,

after

a

been forwarded from friends

had

Belfast.

Captain M. B. McJewett and the fact of the
bodies of Staples and Jackson coming ashore
near by there was little doubt that one of
the two vessels ashore near the Jewett was
From the statement of

Kuwen

of the

Holmes, but all doubts were
Friday, when a wrecking crew

the

set at rest

raised the
of the sunken vessel sufficient to read
the name, “James Holmes, Belfast.’’ The
vessel was entangled with the wreck of another vessel, thought to be the Marcellus.
Letters received by Capt. Ryan from
Captains Ferguson and Turner and from a
wreckmaster in Gloucester state that the
Holmes lay easily about 100 yards from the
beach, her rail just awash at low water.
Her spars were saved, very badly damaged,
and her sails were torn into shreds. Of the

stern

hay

covers,

Ryan 8,

badly

one

torn.

which

Capt. Geo. F.
whole, the others
Capt. George Ryan owned a set
was

were

saved

valuable nautical instruments and other
valuable property on board.
The James Holmes was built at the yard
of Horace S. Perkins at the mouth of Goose
River, East Belfast, in 1874. She was 97 feet
of

long,

25 3

gross

tonnage

beam, (1.9 feet depth. Her
133.56; net, 126.89. She
was a two-masted schooner,
built for the
New York coasting trade.
She was always
kept in excellent repair, ami was well found
in everything, her anchors and chains
being
specially strong and heavy, and large enough
for a vessel of twice her size. She was first
commanded by Capt. Ephraim D. Ryder
and

feet

used

was

to carry staves to

Rondout and

bring back cement and coal from ports in
that vicinity.
In 1884 an exchange of vessels

made and the Holmes came into
tin? command of Capt. George F. Ryan, who
for several years had been in the Boston and
Belfast packet busiuess. Since that time
she has been under his command in the
same
business, except for an occasional
trip when his sou Capt. Franklin G. Ryan
would relieve him. Last fall Capt. George
Ryan injured his knee and has since been
coufined to the house. Frank, who was
then in the Miautonomah, hauled his vessel
was

up at the Upper Bridge,
command of the Holmes.

Belfast,

and took

records of the Custom House show
her ownership as follows:
Capt. Geo. F.
Ryan, 2-32; vVilliam B. Swan, 132; E. D.
Ryder, 2 32; Samuel Otis, 2 32; John Hassell, 2 32; Robert Burgess, 3-32; A. B. Ferguson, John YV. Ferguson, J. YV. Frederick &
The

Co

A. G.

Gilmore, J. H. Perkins, Ellen C.
Mansfield, Thomas E. Ryan, Evelyn C. F'er-

each, all of Belfast; Miranda L.
Brooks, York, Me., 1-32; Ambrose W. Ellis,
Ellsworth, 4-32; George Trueworthy, Ellsworth, 2-32; Helen S. Pickering, Salem,
Mass., 1-32; YV. E. Brown, Boston, 1-32;
Melvina Thombs and Eva F. Bird, 1-64 each.
The Holmes left Boston Saturday afternoon, or evening, Jan. 29th, and according
to reports was anchored near Hough’s neck
just before the storm came on. The next
guson, 1-32

her is from the report of the capJewett, followed by the raising
of the hull and reading the name by the
wreckers. The story of the wreck, and the
sufferings of those on board will never be
told.
She had on board a general cargo, including 100 barrels of kerosene for L. A. Knowlton and a cpiantity of leather-board stock
for Sherman & Co. on deck, and the goods
known of

tain of the

consigned

and

valued

A. A. Howes &

as

follows in the hold:

Co.$L000

L. T. Shales & Co.
Jackson & McIntosh.

200

600

25
200
10

50

Swan & Sibley Co. were insured, and
Howes & Co. had §800 insurance; Jackson &
McIntosh and the others had none.
A Gloucester despatch to the Boston Journal concerning the wreckage says:
“There
was clothing of all kinds, enough to cloth
fifty families for nearly that number of
years, if it had not beeu in such a dilapidated condition. There were ladies’ black silk

next

tions

whatever work he could secure, either on
land or sea. For a few years he drove a
team for Fred G. White, and was making
his third trip in the Marcellus. His wife,
formerly Etta Wentworth of Waldo, survives him, with three daughters and one son.
Two of the daughters, Florence and Ada,

150

Swift & Paul.
Swan & Sibley Co.
T. Gannon & Son.
L. A. Knowlton.

Particulars of the Disaster and of the Loss
of Life Attending it.
Her Captain and
Crew*Belfast Men. Others Lost on Schooner Marcell u s.

The worst has been confirmed in regard to
the loss of life and property in the snow
storm on the coast the night of January 31st
and February 1st, aud the result proves to
he more disastrous to the lives of Belfast’s
citizens than any calamity which has come
upon us since October 5, 1860, when the fishing schooner Foaming Billow was lost near
Prince Edward’s Island with all on board.
She had a crew of fourteen men, nine of
whom belonged in Belfast.
The first dispatches received after the
storm of last week stated that Monday afternoon
five schooners, including the James
Holmes of Belfast and one unknown, were
at anchor near Hough’s Neck at the entrance of Gloucester Harbor, but that none
were in
sight the next morning. It was
hoped that the vessels had been able to put
to sea when the storm became severe, hut

Journal is THE PAPER for Maine Seafar-

! he

The Wreck of the James

at work in Bangor; the other children,
Laura and Melvin, are at home. They live
at No. 17 Bridge street. He leaves two sisters, Mrs. Albert Nickerson of Swanville
and Mrs. Hattie French of Belfast.
John Jackson, cook of the James Holmes,
was born in Port Jefferson, N. Y., and came
to Searsport as a boy on sell. Sally I’On
when about 15 years old. After living in
Searsport about a year he went into the
family of Mrs. Lancaster of Stockton, where
he made his home until eight years ago,
when he came to Belfast and drove a team
for John Leighton. He married Mr. Leighare

waists, corsets, skirts, jackets, corduroy
trousers of various sizes, neckties, overalls,
gaiters, sliirts, trousers, aud, iu fact, almost
everything in the clothing liue that could be
thought of. Most of it was in a very unserviceable state aud in places there were
bunches so knotted together and torn
that one would have thought that it
ton’s daughter, Blanche M., who survives
was prepared for
the making of a rag
him, with one infant, son. His age was 29
carpet.” This was no doubt the leatherboard
years.

stock which made up part of tiie deck load
of the Holmes.
Capt. Turner arrived iu Belfast Tuesday
evening, bringing the four bodies that had
been recovered. Alfred Staples was taken
to the home of his brother Henry ou Bridge
street, where the funeral was held yesterday
afternoon at 2 o’clock, Rev. C. H. Wells officiating. The body of John Jackson was
taken to his late home with his father-inlaw, John Leighton, on Peirce street, and
the funeral was held there yesterday afternoon at 3 30. Rev. J. M. Leighton officiated.
The bodies of Geo. E. Bean and Fred Gordon were placed in the receiving tomb. Services for Mr. Gordon will be held at his late
on High street this afternoon at 2
o’clock by Rev. G. G. Winslow. The funeral
of Mr. Bean will be at his mother’s home
on the East Side soon, the date not yet being decided on. A large crowd had assembled at the depot when the train bearing
the remains of the unfortunate men came in.
The bodies were neatly prepared for burial in
rosewood caskets.
A small bouquet rested

It

reported on the street Friday that
Uewellyn Clifford was a passenger on the

[

upon each casket.
The bodies of

Captains

Raymond Varuum

was on one of the vessels
without fouudatiou. He is at work
iu Boston.
was

Her spars and rigging were
of the Marcellus and

sing.

The sch. Marcellus, although hailing from
was owned in
Searsport. She
was the oldest Bucksport-built vessel afloat
and was built in 1838 by master-builder Ben-

jamin

mixed

lower Main street. She has been sold
times without number, hailed from
many
ports, and her history would make a most
on

interesting tale of the

[!
j

the whole
rockweed

with

Swazey’s yard, so-called, lofront of the Richard P. Buck place

Swett at

cated iu

entangled

with those

also

Bucksport,

Larrabee

and
Ryan, mates Richards and Patterson, the
two Swedes and the cook of the Marcellus
have not been recovered at this writing.
The search for the bodies is being
prosecuted by a large crew along the beach.
Turner
Capt.
reports that the Holmes was
raised by the wreckers Monday night and
taken into Gloucester harbor. Her cabin
and poop deck were entirely gone, the deck
torn up hv the falling masts, rail carried
away, aud the bottom badly chafed and
broken. Her anchors and chains were mis-

was

Holmes, but his mother has received a letter
showing that he was in New York the day
after the Holmes left Boston. A report that

[home

sea.

general

Holmes every winter.

Capt. Ryan has
freight business

The last

arried

on

a

two

years
successful

the sell. Miantonomah.
When but l!> years old he took command of
sell. Lillian and afterwards was master of
the Fannie & Edith.
His lather, uncles
and grandfather wt re all successful sea
captains. and the only member of the
family
lost at sea was his uncle
Frauklin, who
went down m the ill-fated steamer Central
America on his way home from California
in 1S57. Capt. Ryan was a member of Pliceuia

uouge

or

in

oi

Masons,

Corinthian

Royal
Arch Chapter, and of Tarratine Tribe of
lied Men.

George Everett

Bean

was a

pas3enge*

on

Marcellus. He was 28 years old, a sc n of
Sarah VV. and the late Howard Bean of East
Belfast.From boyhood he had been a deep sea
sailor and has beeu first officer of large craft,
both sail and steam. He was a skillful seaman and it was often his fortune to be
placed in circumstances calling for great coolness and courage.
He had two gold medals,
one presented by the Danish government
and one by the British in recognition of his
heroism in rescuing shipwrecked sailors and
the

In August, 1896, he visited his
relatives in Belfast after an absence of several years, but was called to
Philadelphia
after being here two weeks to join a steamship bound to the Mediterranean. From
thence he went to Norway, next to England,
and back to Boston. Missing a steamer at
Boston he was invited by Capt. Larrabee to
passengers.

come as

his

guest,

a

passenger

on

the Mar-

•ellus, which offer he accepted. He was unmarried, and leaves an aged mother and on-3
brother, Harry C. Bean of Belfast, and two
sisters, Mrs. Mary E. Stephenson and Mrs.
Brackett of Clinton. He was a
member of Red Cross Lodge, Knights of

Annie A.

j

cutting

on Goose River was resumed
the storm ceased last week. Retire the storm the pond was well cleared of
snow, and luckily but little remained on the

lie

as soon as

pond, the wind sweeping
southern shore.

it

across

to the

The Condou Manufacturing Co. has bought
the patent rights, business, stock and franchises of the New Method Roll Co., and will
push the manufacture and sale of the new
method rolls, which are proving so popular
in shoe factories wherever used.
The roil
is the invention of Alvin T. Condou.
Business is rushing
wood-working factory.

at

Mathews Bros.’

They have orders
from one contractor for all the inside finish,
doors, etc., for eight houses in the vicinity
uubiuii,

iu

wuicu

quartereu oaa,

W’uite-

wood,

scyamore, red birch and mahogany
he used, and from other parties’orders
for like work for a number of houses in Boston and vicinity and at Mt. Desert.
They are
at work on an order for a large car barn, or
station, for the Commonwealth Avenue
Street Railway Co., to be erected at Auburndaie, Mass. Another order is for the
interior finish, doors, etc., for a summer
residence at Pomfret, Ct., for Mrs. R. M.
Clark. Two or three of the rooms are to he
finished in English oak, the finish including
doors and wainscoting.
This
oak cost
$495 per thousand in the log, and the waste
in sawing and the cost of manufacture will
bring the cost of the finished product nearly,
if not quite, to SI per foot.
will

Obituary.
the home of her son, H. L. Maemile west of Redfield, Iowa, Mrs.
Mary A. Massure, widow of the late .John
Massure, at the age of 77 years, 10 months
and 7 days. Deceased was born in what is
now West Winterport and with her
family
moved from Monroe to Iowa in 1808. Her
home has been with her son H. L. Massure
for nearly twenty-five years. The floral
tributes wTere beautiful, consisting of an anchor, a cross and pillow of flowers, and testified to the esteem of her friends. The
services were held at her home and were
largely attended by neighbors and friends.
The cause of her death w as the grip.
Died at

sure,

one

Pythias, Philadelphia.
Alfred Staples was a native of Belfast and
has always lived here. He has followed the
Sarah J. Bowler died at her home in East
sea from boyhood
and was a good sailor.
Belfast., Feb. (3th, after a brief illness. She
This was his third shipwreck, all occurring wras
a daughter of the late
Benjamin Shaw
on the coast of Massachusetts in the winter
of Winterport and was born in
Cleveland,
in
1850.
She
was
the
wife of William
season.
He was in the schooner Lizzie Ohio,
E. Bowler, who survives her. Their
only
Poor when she went ashore on Nantucket,
daughter, Mrs. Celia F. Towle, died in Dexand in the Mary Eliza when she was wreck- ter
last. August, since which time Mrs.
ed near Boston. He never married. He Bowler’s health has failed rapidly.
Her
leaves five brothers—Henry and Leroy of ; parents, brothers and sisters all passed away
before her. The funeral services were held
Belfast, Leander of Monroe, Marion, who ! Tuesday afternoon, Rev. G. G. Winslow
lives in Missouri, and Roscoe of Rockland. officiating.
He

45 years old.
James Everett Patterson
was

mate of the

Holmes.

was

shipped

as

boru in Belfast 30 years ago and was a son of Fitz W.
and Susan Patterson. He has followed the
sea from boyhood and was a capable seaman and a good mate.
He lived in East
Belfast, and leaves a wife, formerly Jennie
Dodge, and two small children.
Fred I. Gordon, 24 years old last November, a native of Lowell, Me., has lived
in Belfast four years. His parents live at
Cranberry Isles, Me. His wife, formerly
Miss Persis Thomas of East Belfast, survives
him with two young daughters. The family
live at No. 122 High street. He was at one
time a member of the Sons of Veterans
Camp at Vinalhaven.
He

was

^Sherburne30
27th,
aged

B.

Arnold died in Boston Jan.

years, 9 months

and 21

days.

The funeral took place Feb. 1st, at noon,at
the residence of his brother, Frank G. Arnold, Hotel A., Derby Place, Boston. The
remains were brought to Searsmont for interment.

Transfers in Keal

Estate.

following transfers iu real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the w'eek ending Feb. 0, i898: Daniel C.
Gould, Bangor, to Sarah J. Sargent, ThornGeo. A. Bowen,
dike; land in Thorndike
Searsport, to Lavinia M. Monroe, do.; land
and buildings in Searsport. Jeremiah C.
Thompson, Belfast, to Wm. C. Thompson,
do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Everett L.
Wade, Lincolnville, to Bertelle Wade, do.;
land and buildings in Liucoluville.
George
Thomas, Lincolnville, to Lincoln C. Wade,
laud in Northport. Elmer E. Warren,
do.;
George W. Richards of Belfast was mate Chlemsford, Mass., to Annie L.
Crockett,
of the Marcellus. He was a native of Bel- Frankfort; land in Frankfort. B. F.
Young,
to
John
A.
a
son
of
Lincolnville,
the
Porter,
late
VV.
fast,
Camden;
George
Richards, land in
A.
and
an

last August. He was
industrious man, turning his hand to
was

48 years old

Notes of the Storm.

County.

The

Lincolnville.
John
Porter to
Mahalia C. Murphy, Lincolnville; land aud
buildings in Lincolnville.

PERSONAL.

The mail stages were delayed several
days
by the storm of Jan. 31st and Feb. 1st. The
Stockton Springs stage made its first arrival
at 6 p. m. Feb. 2d and left at 10.10 a. m. Feb.
3d, after which it resumed its regular trips.
Freeman arrived from Camden Feb. 3d at
12.55. The Freedom stage made its first
appearance Feb. 4th, although the postmasters
of Morrill and Poor’s Mills on that route

What little county correspondence reached us last week was mailed before the storm
and belated items have been coming in by
every mail since. As a matter of record we
now give the storm reports from the towns:
Searsmont. No mail was received from
Belfast from Jan. 31st until Feb. 4th.
Center Montville. There was no mail
Feb. 1st and 2nd, but the mail carrier got in
two trips on the 3d. It took the remainder
of the week after the great storm to
get all
of the roads passable.

sent

special messengers to Belfast for the
mails, Thursday. The Liberty stage via,

Searsmont arrived Feb. 4th and via. North
Searsmont Feb. 5th. The Centre Lincolnville and North Searsport stages were unable to get here until Feb. 5th. The Islesboro mail, via steamer Silver Star, came reg-

Belmont. We are snowed in with that
“beautiful snow” so deep that we shall have
to wait till “Old Sol” can get us out.
Most
of the drifts on our streets are from three to
six feet deep, and we had no mail till Satur-

ularly except
made

day.
Burnham. The snow storm of last week
the most severe that has been known iu
these parts since the big storm of the last of
February thirteen years ago, when it required four days of steady shoveling to
make the roads passable in this vicinity.

of

use

few men and boys
after the storm.

ing

narrow

shoes

and the wind

blowing across the
bay froze over Wednesday as
Carter’s wharf, and there was

The storm of Jan.
31st was the most severe that has been
known in 30 years, so says the oldest resident. Fully two feet of snow fell and it
was badly drifted.
No school at the village
since on account of the snow. Manjr parts
of the road have been discontinued.

harbor. The
far down as
no traffic above the steamboat wharf until
Saturday, when the steamer Castine came
up to Lewis wharf closely followed by the
tug Somers N. Smith. The Smith towed
the sell. Adelia 1' Carletou out
early in the
afternoon, after which the bay rapidly cleared. Sunday it was open and the other vessels bound out took their departure. The
Castine did not try to come to Belfast Wed-

Halldale. The storm of last week was
of the worst ever known in this section.
The roads were all blocked full. It took

nesday, merely going from Rockiand to
Castine and Saturday she made her regular
landing here, returning the next day. The

Prospect Village.

one

days

three

landed at the steamboat wharf
until Saturday afternoon.

M.

get them passable for teams.

to

We received no mail Tuesday.
Wednesday
afternoon the mail carrier came through
from Centre Montville on snow shoes with
the mail. The roads were so bad he stopped
; in Halldale over night on his return from

ed that any public official, federal,
state,
county or municipal, who failed to appear at
his office on Feb. 1st should be impeached
for neglect of duty ; also that any official
who did appear on that day should be removed for incompetence, as a person uot of

resident of Belfast who spent several
years in the West says that he has been in
the regulation prairie blizzards, and with
the exception of the extreme cold the storm
of Feb. 1st was fully as bad as a blizzard.
A

Friday, Feb. 21, 187.->, a storm began which
prevented any iraius running on the Belfast
branch until the following Tuesday.
No
stages arrived for 48 hours. Tunnels
dug through the drifts on Main street
between the street and the sidewalk.
mail

were

as

news,

so we

will

deep

as

simply say
has

snow

that it

been

as

place in the comisuspended by reason of the

it is in any other

ty. Travel

was

and the cold of last week was
almost unprecedented in this locality, but
storms

snow

the

bens

continue

to

lay just

the

same.

Eggs 18 cts.
Swanville. Saturday morning, Jan. 24th,
ranged from 243 to 37° be-

the thermometer
low

zero

day

was

in various

parts of the town. Suncold. Monday morning
an old-fashioned northeaster set
in, and
Wednesday, Feb. 2d, the snow was ten feet
deep in places It was warmer and clear,
but we were snowbound. There was no mail
also very

day. Many
through at

of
all.

mail

no

districts
There were

days.

no

not

City

contingent.s,s47 42

Highway."‘>49 <14
Sewers.

schools in

General school purposes....

The small

Free Text hooks.

a street light on Primrose Hiil
referred to the Committee ou Lights.
The Committee on Finance reported a
final settlement with H. F. Mason, Collector of Taxes for 1890 as follows:

renewal of
was

Amount

$00,052

Legro

all

highways

midable, proportions a cut across fields has
been made. Truly the
dazzling spectacle
presented by this immense area of snowy
whiteness when the full glare of the sun
falls upon it, is one of rare beauty, leaving
upon the mind an impression that will long
remain of this sparkling picture of midwinter loveliness. Everything now is resuming its normal condition, and if nothiug
more uncommon
transpires with the elements the interruption that has recently occurred will soon cease to be
thought much
of and again the quiet and peaceful pursuits
of, men will move on serenely as before.

C.
on

Kilgore

Lewiston

went to

went

to

Brunswick

business.

Mrs. Thomas D. Barr went to Boston Satto visit friends.

urday

James C. Durham left yesterday
Portsmouth, Va.

tor

a

visit iu

Folsom went to Boston yesshort visit.

Miss Ella M.

terday lor
Mr.

a

and Mrs. Geo. P. Field of Boston

visiting
A. A.

are

relatives in Belfast.

Howes, who had been coutilled to
some time by illness, was out

the house for

Monday.
Charles

H. Mitchell attended the meeting
the Maine Hotel Proprietors m Augusta
last week.
of

Fran* Tuttle will leave to-day for Santa
Barbara, Cal., where he lias employment iu

jewelry store.
Capt. T (r. Bartlett went to Boston Mon
day fur treatment of his eyes having become nearly blind.

a

Mr. Horace Park left Monday forCauobia
Lake, IN. H., to visit her brother, Leonard
Morrison, who is ill.

Post Office Inspector W. B
Snow lias
a line residence in Malden, Mass.,
and is to reside there.

bought

Mrs. Addie E. Page, who has been ill for
several mouths with nervous prostration,
has recovered her former health.
H. McDonald returned home to

Mrs. H.

Malden, Mass., last Friday

from

a

visit, to

Miss Ada Clements returned to Boston
Feb. 5th after attending the funeral of her

brother, Eugene E. Clements

of

Waldo.

John Kolrausch and Elmer Legro. who
have been employed in the Legro it Spalding shoe factory, left for Lynn, Monday.

Capt. Charles Baker,

who has been ill fur
time, is now in a critical,condition and
it is feared that there is little hopc.-Mm
some

recovery.
Everett L. Simonton of Chariest- wn. fof Camden, was in the rad road .e
dent which occurred at Winter Hill, Mass.
Feb. 'id, but fortunately escaped with slight

rnerly

Rockland Courier-Gazeite say-

; tl.e

E. W. Gould, who
warden of

f. rim ;1
fish
and who until

was

&

Spalding Shoe

Co.

was

geuinnidi nave maoe a Thorough -itiuiv
the situation and tigure that it will >•"-0
them about. $S<*) apiece to gel. to the g.»id diggings and that they will then he
for a >ear and a half. They go by tin* \va>
of Seattle and (Jhileoot Bass, h aving Seattle
about the first of March. This hazardous
journey is not the outcome of a sudden inspiration, hut has been m the minds of Dr
Gould and his associates for fl year or more.
Every man in the party is well to .to, having
h^4ti prominent, m Maine business and professional circles for many years
Those who
leave families behind leave them well provided for. The members of the party are
figuring on all sorts of dangers and know
full well that it isn’t a summer pleasure trip
on which they are about to embark, hut
they have pluck and endurance, and if hotline favors them will endeavor to wrest a
fortune from the land of ice and gold. Dr
Gould will take along his surgical kit, although it is Ins intention to confine his time
solely to mining. He will also lake along a
portion of his splendid fishing gear, unable
to withstand the temptations offered by the
pientitude of salmon and grayling in Western waters.
The best wishes of countless
Maine friends will follow ‘lie party.

provisioned

Last Monday evening about fifty of tinleading professional and business mei of
Pittsfield joined in a testimonial to Gordon

McTaggart, who for twenty years has been
trusted employee of the Maine Central,
for some time past the boss of one of the
construction crews, and one of the most
popular men in the roadmaster’s department.
About 7.HO J. W. Manson arose and
a

in

a

neat

little

McTaggart

in

speech presented

behalf of

handsome 44-calibre

to

Mr.

those present,

a

“gun." appropriately

inscribed, with sheath, ammunition belt,
watering trough.
with gold buckle, a few other articles of
The City Treasurer was directed to re- like
nature, and a complete outfit of underlease by quit claim deed the property of the
clothing, the heaviest ever seen in town.
heirs of Benson Walker, which has been Mr.
McTaggart, taken wholly by surprise,
sold for taxes.
responded as best lie could, expressing his
Adjourned to Monday evening, Feb. 28th. heart felt gratitude for so eonsp.. nous an
ing

our

hat the appearance of a large
battlefield that has been fortified by deep
ditches and long intreuchments in the
efforts of men to clear the way for the resumption of travel and business. Where
the drifts in the roads have assumed too for-

91

referred to
the Assessors with a recommendation that
the prayer of the petitioners he granted.
The Committee on finance was instructed
to settle with the Treasurer and Collector
for the municipal year 1897.
The Superintendent of Grove Cemetery
was instructed to have put upon the
plans
and the new book the names of owners of
lots in the old cemetery, that are noton said
plans and book.
A. J. Stevens was allowed $8 for maintain-

informing us of its mighty scope and its tereffects, upon sea and laud. It is very
consoling to note, however, that of the many

assume somev\

91

The petition of A. C. Sibley, et als., for
abatement of taxes on the property of the
Belfast Industrial Real Estate Co. and the

rible

and

committed.$00,052

Paid City Treasurer. 50,994 32
Abatements, etc. 8,058 59

This town received its full
complement of the white substance in the
great storm of last week—so much, in fact,
that it was two days before the mail arrived

where; dooryards, byways

Oh
29
ob
ob

The petition of

Northport.

citizens who go down to the sea in
were fortunate enough to be at
home or in a safe harbor. On every hand
large drifts are abundant, and the scene
from an elevation presents to the beholder a
most charming picture of the snowy landscape.
Huge trenches are visible every-

159
22
7
40

Total.$2,830 75
CalviuJHervey, et als. for

The storm, or blizzard, as the
Boston papers term it, was the most severe
we have had for many years.
Business of
all kiuds was suspended; shops and stores
No mail was received
closed, Tuesday.
from Monday noon until Thursday a. m.
Drifts from five to fifteen feet deep had to
be cut through on our roads, which wrere not
made passable for teams until Thursdayafternoon.
One of our neighbors was imprisoned in his house and had to call on a friend
to clear the snow away from his door Tuesday morning before he could get out of his
house, which, fortunately for him, is near
the street.
T. L. Davidson, who is postmaster, and lives some eight rods from his
store, was obliged to crawl on his hands and
knees to his home Tuesday evening. Snow
shoes have been used by mauy of our citizens. Bennie Keller, who teaches the North
Appleton school, goes to his school and returns on snow shoes,taking a “bee line” from
his house to the school house, up the river.
He makes the distance in thirty minutes.
Appleton.

ships,

j*>50

Fire Department.
74 00
Pauper.
COO 00
Ill
Library.
42

get

snowshoes. W. E. Dainm froze his face in
going from the store to the stable Feb. 1st.

of

G.

Dr.

Monday

Dr.
and

boy and the Repairs and insurance.
large boy have been meandering about on | School contingent.

town for two

Llewellyn H. Jipson
Monday on business.

game
Maine,
regular meeting of the City Council recently
was
in
practice ,n 1'houiaston.
was held Monday
evening, with full boards leaves next Monday for K ion like 1): <; aid
is one of a party of seven, Ins
ei oanions
in both branches except Alderman
McKeen,
Col. If. E. McDonald. Edward Mcwho is ill. The. roll of accounts was passed, being
Thomas
Donald,
Haugh and Charles <>'Conthe following being the amounts under the nel, Gordon Mi
Taggart of Pitfsti ,1 and
town clerk, W. I. Rurril! of Corinu
various appropriations:
Tin s*

Wednes-

did

our

James Pendleton went to Massachusetts
on business.

expedition

Government.

The

part of the way had to be shoveled ahead of
the teams. The drift near Mr. John Royal’s
was larger than it has been there before for
more than twenty years.
Some of our oldest
inhabitants say they never saw such a
We baa

Lome from Augusta

at

Monday

The

Tuesday. Wednesday twelve men, twelve
horses ami a yoke of cattle were breaking
roads in our district all day. The greater

terrible storm.

was

Sunday.

Saturday, April 2, 1887, there was a heavy
northeast snow storm, and the condition of injuries
C. H. Mit» hell attended the annual meetthings after the storm was about the same
as last week.
Conductor M ice left Burn- \ ing of the Maine Hotel Proprietors Asso< 1ation in Waterville Feb. 4tli. W. E Grinnell
bam at 7.30 p, m. Saturday with a
passenger
train containing a large party of Belfast ia- of Searsport was elected vice president for
dies and gentlemen. The train had two en- Waldo county.
j
There is no man in the State who is as
Bines and a snow plow, but got stalled in a !
drift between Thorndike and Knox where it persistent, a diary keeper as 1). O Huvv'-n of
who was elected a member of tinMorrill,
remained until Sunday afternoon, arriving executive committee of the State
Grange at
in Belfast at 8.30 p. m.
the last annual session. He commenced
w hen in the ar-my in lS(>d, having
kept his
There was a crowd in waiting at the peri- diary constantly up to the present day
Portland
I
Express.
odical stores every evening to get the dailypapers with the report of the shipwreck.
Off for Klondike.
Thursday evening at Clements’ bookstore
there was such a jam that two small hoys in The I'ir-t helfust I’artN toh-ave lot \ I:i--K:■
the crowd narrowly escaped
injury. The
E. McDonald, Co', p ],.
Col. H
s
team with the Sunday papers was nearly
McDonald and Charles O' 'on
;•
three hours late on account of the had roads,
train yesterday morning : r A’aska
ml
and the crowd waited patiently from \
will be joineden route by otln rs of the p irty
o'clock until 7.

The weather is all that we can
present ami as there is a sameness about that all over Maine; at least, any
thing that can he said will not be conbeen cold and the

A. I. Brown
over

on

her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Dyer.

sound mind.

Liberty.

has

informal convention of citizens repall the political parties it was vot-

an

resenting

talk about at

sidered

& M.

At

E. F. Hanson went to Boston Monday
business

Feb. 1st. A

snow

Belfast harbor felt the gale but little, be-

was

Sandypoint. The storm of last week was
Two of the crew of the three-masted
j
schooner Charles A. Briggs, wrecked on the most severe in this town for many years.
Nantucket shoals during the storm, when on A small boy visited the Duckery after the
storm and when asked what he saw there
the passage from Philadelphia to Portland
with coal, were Harry and Lewis Milliken
replied, “Snow and ducks.” That well exof Ellsworth, men of sterling character and
plained the situation, for the low buildings
good sailors. Their bodies were washed were nearly buried in snow. The men
ashore and were indentified. An Ellsworth turned out and by the second day the roads
were in a fair condition for travel. There was
despatch to the Bangor Daily News says:
The men were the last male members of no western mail from Monday until Thursthe family of Leonard Milliken, who from
day.
their youth were seafaring men.
The
Palermo. The storm of last week was
drowning of these two men completely
wipes out the male portion of the family, one of the worst ever experienced here.
one
of
them being lost at sea. In the Most of the districts
every
required three days to
year 1876 Leander Milliken, the father of the
family, was lost in the schooner Alvarado clear the roads for travel. The railroad was
during a storm off ihe New England coast. blockaded from Monday noon until SaturIu October of the year, 1893, the schooner
day, and no Stage arrived from Augusta
Capt. John of Ellsworth was run down in a until
Saturday evening. When the mails
fog by the three-masted schooner Robert Gilman Dunn, the entire crew
being lost. Lean- arrived the village was wild with exciteder Milliken, Jr., was master of the
Capt. ment and a grand rush was made for the
John, his brother. Edward, acting as mate.
There is one daughter left of the family, post office, until every hole and corner was
Mrs. Charles Witham.
crowded.

ed in.

George Franklin Ryan, the nly son of
Capt. Geo. F. and Ellen 1*. Ryan, was born
in Belfast, Aug. (5, IStiti, and was a sea
captain of twelve years experience,
always
and
making quick trips
having good luck.
He was placed in command of the sell. Jas.

The Storm in the

Freedom.

ice, sand, rags,
wreckage. She hail evidently |
become entangled with the Marcellas and
Concerning Local Industries.
being the heavier and stronger of the two
had crushed her. Capt. Turner found
enough
A large shipment of leather*board from
of the spars and other material from the
Sherman & Co. was made hy steamer PeMarcell us to satisfy him beyond a doubt of nobscot
Monday.
the identity of the vessel. A small
portion
A commodious ice house is in course of
of the Holmes’ cargo, such as is not
injured j construction at the rear of the new creamby its immersion in the salt water, may he
ery, and will be tilled as soon as it is coversaved.
aua
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a

Death ot Rev. W. N.
Rev.

j

W.

N.

Brodbeck,

I).

Brodbeck.
I).,

of

Trinity

evidence of the esteem of his neighbors and
friends. The rest of the evening was very

pleasantly spent socially.

church, Charlestown, Mass., was to have lecA Word as to Dr. (jumbart.
tured in the Peoples’ Lecture Course MonTo thk Editor of Thk Journal: As Dr.
day evening, Feb. 14th, on “The Philosophy
of a Happy Life,” but the engagement was Gumbart, who is to lecture in the IV. pie's
;
canceled because of his iiluess. Last Friday i Course in place of the late Dr. Brodbeek, is
morning lie died at his home iu Charlestown. comparatively unknown here, a personal
word from me to your readers may not he
He had been a member of the New England

Couferencejfor twelve years, and had but re- out of place. 1 feel that we are very fortucently accepted an invitation to become the nate in securing Dr. Gumbart and from my
pastor of the First Methodist, church, Baltipersonal knowledge of the man and his
more, Md. Rev. Charles Parkliurst, editor
of Zion’s Herald, says of the deceased: ‘‘He record and reputation I can assure the pubhas stood perhaps as the strongest and ablest lic of a
very bright and interesting lecture.
representative among us of the Evangelism
Dr. Gumbart is a man of fine
in wlr ’( our Methodism was horn and which
has been its most pronounced characterstic.” Mr. Brodbeck leaves a wife and four

children.

The

Nyack,

Hudson Frozen Hard.

Y., Feb. 4. The Hudson river,
which is three miles wide at this place, was
frozen over to-day, and for the first time in
N.

years persons walked across on the ice. The
ice cutters throughout Rockland county are
harvesting twelve-inch ice this week and
will get the largest crop in years.

personal presand always has something bright,
witty and instructive to say. An eminent
Boston law yer told me that wre could uot do
better iu the city of Boston than to secure
Dr. Gumbart, if possible. I hope that vve

ence,

shall

give

him

am sure we

a full house, aud if we do I
shall want him to come to Bed-

fast again next

season.

Respectfully,
John F. Tilton.

say you? Yes, costly. There
anything worth purchasing yet
that did not have its price. Costly? Not
so costly as to find yourself decreasing in
profit from year to year and decreasin in
was never

Carry

our

Merchandise in

Own

I*,
made

Senator
a

Ships.
William l*.

masterly plea

Frye

|our

of Maine

■

for American mari-

time revival, and the extension and dominance of American

commerce

and

ship-

ping in every part of 1 he world, at the annual dih'.ur of the New England Iron and
Haidwurc Association at Young’s Hotel,
l»ostoi: M>mday evening, »Jan. .‘list. “You |
.inii ’l hope for success in foreign markets until you become the exclusive
ners ot

ot

\our own

merchandise,”

ear-

was one

the points he impressed upon his auThe assemblage greeted Senator

ditors.

Frye with tumultuous cheers as he rose to
lit* was frequently interrupted
speak
with applause during his speech. Senator

Fiye said, in part:
1

A Woman’s

“Costly

Frye’s Speech.

Senator
AV« sliouhl

have been requested to repeat, so
fai a* I could, the speech 1 made a few
days since in New York at the manufacture* s’ dinner, where Pres. McKinley was
the chief guest.
“I will do so, in part, with pleasure;
very much as our minister feels when he
makes an exchange of pulpits and cau use
an old sermon.
“Your interests, too, are identical with
that association in New York.
The purpose of each is to seek ways and means to
markets.
open up foreign
“You and 1 know the absolute ueed for
that now. Our production from this time
forth will exceed our demands.
If we do
not find foreign markets, then this great
country must begin to crawl, crablike,
backward.
‘(rod scattered with a prodigal hand
lies gifts to oui beloved country. A seaboard almost limitless in extent, equipped
with splendid and sale haibois, mighty
livers, arteries of trade stretching away
a less Hu* continent, great lakes planted
light where commerce seemed to demand
them; boundless forests, mountains ol
iron, coal enough for the world, gold,
silver, copper- <■ veiy mineral and every
metal man needs.
\Ve have made reasonable use of these
guts, especially since the civil war closed
and peace Lesun.ed her oenignant. sway.
Agiiriir.un
mining, maiiutucnires, nave
••■iviinceti I'V leaps and bounds, and our
ss
has
been
the marvel of the world.
piogi
\Ve now iead the nations.
*!»u
loin years ago we had a new
He was teiribly severe in his
teacher.
discipline, too. The purchasing power of

demand at home from year to year; cutting down wages of your intelligent workmen from year to year and dually degrading and reducing them to the condition
of the workmen of Europe.
Why, gentlemen, that is so costly that it might—it
might, 1 say—risk the life of the republic
itself."
-OUJi

M K

IK'll A

NT M

A KINK.

Suffering.

Well.

J

uext

is

pain, discharges, suppression, irregulari-

I_■

No. 4.
In former articles the theory, or claim,
that crime is a disease has been made. A
physician who should examine an adult

ed; and

such a person would not be likely
if
to contract
contageous disc; se even
typhoid microbes were swallowed. On

ties, weak back, inflammations, bearing
down, bad taste in the mouth, loss of appetite, faintness* constipation, nervousness,
sleeplessness and irritability. Mrs. S. TayNew York City,
lor, of 261 West 17th St

examination of another and finding pulse
80, irregular, hard; temperature 90 1-2;
respiration 10, lie would say that the conditions were not healthy, indicating low
vitality and that the patient would more

readily

one who is
morally normal does not
easily become a criminal; while another,
whose morality is low, is quite likely to
take to crime if associations bring him

in

theory

here quoted as it must interest those who
have given this subject thought:

Funeral

HOW TO STOP ClilME.

Bangor,

Prof. Elmer Gates, of the Smithsonian
Institution in Washington, after years of
scientific investigation, declares that science will put an end to all crime.
This is the calm judgment of the deeply-learned man who lias devoted his life
to research.
Prof. Gates announces not
as a
possibility, but as a fact, that the
murder in a man’s brain can be removed
by the surgeon’s knife. If the disease
can
be definitely placed it can be either
cut out altogether or treated so as to become healthy, when tiie victim becomes a
normal man.
This is Prof. Gates’ contention.
Of tiiis theory lie says:
“Analysis of any of the exertions or
secretions from a person who lias been
angry for half an hour show the existence
ceruun

pi.oma.ines

ami
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Sold by all druggists. 50c and$1.00.
Aiitff < l't*niif:il Co.,
A'lstot District, Boston.

It you ire inter* sted in
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»n
send ua
u.l wyour name ami addn-s
t.t
v.-ifr—-;i
copy of our book entit I d Bu. Id-teg a V w Body.
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1TFING

to sell

family trade

our

COFFEES,

Rogers Bros, teaspoon. Good p.iv.
best goods at these pr*

Wholesale dealers and retail the
v.,ii can work. Address

Steady work.

..

Send for

Goods

t.-rnis

,\

?8 Broad St., BOSTON, Mass

THE GREAT

Positively

cured by these
tittle Pills.

NATIONAL FAMILY

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy fur Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsl.
ness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tam in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

NEWSPAPER
For FARMERS
and VILLflC£R°.
and your favorite home paper,

shortness of

TheReDublican Journal
1

breath—a
sensation
of dryness

HALES BOTH ONE YEAR FOR $2.00.
SKM>

HQNEy

and heat

not

0F

in the
throat.

HOREHOUND
AND

Neglect
dangerous.

TAR

is

Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar acts
like a charm on the throat and bronchial lubes.
Use it before it’s too late. 8old by druggists.
Pike's Toothache

Drops

cure

in

one

minute.

OIJDKHS

ALL

TO

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST. MAINE,
IT MANAT

National Book of reference lor
*AOP*MK'l.
Governmental and political Information, ( on
ol Sea Cork, Ihe Olugley
tains the Constitution of the I'nlted Stales, the Constitution ol the stale
Cabinet and appointees
Tariff Rill, with comparison ot (he old and new rales; President McKinley-'
of Conaress, names ot principal officers ot the ulllerrm
etc the

11.

Y
TR1RIINF
1. irUDUllIi

nLlllnllnVj,

:
personnel
Ambassadors, Consuls,
Tables ol Public Slatisllrs,
States, commanding officers of the Army and Navy, with their salaries;
(.old and SliElection Returns, Parly Platforms and Cominlttres, complete artlrles on the Currency,

ver, and
tive and

a

vast amount of other valuable Information.

The Standard American Almanac. authorita-

In Europe.
complete, correspondlns In raih with Whittaker's Almanac
PRICE 25 CENTS, POSTAGE PAID.
Send all orders to THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL I'l K. CO., Belfast, Me.

...fl Bealil) Table...

braska.

NEW BELT S1--BEAUTIES!

there’s work to be
jtxHEN
send for Mr. X.
VX/ done

you
He has been employed by your
neighbor for years, and is
reliable.

the Governor of Shan Tung who !
got Germany into trouble with China.
His peacock feathers have beeu confiscat- |
ed and liischop-sticks destroyed, and Ger- I
many is satisfied.
was

********
_YOU

Time proves reliability.

j

There is a suspicion that the scene in
the French Chamber of Deputies was |
promoted by Paris haberdashers for
the purpose of working off their surplus
stocks of gents’ furnishing goods.

When sick you grasp the first
floating straw in view, and
forget the reliability of the
“L. E.” Atwood’s Bitters.
new

Not satisfied with pursuing Jackson
and Jefferson beyond the limits of patri- j
otic forbearance, the Kansas Democrats
have planned to hold an orgie on the an- j
niversary of Washington’s birthday.

as

BUYING

constipation than

SAVE

MONEY

j WATCHES
'Nl>

We can fit you to Glasses.

ever.

bottle.

35c.
Avoid Imitations.
a

CAN

BY-

OF US.

| CLOCKS j

People's bodies are still constructed
they were forty vears ago, and the
L.FV cures more cases of indigestion

and

An eminent oculist lias discovered that
there is twice as much blindness among 1
men the world over as there is
among
women.
But he overlooks the fact that
a woman has to see twice as much as a 1

National Blink

B^iil'ing-

'!i Ju.imukh.

|| j LOCKE & SON.

_

Tiotfs Nerverme Pills

man.

The

Mrs. Lease is doing an occasional turn
in a New York pulpit, and has raised her
broom to sweep back the wave of discontent which she says has spread all over
the Old World, and is now beating at the
shores of the New. So long as Mrs. Lease
keeps “shooing” there need be no general alarm.

great

remedy

for

BELFAST LIVERY CO.,

nervous

BEFORE AND AFTER USING.

prostration and
all nervous
diseases of the
generative orQf cither

Opposite Windsor Hotel

BELFAST, MAINE,

^ans

as Nervous Prostration,
Failing or
lost Manhood, Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental worry, excessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
lead to Consumption and Insanity. $1.00
.)er box
by mail; 6 boxes for $5.00.

sex, such

The Democrats are to play The Curse of
Gold during the coming campaign, and
the Populists will produce a dramatization of Bellamy’8 “Looking Backward.”
As a counter-attraction the best thing for
the Republican committee to do will be to
! lease a circus. This would naturally draw
j heavily from both the other parties.
[St. Louis Globe-Democrat.

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,
PROPRIETORS.

kOTT’S CHEMICAL C0.f Prop’s, Cleveland Ohio
FOB SALE

PILES !

No man can cure consumption. You can
prevent it though. Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Syrup cures coughs, colds, broucliits, sore
throat. Never fails.

Ills, Bll*
Headache.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 25c.

|

2

ft If M Witt lm.
SICK HEADACHE

Afterthoughts.

HOOD’S PILLS

ist, this preparation cures all coughs however stubborn: 2d, it
♦ heals any congested or intlamed tissues of the throat, bronchial
♦ tubes, or lungs; 3d, it keeps up the whole body to a high standard
of health,
♦
Germs cannot thrive in such surroundings. They die and dis♦ appear. The diseased tissues heal and the sufferer is cured. Thus
2 science declares it, and thousands of cases prove
Angier’s
♦ Petroleum Emulsion is the best
remedy for all lung affections.

■ PILLS

watch the young and while young
moral life until they are

cure Liver

lousness, Indigestion,

Mietie^EMbion

2

■ IVER

Ex*President Cleveland desires it to be

|

(gushing!\)

CARTERS
■PlTTLE

distinctly understood that he is opposed
to annexation of Hawaii, Cuba or Ne-

jI

a

50c TEAS and 30c

While Congressman Jerry Simpson is
spouting glibly about our “Cubian” policy be wants to knock all the i’s out of
Hawaii.

|

John McGaw

John’s, preached

of St.

ARE YOU OUT OF EMPLOYMENT?

strong enough to go through after years
proof against immoral habits. Citizen.

j

Rev.

present.

rector

friends, among
distinguished per-

\Y-

mould their

It

You may plant perfect seeds in perfect soil, prepared in a perfect manner, and yet not have them grow.
Something more than good soil and even good sunlight are
necessary. There must be moisture.
From this we know that the condition of the soil must be about
right or seeds will not sprout and grow when placed in it.
It is just so with the germs, or the seeds of consumption.
They
must have a proper soil in which to flourish, or
they will not live.
Their proper soil is found in the inflamed tissues of the
lungs,
and the whole body must also be below a healthy standard.
Therefore, science declares that the best cure for consumption,
as well as the best
preventive, is in paying attention to the soil,
keeping it in too good a condition to harbor the germs of disease.
Have we anything in just this line?
Yes.
It is found in

“There are days when
we seem more ii: unsion with nature than at,
other times, when o\r hearts seem to beat,
in accord with the sublime harmony of the
universe.
Have you ever noticed it?” He:
“Indeed I have. It is always that way with
me oil pay day."
[Tit Bits.

too old;
but who unfortunately go back to their
old associates to again fall.
It is well

Editorial

was

Sim

knowledge of such diseases. Our reformatories do reform and cure morally to a

we

WHY SOME SEEDS DO NOT GROW.

Tribune

prevented—their condition to be determined by expert scientists who have

that

Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT, 127 Duane Street, New York.

1 u the Rhetoric Class.
“Miss Kerbiff, in
the sentence, ‘Daniel Webster stood there
like a great oak tree,’ point out the idea the
author was trying to convey. In what respect could Daniel Webster he said to resemble a‘great oak tree’?” “Well, lie may
have been rooted to the spot.” [Chicago

but for recovery, if ever; if not, to be perconfined that propagation niv be

are

sons,

uume rous

ANY COLOR.

Ribbons, Curcains, Underlinen, etc.,
I\G Muss. A'') } i°OltC
whether Silk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.
Sold in All Colors by Grocers and Druggists, or mailed free for 15 cents:

brief funeral sermon.
The church was
decorated effectively but in a quiet way.
The honorary pallbearers were lion. F.
A. Wilson, ex-Gov. Robie, Sumner J.
Chadbourue, Adjt. Gen, Richards, C. W.
Coffin, 1. S. Johnson, Philo Strickland,
Hon. A. W. Paine and Isaac R. Clark.
The active bearers were: Gen. .J. J. Lynch
of Portland; Col. J. E. Badger of Augusta;
Col. George F. McQuillan of Portland,
and Col. F. II. Strickland and Col. Frank
I). Pullen of Baugor.
Hon.
John B.
Foster had charge of the funeral.

petually

males who

were

.,

OPERATION

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for Soiled
or
Faded Shirt Waists, Blouses,

the

over

ONE

./ASHES 6c DYES

2 o’clock this

At

AT

SGAP

of relatives and

whom

Foster,

If Professor Cates is correct bis views

cent,

WASHES M2 DYES

of General Harris M. Plaisted, exgovernor of Maine, was beguD in St.
John’s Episcopal church.
A large as-

confirm the writer’s theory, that criminals should not be sentenced for a term

large per

3.

funeral service

OLD
STYLE

hlAYFQLE

body

are different in kind from those obtained
from the secretions of a person who has
been sad for half an hour, and so on with
the different evil emotions. The irascible,
the depressing, the malignant and the
fearful emotions create poisons in every
cell of the body, while the good emotions
augment the nutritive changes in every
cell of the body.
Emotion exerts a profound effect upon the chemical changes
The emowhich take place in the cells.
tions modify profoundly the changes in
the vase motor circulation of the blood.
“Now the plan to cure the disease of
immorality of the mind is to build up the
brain with healthful chemical formations
which will crowd out of power the chemical formations of wicked
influence,
The
whether they are inherited or not.
first step in curing a criminal consists in
discovering by psychologic analysis the
number of wrong seusations-memories and
wrong imag e-memories and other wrong
intellectual and emotive memories, ami
then by a process of brain building to
put into the same parts of the brain instead of the wrong memories another series of good memory structures consist ing
of moral and scientifically acquired intellectual and emotive memories relating to
the same objects and acts as those from
which the wrong memories were acquired.
“This puts a large and dominant number of normal cells in the very areas
where the evilly functioning cells were,
and then these new structures are kept
functionally alive oftener each day than
the evil ones can have a chance to be active, and the result is that the new structures become completely dominant.
A
criminal propensity is simply nothing
else than a dorhinancy of evil memory
structures, and as soon as a larger number of morally functioning structures are
put in the same part of the brain there
arises a new dominancy, and if this new
dominancy is kept alive it will take the
blood away from the old structures, and
cause them to waste away.
The. time will
come when criminals will not be allowed to
as
but
the
State
will sec
grow up
criminals,
to it. that criminally-inclined children are
cured during early school years."
[Chicago Tribune.

<

NEW
STYLE

Plaisted.

hx=Guv.

Feb.

afternoon the

poisonous character, but these poisons

tirely left me, my nervousness disappeared,
I slept well and was in perfect health. For
this blessing I have to thank Dr. Greene's
Nervura blood and nerve remedy. It is a

of

MAYPOLE
SOAP

A Pleasure at Last.

and Belfast Age for publication ; also a copy
put on our records and a copy sent to the
family of the deceased.
I. M
White, ) Com.
W. F. White, > on
A. E. Barker ) Res.

with it.
In confirmation of
the statement of Prof. Gates
His article upon this quesmay be cited.
tion is elaborate and far reaching, aud is

01

NOME DYEING

waters lead to life aud light
Resolved, That our charter be draped in
mourning, also that a copy of these resolutions be sent to The Republican Journal

contact

this

"I had been under a doctor’s care all the
time but got uo better. I was utterly prostrated, ami good for nothing. By the advice of a friend who was cured by Dr.
Greene’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy,
I began using this wonderful medicine.
After taking it a short time 1. was completely cured of all my troubles. My nerve
strength returned, my female weakness en-

should be dutiable 10 per curt, less than in
wonderful medicine.”
foreign ships. They put a tax of six
Such testimonials as these are always the
cents a ton on American vessels and a tax
of curing thousands of suffering
means
of about 50 cents a ton on foreign craft. women who are wise enough to accept the
didn’t care a snap about Great advice of those who have been cured. CountWhy,
they
our poop A- was nest seriously crippled,
less numbers of people all over the land
did they, or her retaliation?
.m l
Now Britain,
I’uMimpi i..u fell oil one-third.
“We soon practically owned the ocean. have regained their health by this wonderhat taimiit you gentlemen a lesson. What
ful
remedy, and are crying out to their felwere
We
We were proud.
successful,
w;!>
i' :
N • longer contented with the
low ( features t<> take Dr. Greene's Nervura
and we concluded we could surrender.
h »i!;e mailiet. a determined advance was
blood anti nerve remedy, and be made well
“Great Britain immediately took tlie
It is not a patent medicine, but
and strong.
m
ket.
With
advantage. Great Britain was looking tiie prescription of the most successful
v i, it urn- you eon iron ted when
you tried out for
She physician, Dr. Greene, of o4 Temple Place,
as she always does.
herself,
An many most powerfully entrenchdoesn’t have any of our humanitarian Boston, Mass., who can be consulted free,
ed -i. pm.vei .id ov er the a orld.
to other foreign
ideas as to hei
personally or by letter.
Uiitaiu, Fi ona and Germany, nations. She is asduty
wise as a serpent and
witlisw.it steam?* hip .an s making regunot as harmless as a dove.
Pittsfield Paragraphs.
lai trips
every commercial port in the
“Since 1841) our ships on the ocean have
world, with banking facilities and credit been with
whatno
Deferred
from last week.]
protection
absolutely
f
>>.stems established, highest, commercial
soever
They have been handicapped in
The weaving and spinning departments at
agencies, ali the appliances for successful
lr costs 30 to 50 per cent. the
trade, and with a liercely aggressive poli- i every way.
Waverly mill are being operated over
to maintain
more
them, consequently time.
cy. not, only t*> maiutain wliat they had,
at
a
wheie a foreign ship can carry goods
b r. to extend it still further.
In the east |
I
Herbert T. Powers, Esq. of Fort Fairfield,
for 85,say, it would require a charge
da
see
the result.
>.
Now* how profit on our
to cover even expenses.
oi 87
visited his parents, Judge aud Mrs. H. H.
ships
ahead
to
scale
such
barriers
go
y>m
“There is only one way under the light Powers, last week.
as theseV
our American maiadst Mm*, a quarter of a century ago, of the sun to restore
Carl Coffin of Thorndike, a graduate of M.
That is for the government of the
i'd. a lar daughter beyond the seas rine.
States
to put its hand in its pocket C. 1. and a studeut at P>ates College, has beUnited
may some time or other overtake her
Our gun the study of dentistry in the office of
and pay the cost of restoration.
m-.ither.’
Mippose lie should speak toare unprotected, competing
Dr. E. C, Bryant.
day. what would lie say? ‘Our daughter ships to-day
and
others protected
encouraged.
beyond the seas has overtaken her mother, against
Mrs. Clias. Jackman and son have been
tax
the
senaa
new
tonnage
Regarding
as she has distanced her in the race, and
tor talked at some length, saying he hopvisiting Mrs. Betsey Farnliam of this vilcan only see lier now by looking backward
ed to see a bill reported to congress that lage; also friends in Detroit. Mr. Jackman
from the dust raised by the winds of our
would answer the purpose of a discrimi- came for them with a team and they left
own magnificent industries.”
nating duty to the degree that it would here Saturday for their home in Mt. VerTHE NICARAGUA CANAL.
help our shipping a great deal more than non, Me.
We have the best home market iu all it is helped now.
Street Commissioner Randlett was enthe vvoihi. out people consuming per capEvery time one of the American line
steamers goes into Southampton she has gaged last week with a large force of men
ita at least one-third more than
any others.
Vo
are trying to leac
another market. to pay an aggregate tonnage tax of about aud teams one day in cleaning the immense
Tin* liist market you are trying to reach 8 1-2 cents a ton, or four times what the masses of snow from the fronts of the busiIn France ness houses ou Main and Park streets.
is the market of the Orient.
You don’t English steamers pay here.
propose to leave that to be closed against the tonnage tax amounts to about 18
Mrs. Mary A. Patterson of Belfast, who
Is there any way you can shorten cents a ton.
you.
“The result of this is,” said Senator went to Kansas last fall to visit her brothdistance, reduce freight, lessen time iu
Frye, “that at present we are practically ers and sisters, is spending the winter with
your search for the Orient market?
Let the Nicarugua canal be construct- paying a bounty of about Hi cents a ton her son, H. A. Patterson, in Denver, Colo.
ed by the United States, because the gov- to the steamers of the French line and
She writes her sister, Mrs. J. S. Davis in
about six cents a ton to the various Engernment ran construct that, canal for onePittsfield, that it is a fiue country, but that
half what any private corporation could lish steamers.
“About eight months ago a committee Um East is good enough for her.
do it for uuaidei.
’■Now ftu an you from the Orient to- of the leading shipping men in the counThe two old people, Mr. aud Mrs. Cunday. as compared with your competitors? try called on me at Washington and we ningham, who were visiting their daughamend
a
to
a
bill
to
conference relative
You here in Boston at. from A,000 to liad
ter, Mrs. Harding, in this viliage last week,
4.<:u0 mii»*s farther <1Y tram Japan, from the taxation laws as regards tonnage. The
aud who went from here Saturday to visit a
1 Anna,
ami
1
committee
was
a
from India, from the southwest
sub-committee,
it is about ready to report to daughter in Lincoln and were killed on the
i-.t oi Sonin America, than
Liverpool, understand
the general committee of shipping men a 1 ill-fated train at Orono, were brought back
\1 >111 great competitor,
bill for the raising of the tonnage tax.
3
moment that Nicaragua canal has
here on the 2 It) train Monday afternoon,
“Ido not know what the provisions of and carried to their home in Troy by John
b
n ronOru -ted Boston is as near
Hong
Kong as Liv e pool is, 1,200 miles nearer the hill will be exactly, but my under- \. Martin, the Pittsfield undertaker.
the nearest ports of China, 1,000 miles standing of it is that it will raise the ton- j
Harry Annis, driver of the mail stage
nestle! Japan, 1,000 miles nearer Austranage tax enough to materially help the
from Pittsfield to Canaan, left here at 8.45
lia, nearei British India, and 2,700 miles American merchant marine.
“I don’t care for the cost of any action a. m. Jan. 24th, and reached West Pittsfield
u aiei the western coast jf South Amerirestore American shipping,”
1.
I think Yankees can take
postoftiee, a distance of about five miles, at
advantage if it will the
concluded
m ;tu nut'ii
speaker, amid cheers.
mugs as tuese.
12 45 p. m. He found the roads drifted very
‘Look at it from a d miestic point of
badly and decided to return home with the
view.
That caual would bring Boston,
Money to Burn in Kansas.
hope that the road commissioners would
New Yoik and San Francisco and the
clear the roads before the next trip. He
mouth of lie Columbiai and the Puget
In the Stale of Nebraska and in the
went through the next day all right.
sound neaier to each other 10,000 miles,
other States >f the Middle West the loan
it would shorteu tlie distance from the
Mr. James F. Connor met with quite a
business, as it was formerly conducted, is
Columbia river to New York by steamer over.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars serious accident recently by slipping on the
from f>0 days to 20.
It would shorten the of Eastern
while entering his house. He was unmoney have been sent back
time by sail from 120 days to 40 or 50 since last fall because there was no steps
able to rise without assistance, which he reIt would reduce the freight at market for it.
days.
a
bank
offiOnly recently
least one-third.
It would save every cial in central New York received letters ceived at once, and after being helped into
farmer in the northwest $2 on every ton of
from
Kansas asking as to the the house and upon examination by his
inquiry
of wheat shipped, and an equal saving on
value of certain investments. Some persons physician, Dr. T. M. Griffin, it was found
all classes of freight.
in Kansas had money to lend in the East. that painful injuries had been sustained ex■‘Will you say, then, that I am a dreamIt is a fact beyond dispute that Western
ternally and to some of the internal organs,
er when I say that there will be iu the
mortgages are being paid off far in adbut that no bones were broken. Mr. ConUnited States a quarter of a century vance of
a
loan
!
of
maturity. One agent
nor has so far recovered as to be able to
hence a mighty empire ir. population, in
the
told
me
that
from
company
West;
low with
wealth and iu industries?
alone returns on unmatured loans were walk out. Mrs. Conuor is very
“I want this magnificent assemblage of
coming iu at his office at the rate of $50,- cancer of the stomach.
men to use their powerful influence on
000 a week faster than he could put out
the Congress of the United States to perthe money again.
He said he was simply
The Fleet Horse in Poetry.
suade it at the earliest possible day to
sending back all the Eastern money that
build this canal.”
find
a
was coming to him.
not
He could
F. S. Delleubaugh has an article enmarket even for his Western money.
1*1.KA I OH HAWAII.
titled “The Quick Horse” in February
[Harper’s Weekly.
It tells of the trained
St. Nicholas.
•‘There is a treaty pending in the U. S.
horses that play such a prominent part in
Senate to-day for the annexation of the
Mr. Dellenthe modern tire department.
The Winter of 1878.
Hawaii.in Islands. You are business men,
baugh says:
and 1 am not going to sentimentalize with
“Constant Reader” wrote the Boston
Mankind loves the horse, for the horse
you.
dated Newtonville, has been one of man's most valuable aids
Journal this note,
“You aie hunting for markets?
Do
But there
Feb. 1:
and companions in all ages.
you w in to lose that one? Well, if the
“Being storm-bound to-day, I have been are preferences among horses. Some are
l;. S. Senate does not give a two-thirds
over my diary, to see if I could
prized for their steady working-qualities—
vote in favor of annexation you have lost looking
liud date of similar storms.
From
I find under their ability to draw heavy loads.
it.
Why do I say that? 1 say that if the head of
‘Remark
time immemorial the quality of speed has
1S78, as follows: Jan. 28,
treaty is not ratified by the U. S. Senate able
an echo in
found
and
no
as
no
snow
thrilled
yet;
humanity
winter;
sleighing
in less than a year the Hawaiian Islands
“How they
and very warm all winter, with the excep- many a stirring poem.
will be under the protectorate of Great
tion of Jan. 7, 8 degrees below zero iu
Brought the Good News from Ghent to
Britain.
Jan 8, 15 degrees below iu Aix” makes the blood tingle in one's
“Your Nicaragua caual, which is cer- morning:
In afternoon of Jan. 9, 45 definger-tips, and we follow brave Roland
tain to he built, would more than ten- morning.
above zero and growing warmer.
across
the dawn-kissed Belgian landfold increase the value of those islands. grees
no
inhabitants
there
has
been
Oldest
scape with swift anxiety. When BrownThey look right exactly into its western such winter for 50 say
severe
Jan.
us how “Muleykeh’s” master,
tells
31,
ing
years.
mouth.
In the hands of an enemy, your
snowstorm all day. Feb. 1, still snowing;
rather than win back his beautiful favorite
caual would not be worth a cent; would
snow two feet deep on a level now; more
by defeating her in the pursuit, shouts
be utterly useless to us.
In our bands,
snow has fallen than since the big storm
to the fleeing thief telling him how to
with a naval and coaling station there, we
of 1867.
No liorsecars are running in call forth her highest speed, our hearts go
could protect that canal and our entire
Boston or any of the suburbs; everything out to him in sympathy as his pet steed in
western coast against the world.
blocked up. This is from my diary of consequence vanishes forever from his
“Now, will you help us in the Senate?
1878, and is a complete duplicate for this fond sight. “Sheridan’s Ride” wakes
a
dictator
with
if
I
were
“Gentlemen,
and date, and weather, also,
wakes us up till the thunder of hoofs is
absolute power in this republic l would winter, day
20 years later.”
mingled with the rattle of musketry and
build the Nicaragua canal, I would an
the cheers of the rallying troops as the galnex the Hawaiian Islands, I would aid
Think About Your Health.
lant commander spurs on to the front. In
the construction of a railroad from our
other ballads we dash with Kit Carson
southern border down to Terra delFuego, This is the Time to Give Attention to
over the crisp, dry prairies with the roarI would establish swift steamship lines to
Your Physical Condition.
ing fire-demon iu hot pursuit, or we shoot
China and Japan, to Australia, and to
The warmer weather which will come our animal in “Lasca,” that stirring
eveiy commercial port in South America,
with the approaching spring months should
and take refuge
and then, by reciprocal treaty, or in any find you strong and in robust health, your poem by Frank Desprez,
from the stampeded cattle beneath his
other lawful way iu which it could be
blood pure and your appetite good. Otherof serious illness. poor body.
done, 1 would participate largely in the wise you will be in dangerblood
with Hood’s
Purify and enrich your
trade of the Orient, and I would take enEverybody’s liable to itching piles. Rich
Sarsaparilla and thus “prepare for spring.”
tirely the trade of Mexico, of South This
medicine makes rich, red blood and and poor, old and young—terrible the
America, and of the Central American gives vigor and vitality. It will guard you torture they suffer. Only one sure cure.
States by the free admission of all our
against danger from the changes which will Doan’s Ointment. Absolutely safe; can’t
fail.
soon take place.
goods into them.

diseases.
contract contageous
conditions prevail morally, and

These

ing.
“You pay the freight.
“What are the causes? The free trade
Theorists stick
theorists say the tariff.
to theories and say: ‘Damn the facts!’
ExThere is no sentiment in business.
ports have increased under the tariff.
“The want of all protection on the
In the
ocean did it; that's what did it.
old days we protected our shipping.
The people then did not stand in such awe
of Great Britain as you and I do to-day.
The fathers saw Great Britain carrying
almost all our water freights. They immediately concluded that it was time to
stop it. And stop it they did. They put

Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville,
has adopted the following resolutions:
Whereas, Death has again entered our
order and taken from among us another of
our members, Sister Gertrude Foster; Therefore,
Resolved, That while our hearts are saddened by her removal from our circle, and
while we deplore her early death, we believe our bereavement is to her great gaiu,
having been released from a life of suffering
and entered into a life where there is no
more sorrow, pain or death.
Rhs lived, That although her life here is
ended and we shall no more look upon her
face or listen to her pleasant voice,her memory will ever remain as a sacred tie to bind
us to her iu Heaven
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to the husband, father and sisters
of the departed sister,and while they mourn
the loss of their dear one from their family
circle, may their hearts be cheered and comforted with the assurance, that while they
are in the deep waters of affliction their
loved one has safely crossed the river whose

Female weaknesses are more common to- and find
pulse 72, regular, soft; temperaday than ever before. Constant work and
worry weaken the nerves ami vitality, and ; ture 98 4-10; respiration 18; skin moist,
female weakness follows. As a result there would
!
say that a healthy condition exist-

turned his attention
Frye
says;
to the merchant marine of our country.
“For years I have been unable to attend
“You cannot hope for success in foreign
to my household duties owing to severe
markets until you become the carriers of sickness.
I was troubled terribly with
j
your own merchandise, until you have I female weakness, suppression of the menses
to
for over six years, nervous exhaustion,
regular fleets carrying “Old Glory’
sleeplessness and general debitity. I had
every port in the world.
coldness
of limbs and feet, and was in a
was trying
Britain
Great
Fifty years ago
She deter- helpless condition. I feared 1 should never
to solve this same problem.
well.
mined that trade follows the flag, and get
decided to establish and maintain great
fleets of fast steamships to every port in
the world, and to this day she has never
wavered nor had occassion to waver in
that policy. Her exports are to-day perfectly enormous as the result.
“The result justified Great Britain to
the fullest possible extent.
To-day she
owns one-half of all steam and sail that
navigates the world’s oceans. What is
your condition? It is the most humiliating and mortifying that man can conceive.
It shames every man who has the blood
It
of American patriotism in his veins.
is a crime against the American people.
In 1818 you had 1,000,000 tonnage and
carried 80 percent: of your exports. Today you carry none, none worth mentionSenator

Resolutions of Respect.

Crime and Crimnals.

Some of the Agonies They Needlessly EnNervousness and Female Weakdure.
ltuin Many Rives.
These Poor
nesses
Sufferers Have Found a Sure way to get

!

I
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PILES !
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PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Wiliams’ Indian Pile Ointment, is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio,
for sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

-*TEABS ill TURNOUTS, EVERY DESCRIPTION,^
FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGHT OR DAY.

Coaches, Hacks, Barges

or

Buckboards.

ORDERS BY TELEPHONE PROftPTLY PILLEO.

-X-

in Costa Rica.

Novel Hunt

A

steep hills covered with sliding stones,
anon

The Gucharo, or “Oil Bird.” A Chapter not
to be Read Until After Dinner,

special correspondence
1

of The

and

in and out of which the restless tides
ebb and flow with a sound like thunder—

ern,

Journal.]

'ahismina, Costa Rica, Jan. 2d. We
e
just returned from the most novel
..edition into which

fire

winter in eastern Costa Rica. “What

gucharo?”

a

jical work; but perhaps you will recogi*
his kind among the “oil birds”
eh

used for

are

mg purposes in various part of the
rid besides Central America.
Ilis true

wings in

is Ileatoruis

which he is put.

to

of them had been torn from their nests.

Quakerish suit of brownish gray,
with a bill as surprisingly long aud
When
vg as that of the plumber.
,tble to fly he looks like a Trinidad
sucker” and is

:

much

not

whip-poor-will, but
Tuples in size while
a

a

short time reduced to oil.

Though only spectators to what would
happened just the same without our

have

presence, we felt
lion murders—as

than

maturing,

other singular traits, he is

mg

in

larger

more

birds

hour, bushels

an

Meanwhile clay pots and iron kettles had
been heating over the fires; the poor little
things were dumped in, dead or alive, and

a

a

!i

and in half

wanted,

are

A full grown
dove, dress-

liaro is about the size of

began. Only the young

side the cave

of all the queer freaks of nature, he
lie queerest, both in himself and the
i

>

in clouds

settling

faces and

our

upon every nearby object—even our own
shoulders and the backs of our donkeys.
Then the slaughter of the innocents in-

ribe Fisserosters aud order Insessoris.

t

bewilderment, flapping their

and

tress

Caripensis;
believe,
according to the naturalists lie heps t«i the big family Caprimulgida?, of

me, 1

a

ened by the sudden intrusion and blinded
by tire light of the torches, hurried into
the open air, uttering piteous cries of dis-

aud illumi-

culinary

build

Certainly the number of birds was beyond
computing. The Indians rushed into the
cavern with noise and shouting, brandishing flaming torches. The old birds, fright-

I fancy you say.
bably you will not find him under
a Spanish-Indian alias in any ornithoearth is

to

was

if accessory to a milKing Herod must have

as

on that awful morning when there
mourning for the dead in every house
After five minutes boiling
in Jerusalem.
nothing was left but the tiny bones; and

felt

a noc-

bird, though frugivorous. Making
in deep, dark caverns at the
m‘s edge, he lives entirely upon oleathen the oil was strained through cloth
•iis fruits, such as aguaeater (“vegeuse without
e
butter”), castor beaus, nuts of the into jars, and was ready for
is needNo
further
purification
refining.
etc.
he
The
palm,
consequence is,
state gucharo oil is
mu's
extremely fat after a summer’s ed, for in its natural
re11ceding, ami like other gluttons, purity itself, colorless, odorless and of
is
used
not
It
markable
transparency.
ics to a bad end.
.1

was

home

lighting

for

only

cooking

and

—as

purposes,
but is considered far superior to olive oil
for salads. Most North Americans have a

natives

prejudice against animal fat for the latter
purpose—but wherever lard or suet can
be used, one would think that the grease
of infant birds would be preferable to that
of pigs and cattle.
1 can testify to the excellence of gucha-

ing always

"

the lookout for novel-

ou

haraeteristic of the ways of the peo-

journalistic duty demands,—we
god to accompany a hunting party;
found considerable, difficulty in gainour point.
Though life is wild enough,
aven
knows, in this out-of-the-way
rner of Costa Rica, and the majority of
have

to

seem

no

more

notion

conventional ties than the birds themnowhere

es,

on

earth

ro

and Persians may change, and death
axes be sometimes evaded, but for a
• Rican
lady to step aside one hairs-

es

\

comes

the beaten

not

and the ab-

cellars, the oil

or

tue

cuunite,

people

rancid, hut remains

long. It

be-

never

from

sweet

boiling-down

“eorrillo,”

was a

or

coral snake,

account of its color, startling
to look at, hut perfectly harmless. Coiled
up tightly and regarding us with sleepy

so

the way of

rambling about, or
investigating turn of mind

an

chim-

or

ing so, disclosed under one of them a
beautiful bright red serpent, nearly a yard

the opera, to the bull-tight,
i i>eo—and are never allowed the
>i
latitude for indulging vagrant
.i!

globe

process, the attentive Jefe Potitico turned up
some stones for us to sit upon; and in do-

to

>

or

year to year.
While watching the

except
path prescribthe narrowest of local fashions—to

•:>;uli

of ice

sence

il ostracism, complete and final. For
.tuple, Central American ladies go noin

Given a “jarof the fat, with a twisted
and you have a “student’s

JNOtwiinsianuing cue
careless habits of the

idtli from the time-honored, often abcustoms handed down from her
ient ancestors, the Moors, would mean

ic

illuminator.

an

ney, which emits neither smoke nor smell,
but burns with a steady white flame.

The laws of the

rigorous etiquette.

as

(little jar)

rag in it,
lamp” without shade

Tonsmore clearly defined, or the con'd the so-called upper classes ruled by
re

oil

rito”

social dis-

are

named

on

eyes, it lay motionless while we admired
want to see anything out of the ! its shining scarlet skin, divided by rings
of glossv black; but not long, for the first
y. their lords and masters argue, ;
pi by proxy, as it were, through the Indian who espied it, whacked off its
•f
faili'is and husbands and broth- head with one blow of liis machete and

Why should

-ilit-seeing pilgrimages.

This narrative from a minister is of greatest value
tet those whose, nerves are
unstrung, health shattered or
otherwise ailing.
It is particularly appropriate in this

of active,

age
We

are

living

too

nervous, endless labor.

fast.

“Fast

as

to the grave.
We crowd too much; crowd our work,
crowd our eating, crowd our pleasure, crowd
our

the

common

the

••ucies of life.

latitude than those to the manner
'rn, (because of exaggerated reports of
free and easy ways of the former at
•me, our kind entertainer stood aghast
-lien

proposed going

we

But

mt.

“when

to

woman

ill,” you know; and

on

the

insects, are used for food or medicine by
the Indians of Central America. Wherever
scorpions

where below the Rio

that

part of the boundary line between the
United States and Mexico—the Indians

United States was waiting
with
Ieathless interest to read all about it in
c e columns of The
Republican Journal,
matter

was

at

last

arranged by

'iging Jefe Politico, who
to escort

loaned

t

us

1

am

us

afraid

eat

the

our

as

duenas.

considered

Northern friends would

calvacade of Indians, male and
male, we came “in at the death” in as
style as circumstances would permit.

I

|

r

a

destination
rmous

extent,

i

cl Almarante,

\
]

icat

j

was a

so

near

toothsome

delicacy,

and is

cavern

of

named in honor of the
who cruised its

Early
made by

historians
the

doubtless the
times

of

speak

eaten.

described find

Lent,

when the

den.

They

the messes

be

no

Cakes,
eat

in

gathered

the

may somemarket-stalls of

villages.

much of these

like untoe brick-bats.
of

Eggs

this

Meale

with

And
as

A

and

they
good
they

four centuries ago.
Hereabouts stomachs as we eat
Cheese; jea, and
!he discoverer is known as El Duque 1 hold
Opinion that this Scum and Fatness
1
olombo (or Colon) de Veragua, on ac- of
the water’s is the cause that such Great
>uut of liis Costa Rican possessions,
Number of Fowls come thereuntoe.” The
granted by the Spanish crown and accom- Indians
hereabout have a systematic
panied by the usual title of nobility. For method of
collecting these eggs, which are
several miles our route lay across one
found in greatest profusion along the reedy
ruer of the historic
region once owned margin of lakes. At the proper season
'i.v Duke Christopher, but never occupied.
they plant reeds a few feet apart, with
v>on after his death, his eldest son, Don
their top6 sticking out of the water. Here
l.uis Colon, gave it up to become a part the
obliging insects deposit their eggs in
"f tbe royal
estate, but retained the title incredible quantities, the rushes
being
A Duke of
Yeragua.
soon loaded down with
them, clinging
More and more difficult became the
together in balls and bunches, heaped one
"ay as w7e neared the rockbound coast, above another. Then the reeds
aters

are

through marshy jungles,
stretches of burning sand,

alternated
up and

by I fully removed
down and deposited

j

',

*’

we

worse

than the snails that in several

large reservoirs, the floors of which are
strewn with corn-meal, herbs and flowers,
and grow to astonishing size. Probably
the custom

handed

from the
luxurious Ilomans, who—if Varro is to be
believed—fed the nasty things on bran
was

down

and wine, till sometimes a single shell held
ten quarts ot solid, slimy suails!
Fa n x 11; B high am W a n d
Your

Health

Too

Important

to

Be

Trifled With.
Tin*

Most

ceased left the bulk of his property, in-

Skilled and

Experienced Physi-

cian Should Alone

l»o

C onsulted.

Temple Place, Boston.

Dr. Greene under-

the human system thoroughly. His
years of experience have given him a knowledge thai is invaluable. The thousands of
people that he has helped and cured are today ample proof of his skill. The world is
full of other sufferers who should consult
this most successful of physicians. He is
beyond the reach of qo one. The natter of
a lack of money need never be a barrier
against learning how to regain lost health.
Dr. Greene may be consulted personally, or
by letter, free. He will give such advice in
each individual case as will, when followed,
procure the quickest and most happy results.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura, blood and
nerve remedy, which is so
widely known, is
the prescription of this eminent
specialist
and is the outcome of what he das learned
in the many years that has beet,
practicing.
It is the greatest blood and nerve

remedy,

care-

from the water, shaken
as before, to accumulate a

health, in Dr. Greene’s hands, you
assured you have done all that
he done. You will quickly see that you
handled by an expert who has no
beiug^

ure, your
may rest

equal.

You

may

rest

assured that lie will

give you back your health and prolong your
life if it is in the power of human skill to ac-

complish such an end. It
nothing, remember, to write
and learn directly from him

will cost you
to Dr. Greenlof his wonderful treatment.
He will tell you in his letter
to you exactly what ails you, and explain
your condition so that you can perfect-1 v
understand your complaint. He will also
advise you just what to do to be cured. D<
not fail to call upon or write to Dr. Greene
about your case at once. Remember it will
cost you nothing.

The Journal

and

Tribune.

It

seems

necessary to explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be sent free to
those who pay their subscription to The
Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. The
date will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber eutitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
for a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is
printed,
published and mailed in New York, and not
from this office.
Itch on human, mange on horses, dogs and
all stock, cured in 30 minutes by Woolford’s
Sanitary Lotion. This never fails. Sold by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.

The

“They

BUT WE ARE STILL OFFERINO

GREAT BARGAINS

“Tell her I did my duty, Jim;
Tell father and all the rest
That I die for our flag and country;
That God doetli all for the best.
“I feel my strength is going, Jim ;
There’s a dimness on my sight;
But one word more, my boy,
Betore my soul takes flight.
“Do you see that dead soldier there,
That fellow dressed in gray;

lay.

“He took his suspenders, Jim,
Ami bound my leg up tight,
And stopped the life-blood flowing
When be could scarcely sit upright,

every-day necessity in

An

good

the

Bible in this

thus our hero died,
WTbose young life’s sudden close
Bore nothing but love and kindness
Alike to friends and foes.

ton

will

run as

FROM
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Waterville

105
tl 10
1 20
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1 43
1 50
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Boston
Boston.

345
3 52
15
4 45
5 10
5 32
0 00
0 25
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7 05

6 45

1 40

interesting

as

that?

[Harlem Life.

Biliousness

Is caused by torpid liver, which prevents digestion and permits food to ferment and putrify in
the stomach.

Then follow7

Mocha

or

jw

AM

7 00

9 00
8 30

11 00

1 20

D..
D.

Hood’s

FOR ONLY 52.00.
Believing that every one of our readers -Mould
at least one good agncultura
and dimly
h-hiv
journal, we nave perfected arrange-: i,t>
we can send that practical and murrm 1 \.
na
.,

Farm

P M

7 00

A M

4 30
1 15

A M

Burnham, depart.__ 10 25
Unity.. 1 1 00

Thorndike. 11 15
Knox.. 11 30
11 57
Brooks.
Waldo. 12 15
Citypoint. 12 35
Belfast, arrive.. 12 45

3 43

i»3

Around the tilobe. Live Stork and Dairy. The Poultry Yard, Question Bo\, The Veterinary, Plants
and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Murk, Household Features, etc.
Farm ,.m» 11<»mk is published semi-monthly,

if.

Flag station.

Limited tickets for Boston are now >0' at$5.00
i from Belfast and all stations mi Brunet;
Through tickets to all points West an ! NorthM. ». t m;*.k,
west via all routes, for sale By 1

thus

giving you 21 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 501) pages, teeming

Agent. Belfast.

I

;

with all the latest and most reliable information
that experience and science can suj ply N.
otter

proof of its popularity

be

can

circulation, which
State and terrpory in Tim P

enormous

being read

!>\
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than

less

■
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-■::.t~
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BELFAST T<>

BOSTON
:

T< 0
Em

pages

am:

«■

No

j
to

reduoed^from

$2.25.

Fare between Searsport and Boston reduced
from $3 lo to $2.3o, and a proportionate reduction made in the ju ice of through tickets between
Boston and all landings on Beiiob>cot river
The price of rooms, accommodating two persons
each, will he reduced Iron; $2.< > and $1.50 to
$1.50 and $1.00 each.

I':;"

••

use

in

the

answering
ai

i-e in
at ist

It
be

:lmu-

egard
u

-,

all interested should l»e without it
r tail to take ad\an age <-!
Do not delay
remarkably liberal oiler, which u* make f

me.

one at

;1.-,

■

limited

time

only, by special arrang-ment with.

; the publishers. Kemember,
a full year, including book,
of

|

•>

i,000

\•

found of the greatest

Fare between Belfast and Boston

.-v

It
yeb pedia. which has never-.' d I
5=1.00, is unsurpassed as a work ot re!>".cm
contains no less than 2D,000 articles, ..mi ui

! sands of quest i«»ns t hat enlist ant!
to dates, places, persons, l-ieideui

1

its

.i!i

c

million remit

a

to centimmediately -u -.; semi
mailing expenses, nuking $2.10 tn all,
send t haniber’s Popular K.neyeloprdta.

Faros

:

$3.00

than
.•,•.

A 700 PAGE BOOK RTF
111

.*

many department!- may ht* mentioned the Farm
ami harden. Market Deports, Fruit ( ulturc, Plans
anil Inventions, The tplary, Taiks with a Lawyer,

52

<!KO. 1 F.YANS.
(leneral Manager.
F. K. Boothp.y, (Ien'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland Nov. 1M. 1837.
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Address all orders

to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO..

8TEAMKR8 WILL LEAVE BELFAST
For Boston, via Camden and Kockland, at (about
12.30 p. in. Mondays and Thursdays
For Winterport, via ail landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at (about) 8.00 a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

BELFAST,

MAINE.

RETURNING TO BELFAST.
From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5 p. m.
From Bueksport, Mondays and Thursdays at
11 .(•() a. in.
WILLIAM H. HILL,Oen’l Manager, Boston,
CHAS. E. .JOHNSON. Agent, Belfast.

Dr. E. W. THOMAS

CLEANSING,
DYEING,
PRESSING and

Ol

REPAIRING of

CLOTHING
BY..

FRED G.

SPINNEY,

BAKGOH. mum:,

The Specialist of Rational Medicine,
WILL MAKE

PROFESSIONAL VISIT AT

A

No. 11 Main St., Belfast, Me.

BELFAST

(Opposite Staples & Cottrell.)
I have just opened rooms and will make a specialty
of altering and mending all kinds of MENS.
WOMENS and BOVS* CLOTHING. All work
done neatly and promptly at reasonable prices.
Open Day and Evening.
3m49

Every Friday, Satu rday and Sunday,

Work done while you

are

waiting.

at 4«'{

BAN(iOK,Baiigor House,every
day and Thursday afternoons.
KLLSWOIM H,

every

i

Northport,

two

miles from

Camp

land,
buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never

easy

failing

nice

acres

water.

AY ill be sold very

low

and.on

Bl.lIKlIlliL,
Wednesday.

M. tJ.

1111

L,

J$l) Miller St., Belfast.

j

INVENTORS~'
SAVE

PER CENT, of Attorneys fees by
transacting your business through my ottiee.
Patents designed, patents caveats, trade marks,
copy rights, assignments, etc.
Address, with
stamp,
3,n*2
F. A. CUTTER, Registered Patent Solicitor,

and the most delicate stomach receives it without
distress. 1-4 the price of coffee and 25 cents
iter
package. Sold by all grocers.

House,

is no

Hint hill

physician

known than the

»

ii

oe.ior.

House, every

lie Cnited
11:

>

States

cures arc

s-»

heller

numer-

ami often of such a miraculous nature that
many writers have claimed that many of his cures
were miracles. l>r. Thomas'ability totclla patient
his disease with< ut asking a ipicstimi is as wc1!
established as that Dr. Thomas li\es.
These visits of the doctor will afford an excellent opportunity for many to consult this eminent

ous

40t f

terms.

|

i

There

American

Mon-

uesday.

At
Fine farm in

Ground, 135

( Ii lire'll Street.

At

At

specialist close to their homes.

;tm48

40

28 School

St., opp. City Hall, Boston, Mass.

TO LET.

dizziness, headache,

fnsomina, nervousness, and,
If not relieved, bilious fever
or blood poisoning.
Hood’s
Pills stimulate the stomach,
rouse the liver, cure headache, dizziness, constipation, etc. 25 cents. Sold by all druggists.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

Farm and Family Paper
[the lTnite<l States, Both One Year

—

AM

TRY GRAIN-0 !

Java, but it is made from pure grains,

Tilt* Best

AM

12 23

Portland.

PRIOR,

Ask your Grocer to-day to show jou a
package
of GRAIN O, the new food drink that takes the
of
coffee. The children may drink it withplace
out injury as well as the adult. All who
try it,
like it
GRAIN-O has that rich seal brown of

FARM™fiOMF.

TO BELFAST.

DUE AUG. 15, 1918.

TRY GRAIN-0!

..AND..

4

Boston,—

BELFAST, MAINE,

Aiii B unjEiAra oaiiiu is a posuivecure,
Apply into the nostrils. It is quickly absorbed. 50
cents at Druggists or by mail; samples 10c. by mail,
ELY BROTHERS. £G Warren St.. New York City,

Biggest Offer Yet!

PM

p M

Remedy.

j

Belfast,

THE REPUBLICAN ’JOURNAL

I* M

3 08

Portland.

t

SON,

Phoenix Row

A

A M

sells about half a million, and other large
coucerns, of which there are four or live
We offer the above bonds subject to sale and
in New York alone, circulate a great
advance in price. Old Belfast 6 per cent, bonds
With such a distribution as i
many more.
in exchange on a
that in constant operation one would maturing Aug. 15, 1898, taken
basis.
think the demand would presently be satisfactory
j Write for terms or apply at any of the local
supplied, but that is not the experience banks in Belfast.
4w3
of dealers.
They say the demand increases all the time.
That must be because two or three million
new citizens
DENISON &
art- born every year in the United States,
and a large proportion of them presently
BANKERS,
get new Bibles. The idea of starting a
new7 citizen in life
with a second-hand 35 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
Bible is not popular.
“New boy (or new
girl), new book,” is the rule, and tolerably fortunate children have a fair collection
before they have grown up.
A moderate
allowance of the sacred writings for one
American citizen includes one family
Bible that belonged to the parents; one
family Bible for one’s own family; one
Testament in large print used in childhood; one convenient Bible piesented by
mother; one Bible in flexible covers
subsequently obtained; at least one obsolete Bible containing the Apocrypha; one
Testament, revised version; the Book of
T>saims separate: a few7 Bibles to be kept
in church; an office Bible; and perhaps
others.
[Harper’s Weekly.
Mrs. Darley. You are so late. You should
have been here two hours ago.
I got so
tired waiting for you.
Mrs. McBride.
I’m very sorry, dear, but
I came as soon as ever I could.
You see,
Jack gave me his coat to sew7 a bur,too on
this morning, before he w7eut to the office.
Mrs. Darley.
I see!
Were the letters so

POOR &

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart. 7 15
Citypoint. t7 20
Waldo.
7 30
Brooks
741
Knox
7 53
Thorndike.
8 00
Unity. 8 10
8 35
Burnham, arrive.
Bangor. 11 45

4= BONDS

OIETZ,

******

follows:

Billings, y

Cancer

Com-

pounded.

time-table.

And

country is enormous, steady, and constantly increases. Of Bibles and Testa-

Prescriptions carefully

On and after Nov. 14,18W7* trains connecting at
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bos

WE OFFER

circulation of

The purest and best, at
lowest possible, prices.

home

j

The

Drugs '''■’Medicines

Maine Central R. R.

“May heaven bless you, Jim, my boy,
And remember, when you pray,
Never forget your comrades here,
Nor the soldier boy in gray.”

Of the Face.

Millions of Bibles.

******

medical work.
Send 21 one
cent stamps, to cover mailing only, to the
World’s Dispensary Medical Association,
Buffalo. N. V fora paper-covered copy of
Dr. Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Adviser
Cloth binding 31 stamps.

“And Jim, do you know I cried :
I couldn’t help it to save my head ;
And when I got so I could thank him,
I looked and found he was dead.

A Real Blood

ATOMIZERS,
PERFUMES, ETC.

me.”

cuieu

“That’s a bad wound,” said be,
‘I’m sorry for you, young man;
I’ll bind your leg up tightly,
And help you as best I can.”

Caroline Harrington, William Jones
Rebecca Clough.
Mr. Jones. Juty 24, 1895, added a codicil
in which the sum of $2,000, bequeathed
to his daughter Augusta was altered to
$200, and a clause was inserted to the
j effect that the real estate had been conveyed to his wife, Maria, by warranty
Mrs. Laura E. Mims, of Smithville.Ga.,
deed, she giving bond for the maintenance
of the daughter, Augusta.
says: “A small pimple of a strawberry
color
The heirs who received $5 apiece enappeared on mv cheek; it soon
gaged ex-Attorney General Littlefield as began to grow rapidly, notwithstandall
counsel and sought to have the will set
efforts to check it.
ing
My
aside upon the ground that Mr. Jones had
eye became terribly
been subjected to undue influence upou
inflamed, and was so
j the part of his wife, Maria.
swollen that for quite
a while I could not
At the hearing Mrs. Jones was examined
at considerable length, and among other
see.
The doctors
matters brought out, was that relating to
said T had Cancer of
the Jones cemetery lot. This lot contains
the most maliguant
a line monument and is said to have cost
type, and after exnot far from $1,500.
hausting their efforts
According to the
without doing
me
evidence, Mr. .Jones remonstrated against
anv gooc, thev gave
the expenditure, but Mrs. Jones insisted
\\ hen
inup tne case as hopeless.
upon having a tine lot, and as she testified, “Mr. Jones finally came around to formed that my father had died from
the same disease, they said I must die,
her way of thinking.”
as hereditary Cancer was incurable.
The other witnesses were G. M. Hicks
“At this crisis. I was advised to try
and J. i). Jameson, whose names were
S.S.S., and in a short while the Cancer
aflixed to the will drawn in 1894, and J.
J’ (Hidden, James Adams and Elmira W.
began to discharge and continued to do
Adams, who witnessed the will and codicil so for three months, then it began to
heal.
I continued the medicine a while
of 1895.
Gertrude B. Davis, who witnessed the former will, was out of the
longer until the Cancer disapp- ared en8tate and her testimony could not be contirely. This was several years ago and
veniently obtained. No inventory on the there has been no return of the disease.”
estate has yet been returned in probate
court, but its value is placed at about
Cancer is a blood disc ise, and only a
$50, OCR
It is mostly in the form of real estate, •blood remedy will cure it.
S. S. S.
!
situated and upon which :/guaranteed 'purely vegetable' is a real
i advantageously
Mr. Jones had in times past placed a high |iblood remedy, and never fails to
per|
It is even said that the parties'
cure Cancer, Scrofula, Kczema
I figure.
manently
who
founded Gloucester wanted to estab- •Rheumatism or any other disease of the
I
lish their fishing business here instead,
blood.
Send
for
our
books
l| but the terms did not suit
Cancer
and
Blood
them, aud on
Diseases,
jt Gloucester got the prize.
mailed free to
A year or so before his death Mr. Jones
address.
j offered
an)'
a portion, about 100 acres, of his
1
splendid property to the city of Rockland Swift Specific
as a park.
Co. Atlanta, C»a.
There were certain conditions,
however, which, while generous and reasonable enough upon the part of the ownj er, forbade the city fathers from ever
taking action. Judge Meservey sustained
the will and codicil.

TOILET ARTICLES,

women

“And so I want to tell you, Jim,
Tbo’ I’m not afraid to go,
It’s mighty bard for mother, Jim,
’Twill break her heart, I know.

cluding all the real estate, to his wife,
Maria Jones, $2,000 to his daughter, Augusta Jones, and $5 each to Mary Boyn-

....IN...

she will take the proper care of her health.
A tremendous percentage of ill-health in
is due to weakness and disease of
the distinctly feminine
Dr.
organism.
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription is an unfailing remedy for all disorders of this nature.
It allays inflammation, heals ulceration,
stops debilitating drains and soothes and
tones the nerves.
It preserves in a woman
all the charm of healthy youth.
Thousands of women have testified to its marvelous merits.
Favorite Prescription is sold by all respectable dealers in medicines. Deal only
where you are honestly treated. Any storekeeper who tries to give you a substitute
for what you demand is not treating you
honestly and you should take your trade
elsewhere.
‘‘For nine years I have suffered with falling
of internal organs,” writes Mrs. Marv Williams,
of Raleigh. Wake Co. X. C (Box 196).
‘I was
troubled with bearing down pains.
1 had indigestion and female weakness and nervousness.
I could not sleep at night.
I was constipated
and had urinal trouble
The doctor here said
that no medicine would reach m\ dw-ase. Dr.
Pierce's Favorite Prescription.
b-n Medical Discovery* and ‘Pleasant ‘Pellets' have

“Said he, ‘To make you comfortable,
My boy, is all that we can do;
You’d better tell some comrade
What you wish your folks to know.’

Lynn, January, 1898.

How much

thought and study she devotes to it! It is
natural. A woman hates to think that she
is growing day by day less charming and
attractive and youthful to her husband’s
eyes than in the days of courtship.
A woman may always retain her charms
and the vivacity and freshness of youth if

“I asked the surgeon what he thought
Of the wounds in my breast and thigh,
If I’d an even chance to live,
Or did he think I must die.

B.

frequently

How

question!

asks this

a woman

caring for the wounded,
And hearing off the dead,
And when they came to me, Jim,
What do you suppose they said?

[E.

••

How Do I Look ?

were

He saw me lie here, bleeding,
And just crawled here where I

Holidays

Are Over

“Oh Jim, I’m glad you’ve come,
I’ve been lying here all day,
Waiting for some one to lift me
When the ambulance comes this
way.
“Do you know what I heard, Jim,
Only a few moments ago,
As the surgeon came and looked at me?
Oh, dear, it can’t be so!

eating of meat is forbidas tempting as
many of
ton,
daily encounter, but how and

look

parts of Europe as in Central America are
fattened for food! The snails are kept in

are.

Mexico and Central American

did

try the pills

more, feeii .g that my life depended
he result.
I continued to take them.
44
hmee then, and it has been several
m.
ths, I have enjoyed life.
Have preached all summer and held
revival meetings for fit teen weeks.
I have had no muscular exercise for
years, but recently, have done considerable
hard work in my garden, my muscles
this test remarkably well.
standing
44
E/ery Sabbath I preach three times and
now think I am good for another twenty
years, if the Lord wills.**
To add weight to his words, Rev. McCready made affidavit before J. D. Brookes,
Notary Public.
Dr. Williams* Pink Pills for Pale People
exert a
powerful influence in restoring
wasted nerve power and in purifying and
enriching the blood.
Druggists consider
them the most effective remedy wrhich they
up o

ready sale during

they taste 1 cannot tell you from experimental knowledge.
Certainly they can

of these eggs—

kept them in lleapes and made thereof
I

to

seme

Both this mixture and the cakes

above

can

aborigines
that to-day

same

be seen

Indians

me

probate
hearing
to-day
selves, captured just before depositing on the will of the late John Jones of Bay
their eggs, are pounded into jelly, or
j Point, who died June 24, 1897. According
boiled whole in corn-husks, and thus I to his
will, drawn March 5, 1894, the de-

bread

Spanish monk, writing from Costa Rica in
1(125, said,—with the profusion of capital letters popular in those days:
“The

gruesome
tlie historic Bahia

Admiral, Columbus,

with greatest

roe.

1

|

a

me.
coursed
44
-vly wife urged

A Maine Will Sustained.
fresh supply. The eggs are compressed
into paste, sometimes with the addition Heirs Who Received #;»
Each Made the
of a little corn-meal: and are then made
Contest, but Were Defeated.
into cakes, which may be dried and kept a
There was a
Rockland, Me., Jan. 31.
long time. Frequently the flies themcourt rooms
at the

elderly prepared fur the table in several ways. The and therefore a general invigorant and rejuvenator, known to the world to-day.
insect-fly, and its eggs resemble fine fish- | When you place your most valued
treas-

laughed outright could they have |
en the
figure we cut, as, mounted on
ubby little donkeys, big, limp Panama
‘■s, tied down under the chin, a la lady
;
uporals of the Salvation Army, in the
1st of

scaly backs

A species of fat yellowish worm,
called paxi,—thelarvae of the water-fly—is

ive

l

their

gusto.

not.

his aunt and two

them, after pulling out the sting,

crunching

only offerhimself iu official capacity,

male servants to act

found—and that is every
Grande, which forms

are

I could eat neither meat or vegetables.
11 my bare feet touched the floor I was
seized with cramps.
immediately
44
I was used up; helpless, hopeless.
‘M commenced to take Er. Williams*
One box was
Pi..k Pills for Pale People.
consumed and I felt no better. This dis-

sleeping.

stands

Several species of vipers and lizards,
besides various bugs, beetles, worms and

the gucharo
will, she

ground

branches

of Venitian commerce.

re

sp"44

frequently
ingredients
death, is the inevitable result.
ments the American Bible Society annual“theriaea,” the great lingering
There is no better known specialist for
sells or gives away about a million and
early ancestors, which at diseases of the blood and nerves to be found aly
half, the International Bible Agency
anywhere to-day than Dr. Greene of 34
the chief

celebrated

panacea of our
one time was among

this country, as in Europe,
Mthough
iierican ladies are now allowed much
in

sms.

A “breaking down cf the nervous system” is the way of expressiiig tne result.
It means a depleting cf the nerves induced by prolonged strain;
overtaxing cf
the nervous system; a product cf overhurry and bustle.
It affects all people i.i ail walks cf life.
It baffles physicians of all schools.
No one knows the horrois of such a
condition better than Rev. J. N. M cCready, of Elkton, Mich. For >cars he
labored faithfully and well.
He was progressive and aggressive; a leader among
men, a deep thinker and a hard worker.
In his zeal, he overworked; overtaxed
his mental and physical strength.
The outlook was dark, with health shattered and recovery apparently hopeless.
Many means for a cure were tried, without receiving benefit.
Finally he took Dr. Williams' Pink Fills
for Pale People and was restored to health.
He says:
“In April, 1896, the physicians said I
must stop preaching or die.
“I had overtaxed myself and was suffering from a complete breaking down of
my nervous system and a persistent stomach trouble.

v

ignoring

Several physicians treated me, but no
per va.:ent benefit was derived.
Four times I was stricken with nervous
1; twice with gastritis.
prostratio
**
These at.acks would throw me into

ning,” expresses it, for we talk by electricity, cook by electricity travel ly electricity and so on.
Its a hurry, hurry, hurry from the cfactfe

You would not send your piano to the
j
:1< re woman's sjdiere is regarded as ! carried it delightedly to his companions blacksmith’s for repairs. No one would
give a valuable watch, or a handsome clock,
Corrillo tiesh is a i l.o an inexperienced man to be cleaned.
<■1 \
within the lmme circle.
She ; to cook for dinner.
Experience is as necessary as knowledge.
as
the
Costa
• ■•■red to
highly prized by
spend het ii'.c in a sort of delicacy
The most delicate m chanism known is that
u>
scclusi(»!i -i" look as pretty as Rican Indians as terrapin and crabs in of the human body
A slight derailment
1
handled often leads to a life of
Me, to have a holy honor of ait lit- Virginia. But though determined to do improperly
sickness and misery
II there is ever a time
when only tlie most skillful and sagacious
cxcep: such as penains to Las as the Romans when in Rome on all posmail should be consulted, it is when you are
*s
itCantos (the Lives of the j sible occasions, we declined with thanks
in need of a doctor.
>'s) lest it leads to that pernicious \ when a well fried but still squirming
The tendency grows stronger every day
toward making a specialty of certain
miudedness which afflicts many I morceau was offered us.
branches of the study. The cousequeuce is
ithem women; above all, to obey her
.‘speaking of snakes for food reminds me that to-day we find many practitioners desuperiors implicitly and pay strict | that Costa Kicans are not alone in adding voting their entire lives and zeal to the
treatment and cure of certain derangements
uromitting attention to tlie prayers j the wrigglers to their menu. Before the No longer,
except in small country towns, is
rnsi ncs which,
it is believed, will conquest those serpents peculiar to the the family physician required ti fulfil every
j
Tom
function,
pulling teeth, even to decentally open Heaven’s gates to her less North American continent which the
ly arranging the body after death. As
a
described
as
“Castycriul protectors.
science
lias
Spaniards
having
advanced, the great tendency
has been to omit
of tlie poisonous and
Like Solomon’s lilies, she toils not,
ings in their tails,” found a favorite powerful miueralmany
remedies. The study of
tier does she spin— nor cook, nor sew, place, along with humming birds and herbs has been entered into
deeply. It has
ad a littie embroidery and the occa- grasshoppers, in the sumptuous feasts of become the policy of the physician to coax
aud eutice Nature in the way she should go.
al concoction of some indigestible the Aztecs.
To this day they are relished No longer is she absolutely driven and conulcie.*’
Her days are spent in eating,
in many parts of Mexico and Central tinually harassed by being obliged to contend against the administration of poison-king, sleeping, gossi}>ing, church-go- America, as well as by some of our own ous drugs.
and rearing children, with very little, Indian tribes.
No branch of this divine science has needThe taste for reptiles,
ed more careful attention than that which
•ny, knowledge of tlie big world be- j though out of date in civilized communi- has
made a study of the blood and the
.d the hills that bound her range of
ties, is of very ancient and honorable nerves. From these two grea", vital sources
does
life spring. If either of these
on.
Of course all this applies to the
origin. The celebrated Greek Doctor, ant functions become deranged, the importentire
and
to
from
it
would
stocracy,
diverge
Diosorides, prescribed viper-flesh, you system suffers. The great vital organs of
act
'<>
an<.
fail to perwrite oneself down irrevocably as
body
remember, as a tonic for delicate ladies. form their sympathetically
duties. Illness, misery and sufmging to tbe other class, w ho go to the Snake-meat was one of the
of fering, if not
sudden and often
-site extreme iu

**

light-

Experience.

[At the close of one of the fiercest battles
of the war, a soldier was
looking over the
field for his missing comrade. He
finally
discovered him arnoug the
mortally wouuded. This is his story in
rhyme.J

near

chase. This is said to be the best gucharo
hunting ground in all Central America.

liunt, which is

nly

be done

to

A Soldier’s

A Minister's
Trials.

the entrance and make preparations for “trying out” the product of the

have led us, viz., the annual guchaa
special feature of

ces

thing

the first

checkered for-

our

scrambling painfully over fallen logs
huge boulders. Arrived at the cav-

The store in Johnson Block formerly
occupied
by H. If. Johnson & Co. Apply to

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
If you

are out. of employment and want a post
tion, paying you Irom $50 to $100 monthly clear
above excuses by working regularly, or,*il you
want to increase your present income Irom $200
to $500 yearly, by working at odd times, write tbc
GLOKE CO., 72,‘i Chestnut St., I’hila., Pa., stating
age, whetheramarried or single, last, or present,
employment, and you can secure a position with
them by which you can make more money easier
and

faster than you

made before in your life.
5m44

ever

C. O. POOR.

Belfast, Oct. 14,1897.
Thirty years in the business at Liberty. The
finest stock of all grades to be found between the
Penobscot and Kennebec rivers, from the
cheap.
BSt wood casket to the finest broadcloth and
vel.

ret, white and black. Terms reasonable and sat
Isfaction guaranteed.
L. C. MORSE.
Liberty, Me., Jan. 10, 1898.- 6m2

Nursery

Salesmen

Inducements unequaled. Our Nurseries
right here at home. The demand is for Hardy
Stock Grown in Bleak New England. Write at once
WHITING NURSERY CO., 457 Blue
Avenue.'
Boston.
2in52
Wanted.

are

Hill

FOR RENT.
Blacksmith

and

Joiner

shop,

one

of

the best locations in the eity. Inquire
of
L. T. SHACKS & VO,.
64 Main Street.
Belfast, Jan. 11,18118.-2tf

The Club of

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 1898,

Journal Pub. Co.
i B„ JelfMaSager.

PILSBt RY

CHARI.l.KA

meeting of the Club of Thirty will be
hodden at the club room on Monday evening,
Jan. 31, at seven o'clock, to see whether the
club will vote to disband, and to sell its
Per Order Committee.
property.
A

(iood Record.

v

>*ik "i the present

city govern
mem is practically completed, although
the finance eoniiuittee now lias, and will
I'lir

v.

Belfast, January 28,1898.
At a meeting held at the time and place
named, William C. Marshall, Nathan F.
Houston, Israel W. Parker. Fred W. Pote,
Robert Burgess and Joseph Williamson were

continue to have, many details to arrange
in connection with the refunding of the
per cent, bonds due Aug. 15,
Before examining the record made

$498,700
1898.

in

t>

present. It was
Voted: not to disband the club and that
future meetings may be called by the president upon the application of any five members.
It was further voted to sell the furniture,
etc., to the Central Club.
The “Club of Thirty,” for social purposes,
was organized Jan. 1, 18<>4.
Ezra Bickford,
William H. Burrill, Hiram Chase, Philo
Chase, B. W Couant, William H. Conner,
William Crosby, J. G. Dickerson, Wakefield
G. Frye, Joseph F. Hall, Axel Hayford,
Charles B. Hazeltine, Calvin Hervey, Asa
A. Howes, Samuel A. Howes, Albert G.
Jewett, Alfred W. Johnson, S. S. Lewis,
William C. Marshall, William H. McLellan,
Seth L. Milliken, Nahum P. Monroe, Daniel
S. Moody, Azro Bussell, William H. Simpsou, Samuel G Thurlow, George F. White
and Joseph Williamson were the original
members. H. J. Anderson, Jr., and Daniel
Lane, Jr., joined soon after. The association

may be well to state that this city government did not enter upon its duties
it

but

with any high sounding promises;
sought, as expressed iu Mayor Fletcher’s

give the people of Belfast ‘‘a
wise, economical and impartial adminis-

inaugural,

to

The Journal of

tration of their affairs.”

March Is. 1897, said of the

city gov-

new

County Correspondence.

After a continuous existence of more than
a third of a century the Club of Thirty, as
announced last week, has given up its rooms,
and although it was voted not to disband, it
is doubtful if the organization can be revived. Jan. 28th the following notice was seut
to members:

PUBLISH FP K\ KKY I H URSDAY MORNING BY THE

Republican

Thirty,

Voted to Give up its
Rooms Jan. 31, 1898.

Organized Jan. 1, lfW»4.

ernment

That an exceptionally good board was
elected March 8th none dispute; and the
officers elected Monday will meet with
general approval. Better, however, than
the men themselves is the spirit of justice
to all and loyalty to Belfast, which has inspired every step of the movement from
the. preliminary arrangements for a caucus
to the iinal organization of the Municipal
There may have been, and may
board.
be, enois of judgment, honest differences
of opinion; but there will he no attempt occupied rooms in a wooden building on
:<• “punish'' any one, to foment ill feeling
Church street, two doors from the Courtand strife- m* extravagaut promises or
House, until December, ISfifi, when the cjuarof
The
affairs
extravagant expenditures.
! ters since occupied iu Hayford Block were
the city will be in the hands of practical 1
business men, and will be conducted in a dedicated.
j Of the original members of the club who
practical an*l busines- like way.

Searsmont. Rev. A. F. Hinkley of Burndelivered an illustrated temperance
lecture at the M. E. church last Sunday
evening. The lecture was a good one and
we trust the pictures ou the screen made a
ham

lasting impression on many minds. Mr.
Hinkley will deliver another lecture here
under the auspices of the Epworth League,
Thursday evening, Feb. 17th-Dr. L. J.
Crooker, Jr., of Augusta has been spending
a few days with lus uncle, Dr. P. A. Crooker-The village school closes Friday with
public exercises in the afternoon.

tion «.f
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an
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with full
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appropriation

amount

of work

this direction at
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and it inch -led

oeiosv
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W
B

Frederick,

8.

Norton,

(»

P. Gardner and K

A. H.

HazelCharles

Banks,

S. Carter—1-’>.

cost

a

the

Wedding Bells.

'i

,!i.

:: street,

UK

character.

an

important

where it

was

...

Camden. Forty deaths occurred in Camden last year, and over half of them were
aged persons. That this is a healthy place
to ‘summer” in is shown by the fact that
during the three summer months only three
deaths occurred.... Parker

from the

Young is at home
Castine Normal school, ill with the

measles-There are still several cases of
scarlet fever in town-Mr. Dunton of Harvard college has been the guest of Chester
1>. Allen, principal of the, High school_
G. T. Hodgman is the new postmaster. He
is assisted by John Stahl and Mrs.
Georgia
Hobbs....Miss Lena Aldus recently visited
her cousin, Mrs. E. E. Wescott, in Belfast.
Centre Montvillk. The schools closed
The Centre school, which was

last week.

vil.le

C. H.
guest
Bennett recently.Terry
Pearson of Liucolnville visited friends in
town, last week.
ment

and N. P.

Mr. Atkinson of

| logical Seminary preached

Bangor

at the

Theo-

church

see-

nec-

Iu this connection

may be
mentioned the concrete walk on Main

street, the improvement in the grade of
Fiont street, and the new sidewalk and
railing on Commercial street. Many culwhich had been choked up for years,
fusing overflows and creating stagnant

verts

pools by tiie loadside, have been substantially rebuilt, and the condition of the
streets and sidewalks

generally improved.
thoroughly, faitheconomically done.

All this work has been

fully and

Not to go further into details which
have been given attention in these colfrom time to time, it may be said
tit t strict business principles have been
applied in • 1 the departments of the city
umns

Clark-Connor.

Mr. Clark and his bride are both
natives of Unity and have always been very
popular in its social circles. For the past
ten years Mr. Clark has passed the largest
part of liis time in Montana. A host of
friends extend their congratulations.
Palmer—Johnson. Two of Monroe’s high-

ly respected

There
appr* \d of every tax payer.
have been no extravagant expenditures iu
any dinciion; an increased amount has
e

been

set

(i from the .State railroad and
ax, and quite an amount colaiek taxes that had been re-

u

telegraph
lected of

g t'di d as uncollectable.
The im s important work done

by

the

pieseut city government has been the
refunding of the £4-98,700 in »> per cent,
bonds which fall due iu

August

A

next.

gentleman in speaking of these bonds the
other day said that at the time they were
he did not think it possible the
city could ever pay them. Vet more than
their face value has been paid in interest.

issued

were sold at a discount, while the
issue of 4 per cent, bonds which will
replace them commanded a premium and
leave been accepted as an investment for

1

bey

new

the Massachusetts

savings

banks.

All the

details of this important transaction have
been giver, in The Journal as they progressed ; and we will only add now that the
men who carried
it through merit a vote
of thanks from their fellow citizens, who
will all share in the beueliis arising from
it.
The uewest trust has taken the biscuit
—and the cracker.
David

I>.

Hill continues to be

a

still

Democrat.
In
OK

Memoriam.

LEWIS W. PENDLETON.

Endowed by Nature—amply blest
With intellect’s untiring zest
For knowledge,, daily, more and more,
From science

widening store;—
large, refined,

s ever

With social nature

W itli power a friend to gain and bind ;—
With clear perception, quick to see
Through all bewildering sophistry ;—
The moral power to serve with might
What he conceived to be the right;—
We mourn him as a loss most great
To home, community and State!

We mourn him as each patient’s friend,
Skillful and watchful to the end;
Ready alike with drug or blade
To

act, that quickest gain be made;
His own benignant face enough
To make the

sufferer’s way less rough.

The Nation’s servant in his youth,
A servant ever of the Truth,
type—an honest man—
his absence from the van!
Faustina Hichborn.

Earth’s noblest
We

mourn

Jan. 28, 18H8.
Halldale. Mrs. J. E. Perry, who has
been stopping with her son in Auburn several weeks past, returned home last Friday.
Elias Hall is having a run of La Grippe....
The schools in town closed last week....
Moses Rudman, the pedlar from Bangor,
was in this vicinity the most of last week,
detained by the storm and bad roads....
There was no meeting at the Vose school
house last Sunday owing to bad roads.

young

people,

Mr.

Joseph

B.

Palmer and Miss Laura Johnson, were united in marriage at the home of Rev. F. S.
Dollift' in Jackson village, Sunday, Jan. 30,
ISPs
The outlook for this newly wedded

afternoon of Feb. 7th.... Mrs. A. McD. Small
has returned from Deer Isle.
Unity.

Mr.

G. A. Vandeets is quite sick_
Frank Rice are visiting his

and Mrs.

parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Rice_Mrs.
Geo. Clark went to Lynn Feb. 3d to visit
friends-The Progressive Whist Club was
entertained last Thursday night by Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Mitchell. There were eight tables.
Cake and coffee were served, anil all

had a very enjoyable time-There was a
quiet wedding at the parsonage Feb. 3d,
Rev. E. S. Burrill officiating. The contractpair seems very promising and their many ing parties were Mr. Winfield Clark and
friends predict for them a happy and success- Miss Kate Conner. After partaking of a
ful life.
We understand they are to reside wedding breakfast they took the
morning
at Monroe village, where Mr. Palmer has
train for Boston, to be absent two weeks.
charge of the mill.
Mrs. Albert McManus is quite sick. Dr.
....

Secret

government, with results that must meet
ti

A

business.

Societies.

Palestine commandery, K. T.. worked
the Red Cross degree last evening.
The officers of Timothy Chase Lodge, F.
and A. M
were installed Feb. 3d,
by Past
Master S. A. Parker as I). D. G. M., assisted
by Past Master W. B. Washburn as Marshal.

Cook attends her-Mrs. Gurney Stevens
is in poor health_Mrs. A. R. My rick is

improving slowly.
Village. Mr. ami Mrs. Lorin
and Mrs. Wm. H. Sanborn of
Belfast visited friends here last week... Mr.
Prospect

Brown and Mr.

Kelley

Verona, who have
been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Orner,
have returned home-Mr. II H. Libby of
The installation of officers of K ug Solomon
Portland is visiting his parents,Mr. and Mrs.
Council, R. and S, M which was postponed
John F. Libby—.Mr. and Mrs. Frank
from Feb. 1st« n account of the storm, will
Lane of Castine are visiting his mother,
be held the fiist Tuesday in March. All
Mrs. Amos Lane. Mr.
and Mrs. Will

of

.,

contribute to the p cnic supper
are requested to contribute according to
their original offers. The installation will
be public to Royal and Select Masters and
their famlies.
who

were

to

The Masonic District Convention which is
to he held in this city this, Thursday, afternoon and evening, will be one of unusual interest. to members of the fraternity. In the
afternoon King David Lodge of Lincolnville
will exem plify the Entered Apprentice degree and Excelsior Lodge of North port,
the Fellow Craft. Supper will be served to
all visiting brothers. Iu the evening Mariner's Lodge of Searsport will work the Master Mason’s degree. Addresses will be made
by prominent Masons and a banquet will be
served. All Masons iu good standing are
invited.

Lane has for the past
four years been teaching at the Normal
school in Castine, but is obliged to leave on
account of bis health-Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Hopkins of Stockton Springs visited South
Branch Grange, Feb. 5th... .There will be a
sociable at the Grange Hall Feb. 8th_The
many friends of Mr. Wilber Grant, who was
among the injured in the railroad disaster at
Orono last week, were shocked to learn of
his accident. He and his family have the
sympathy of the entire community.
Swanville. The mercury was very low
nearly all of last week, ranging from 24° in
the lee to 84° in exposed places. Sunday
evening the moonlight was so
could read ordinary print quite

bright one
readily_
very pleasant

Percy L. Nickerson closed a
and profitable term of school in district No.
8 last Friday. Monday he returned to the
University of Maine at Orono, in company
with Albert and Henry Cunningham, who
have gone to East Lowell with three horses
to work in the woods-Monday morning
the trees were so densely covered with white
frost that they cast almost as deep a shade
as tihey do when full of leaves_Comet
Grange conferred the first aud second degrees* upon A. H. Ellis, Emery Peavey,
Fred T. Webb, Misses Minnie Ellis and Ida

The officers of Corinthian
Royal Arch
Chapter were installed Monday evening by
Past Iligh Priest 0. B. Hall, assisted by
Frank R. Woodcock as Graud Captain of
the Host, a* follows: H
P.. Oscar Hills;
j:
King, Frank Field; Scribe, Martin Black:
Treas N. F. Houston; Sec., G. I. Keating;
0. H., U. A. Hoyt; P. S, W. C. Libby;
Chaplain, Geo. E. Tufts; Royal Arch Captain, R A. Packard; Master of 3d veil, D.
T. Guptill; Master of 2d Veil, H. J. Ohaples;
Cunningham last Monday night. Next
Master of 1st Veil, Chas. E. Stevens, SentiMonday evening they will have a valentine
nel, II W. Marriner. A large delegation of supper-Don’t forget the dance at CunRoyal Arch Masons and their families came ningham’s hall this, Thursday, evening.
from Islesboro by a special trip of the steamCentre Lincolnvillk. Mr. C. J. Ross
er Silver Star.
Remarks were made by Rev.
left town last week for New’ York_On acGeo. E. Tufts, Rev. J. M. Leighton, Rev. L.
count of the storm Rev. A. F. Hinkley, the
M. Burrington and Mr. John P. Bragg.
A
temperance lecturer, was unable to lecture
bountiful supper was served.
here Friday evening-Miss Annie Drake
Beware of Oiutments for Catarrh that is spending the winter in Massachusetts_
The Good Templars installed the following
Contain Mercury,
officers for the ensuing quarter last Saturas mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell
and completely derange the whole system when
day evening: J. S. Mullin, C. T.; J. T.
entering it through the mucous suifaces. Such Maddocks, P. C. T.; Robert Hardy, Chap.;
articles should never be used except on prescrip- Claude Heal, Treas.; Sadie
Young, F. S.;
tions from reputable physicians, as the damage
May Norton, Sec.; Edna Lamb, A. Sec.;
they will do is ten fold to the good you can possi
Herbert Rankin. Sentinel; S. J. Young,
bly derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, man
Fred Rankin, M.; Lottie Knight,
ufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O., con- Guard;
tains no mercury, and is taken internally, acting D. M.; Ora Mathews, V.T.; C. F. Merriam,
L. D.; May Brown, S. J. T-A drama and
the blood and mucous surfaces of

directly upon
the system. In buying Hall’s Catarrh Cure be sure
you get the genuine. It is taken internally and is
made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co

to the

Scrofula

be given at the Band
Hall Wednesday evening, Feb. 10th. The
drama entitled “The Black Diamond’’ will
be presented by the following cast of characters: Hulda, A black diamond, May NorTestimonials free.
4w4
ton; Emily Makepiece, Edna Lamb; Minnie
##-Sold by Druggists, price 75c. per bottle.
Makepiece, Ora Mathews; Fannie Makepiece, Belle Miller; Dr. Zinn, Mrs. J. U.
jackson.
The drama entitled
“The Young; Claremont Goodell, a college gradSocial Glass,” which was to have been play- uate, Dexter Norton; Capt. Chas. Houston,
ed last Friday, has been postponed one English
“dude,” Amon Brown, English
week, on account of bad traveling. This “dude;” Mr. Geo. Radford, English “dude;”
is a favorite drama, and as much time lias Fred Rankin,
I
English “dude.” Refresh
been spent preparing for this entertainment ments will be served, consisting of clamit surely will be well worth attending. Rej chowder, cake, coffee and ice cream. Admember the date, Feb. 11.
mission 10 cents.
entertainment will

WATCHES

Mr. E. Richards will give a dance and
supper at Union hall § Wednesday evening,
Feb. 16th.

******

0. T. Elwell arrived home Saturday
from Boston suffering from an obstinate
Mr.

great
sore

1

SPECIAL SALE OF

}

4

tou.

-Impure blood, from
I he pimple on your
|

which

sore on one

of his

See them in

legs.

A. F. Hinckley will give a lecture illustrated by the stereopticon at the church
Friday evening, Feb. 11th, Admission free.

windows.

our

Rev.

Drains your system.
of people

Scrofula, Salt Rheum,
Dyspepsia, Malaria,
Catarrh, Rheumatism,

last Sunday-Beacon Light Club was enwedding occurred at tertained
by Mrs. W. H. Say ward of Thornthe
of
residence
Rev.
E
S.
Burrill
in
j
Unity dike Feb. 8th....The Ladies’ Circle met
go throng!: solid
e.ssai>
ledge, and 1
Feb.
.l!.
the
Thursday morning,
contracting with Mrs. Abbie Lawson Feb. 3d....
Mr.
w>;ieii liad been avoided by former city
! parties being Winifred A leu Clark and
governments because of the expense. Miss Katherine Mabel Connor, both of and Mrs J. H. Bellows of Chicago, 111., are
the guests of Dr. and Mrs. A. J.
Billings_j
Nothing was done in 18hh, and but little 1'mty. Only th mmediate relatives were
Miss Annie K. Boulter has returned to!
the year before, in extending the sewer present. Or. E. S. Cook and wife, two
very Fairfield-Mrs. Chas.
who has
Danfortb,
system—work which should not have warm personal friends of the happy couple, been with her
mother, Mrs. Alonzo Cook,
!
i
ai-Te
as
and
its
bridesmaid,
as
imbeen interrupted,
groomsman
completion is
for some weeks, has returned to her home
alike demanded for sanitary reasons and mediately after the ceremony Mr. and Mis. in Fairfield.
Mr. Fred Nichols has returnClark left on the morning train, accompanfin public conveuience.
ed from a visit in Lowell, Mass_Miss
ied by Mr. Clark’s mother, for a short trip to
With a limited appropriation a good
Mary Mason of Belfast spent Sunday in
Boston, after which they will probably Freedom...
.J. H. Bellows, Llewellyn Post
deal of work has been done on the streets
visit Montana, where Mr. Clark is heavily
and Frank Danfortb caught 40
and sidewalks, much of it of a permanent interested in
pickerel the
sheep raising and the wool
r.au-s;

'..’i,

Orcutt and daughter Lotta are
visiting frieuds iu Rockland and ThomasA

Mr. (J.

town recently ou business-George
Choate has gone to Burnham, where he has
employment-David Twitcliell was in
Chelsea and Gardiner last week on business.
Alfred Davis bad a bee last Thursday
and hauled up a nice lot of fire, wood_
Frank Sanford, who broke his leg a short
time ago, is able to go on crutches.
in

Freedom.

cs-

Mr. Hudson Brown and Mrs. Jesse Priest
Camden Tuesday on business.

Cures every form of

Face

NEWS.

weut to

Thousands

have retained their

B. Haze .line, Fred W. Pote, Benj.
tine. 1.'.-bert Burgess, Geo. I Ryan,

with the then financial condi-

.«sibh

i■ p.

iiu

v\

was

NORTHPORT

Montv ille. W. A. Gleason of Oak laud
and
has. Bumps of China were in town
last week buying cattle for Brighton market
-Herbert Jackson is pressing hay in this
vicinity-E. T. Bagley of Albion was

taught by It. W. Howard, gave a very entermembership to tin pres- taining exhibition at the
Grange hall last
ent time, but three remain—Joseph William»f the men t<- wlmm the aifairs of the city
Friday eveniug. The programme consisted
son, W. C. Marshall and Charles B. Hazelof music, b< tl vocal and instrumental, rehad l»«*en entri.sted. and of the ends they
tine
Members have died or resigned aud citations,
declamations, dialogues, readings
That they have more than the vacancies thus
ha-.i in view.
created have been filled by
hc.-a exp..-■rations will be generally new members, and a list of all wh ! ave at and tableaux. Mrs. L. F. Nash, Mrs. E. B.
met
John Colson, Misses Susie Spear,
conceded.
Although Mayor Fletcher in j one time or another Vie longed to the associa- Beau,
Efiie and Josie Kane deserve special mena
uchcared
liberal
lion
would
be
address
too
bis
appropria- j
lengthy for publication- tion for the musical
part of the entertainonstruclion of sewers and j The surviving members at this ti ne are
tion for the
ment. The school as a whole did themselves
Marshall, 1. W. and their teacher
the continuance of work on them until Jos-.-pli Williamson, \Y. (
credit.Abner Clement
\
Houston, Charles of Water
the system is completed, we did not think j Parker, H J Locke,
was the
of
CleThis

The World’s Great
Blood Purifier is
Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
Which absolutely

Prospective candidates for road
are as plentiful as daisies

lestify that Hood’s
Sarsaparilla cures

sioner

And That Tired
this

And get Hood’s
And only Hood’s.
Stockton Springs.

Edward Lanhome from Bangor
for the remainder of the winter _Miss
Alida Shute visited friends in Prospect last
week-Miss Ada Griffin, who has been
seriously ill for several weeks, is much improved.... Mrs. Cora Blanchard is slightly
improved.... Miss Lura Simmons has organized a class in instrumental and voca
music, which will no doubt prove very successful.
Mr. Frank H. Cousens has received his new sample books of wall paper and
borders. They are very line and the prices
are the lowest.
Call and see them.
and

family

are

commis-

******

in

June,
and no doubt anyone of them if elected
would make a daisy commissioner.
and

Mr.

Mrs.

Benton

Figures-

Keller of

j

CHASE & DOAK.

New

Haven, Conn., who have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Heal, left for home last
Friday, having enjoyed a very pleasant

««*

♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦« ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

visit.

Feeling. Remember

caster

Marked in Plain

Mr.

at

The friends of Mr. Harvard Elwell would
he more than pleased to see him chairman
of the board of selectmen for the ensuing
year and are all using their influence to
have him accept the position. Mr. Elwell
has the matter under consideration and it is

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
I,

A, KAOWLTON, I'resideiit.

FRANK R. WIGGI.N, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

the earnest hope of all that he will make a
favorable decision which of itself will be
equivalent to an election.

28, 1894.
*30,353.89
July 11, 1895.
*123,895.58

INDIVIDUAL

cottage at Shore Acres owned by Hattie
J. McFarland of Union was burned last
Thursday. Two men from Union went to

July 24. 1891.
859,180.29
Dec.13, 1895.
8180,838.17

Feb.

DF.F98IT8:

A

Dec.

1894.

March

5, 199-,
*83,979,5;,
Dec. IT, 1899
18183,889 99

879,480.59
July 14, 189(1.
8172,093.18

Dec. 15, 1807,
the cottage Monday and got storm-bound.
They left Thursday, and were barely out of
$202,143.72
sight when the cottage was in flames. It was
These jiyures are taken fro n our smorn statements* to the
Comptrolb r
totally destroyed with all its contents. It of the Currency, Washington. on the above dates.
is thought the men accidentally set the fire
DlOf '>sl r-N in rhe I \ I'Eltl^ r DE1WKr.UEXT payable on demand, draw
interest
dm
either by carelessly leaving the stove or by ! *,r>r. 1 ■'jt l’1(‘ duly 1-'. Deposits durinn nay month draw interest from the Hr.a d tin-parable
n.-xt m
rhi.s department MiTcrs ’/rich '/>'■ "t' r srcm-itt/ to depositors tban
Savings Hanks, ina* mmdi is
cigar stubs.
is
a
info >,■
md all deposits in our Hank are nnt rn ah >ii
depi.sn
by twice tin amount'd i,
v apitai stock,
Lincolnville Beach. The school taught
Mrs. Charles Knight liad the misfortune,
(i'.Mt-«iMI<h<, I B-uilt in Wahl.. Orourc. .,nr vault has all the
Tl\is
Imic
by Joseph E. Thomas closed Friday, Jan. to meet with another accident Jan. :>0th.
"
■...
»Tk.th««b.v
,.•;/„ to ,le,Motors than
?
"'’■"k'V’"
28th. The following scholars were present As she was stepping into the sleigh the bank m tins enuntr.
\V !i;iv stKK DKPOiir HdUM ;U *3,
ami *S per ve ir\
V.
;i
./ „• n,
boxes are
Ella Thomas, Mary Coombs, horse started, dragging her some distance rock*, snt'mv miv bu r iken to an I from the Hank it'desired.
every day:
li(;
Rosie Drinkwater, Lotta Oreutt, Florence before she could be extricated from her
Dearborn, Blanche French, Gladys French, perilous position. She happily escaped any
Jennie Andrews, Russell Ames, Rennis serious injury, but is confined to the house
Matthews, Earl Hannon, Augustus Warren by several bruises and a severe strain causand Sumner Bullock.
Eddie and Flora ed by her efforts to clear herself from the
Pillsbury, who live more than a mile from sleigh.
the sch “1 house, were absent hilt one day.
iii a little less than four weeks will eome
Florence Dearborn, Mabel Pendleton and the annual town
meeting and the air is full
...

■

■

..

Jennie Andrews received a prize for “leaving off at the head” the most times in their
spelling classes.
Tslesboro.
number of
extra

trip

Last Monday evening quite

our

of

stallation of

people

went to

a

Belfast, by

Silver Star, to attend the inthe officers of the Royal Arch

Chapter. On arming at Belfast at 7. the
gates of the B. & B. S. S. wharf were locked
and they had to go to the upper wharf.
After the ceremonies and supper were
over,
they left for home. They had a calm sea,
and a full moon, aud report a good time.
Among the party were Capt. Edwin Coombs
and wife, John P, Bragg and wife ami Miss
Grover, Capt. Small and wife, Capt. W. S.
Pendleton ami wife, Capt. Guilford Pendleton, Capt. J. F. Griudell and wife, Mrs.
F. S.
Kate

Pendleton, Miss Brina Pendleton, Miss
Pendleton,Thomas Pendleton, Dudley

Pendleton.
The knitting shop opened
all the machines are taken
aud there is a large order and plenty of
yarn
on hand....The Literary Club met last Saturday evening with the Misses Maxfleld.
The question, Resolved, That electricity
will take the place of steam was ably discussed and decided in the negative. The
Saxdypoint.

Monday.

Nearly

meeting next Saturday will be at Capt.
Samuel French’s -.subject,“Current Events.”
.Mr. C. W. Fisher of Bangor Seminary, a
former pastor, preached here last
Sunday,
morning and evening. Both services were
largely attended. Nearly every seat in the
hall was taken-The three-masted schoouer
Win. H. Bailey of New Jersey, of which Mr.
N. C. Partridge of this place is steward, recently made the run from New Bedford,
...

of vague murmurs and
what will he done at the

whether to keep the old hoard of officers in
or

to have

an

entirely

new

one.Of

course

there

differences of opinions
Some want to
retain part of the present officers, and others
want one thing and some another, but in all
probability the present board will remain
unless there is activity enough displayed to
call a caucus and make new nominations, as
I was done last year There is plenty of time,
are

gentlemen,
it be

to hold a caucus; but wouldn't
better to take time by the forelock m»w

and nominate your men than to wait until
it is too late, aud then kick yourself after-

wards
See!

you

as

think what might have been?

article in the warrant to
buy the lower part of
Union hall, to be used as a town hall. There
is no doubt that the town needs a place to
transact its business, and in which to hold
meetings, and it would lie very convenient to
own, and to save hiring every time a meeting was called. If the town owned a hall of
its own, probably it could be made to bring
in some revenue by lettiug it for the small
There will be

see

an

if the town

will

entertainments that frequently occur during
the year.
Many think it would be better
and cheaper for the town to buy it than to
build. As it can be got at a reasonable rate
it would seem that a bird in the hand is
worth two in the hush; but there are so
many who take a different view of the matter that we will have to wait till town meeting day to see what we shall see.

Papers

Theodore Cary, the founder and proprieof the Aroostook Times, has sold the
paper to Messrs. A. J. Reed and Stephen H.
Hanson, and the new proprietors have taken
possession. Mr. Cary has been in the newspaper business since ISbo.
The Lewiston Sun in noticing the retirement of Clarence Luut from the managing

Bangor Commercial, and
the promotion of Mr. E. H. Kelley, for some
Monroe.
Mrs. Robert Mayo, who has
time past the telegraph editor, to the posibeen sick with a swollen knee, caused by a
“There is another bright young
tion,
says:
able
is
to
walk
a
strain,
litt.le around the
man for you.
The only thing that enables
house-Mr. and Mrs. Waiter Evans lost
me to look with a bit of resignation on Mr.
their little hoy, born last week. It only lived
Lunt’s withdrawal is the fact that Mr. Kela day or two.
The mother is doing well.,
ley is to step into his shoes. Mr. Kelley has
Mr. ami Mrs. Ed. Gilbert are
over
rejoiciug
seen all kinds of newspaper work, metropolthe birth of a little girl, who arrived iu the
itan among the rest, and is a success.
His
big storm of last week. Dr. Holt made the
head full of good ideas and we’ll see ’em in
trip over the hills on snow shoes_Mrs.
the columns of his paper. Mr. Kelley will
Maria Atwood slipped on some ice on the
be succeeded at his desk by Mr. F. G. Swett
shed door, hurting her back badly. She is
of Bangor, who came from the New Orleans
better, but had a severe shaking_Mr.
Times-Democrat.'
Beuj. Curtis, who was recently tapped, is
fast-Mr.
Daniel Mansur,
again tilling up
Good Templars.
who has been suffering from heart trouble
Waldo
District
Lodge will meet with Beland dropsy all winter, was worse the
past
fast Lodge, Saturday, March 5th.
week-Congratulations are now in order
of the

..

to Mr.

Joseph Palmer, who lias

himself

taken unto

Louise Johnson,
daughter of John Johnson of Monroe_
Mrs. Lulu Baker is visiting at Winterport a
few days, before she returns to Minnesota.
-Mr. Franklin Chase went to
Bangor
hospital Monday, accompanied by Dr H.
A. Holt of this village, and was operated on
fora mastoi 1 abscess, from which he has
suffered for about ten weeks.
They found
about three tablespoons of matter on the
hone.
Dr. Holt remained with him until
the operation was performed and left him
comfortable-Mrs. Fred Putman is on the
sick list.
a

wife—Miss

Brooks. The snow blockade has at last
been lifted and we are again in communication with the outside world in all directions.
It is seldom that all travel is stopped as it
was
during last week by storm_Mrs.
Judah Cilley, who was reported very dangerously sick last week, was at last accounts
somewhat better. Mrs. Hannah J. Sites is
able to sit up. Walter Mathews has ridden
out. H. H. Pi 1 ley is still confined to the
house. Mrs. Kate Irving seems to be steadily improving-Mrs. Benj. Hulsey of Windsor, known here as Celia M. Lane, has presented her husband with a 10-lb. boy_Rev.
F. S. Dolliff had an increased attendance at
his last Sunday evening talk_Mrs. A. E.
Dow is in Windsor visiting her sister_
Miss Isa Liice is back from Pittsfield. She
has strong attractions in Brooks_The two
village schools are to unite for a public entertainment at the G. A. R. Hall Friday
evening, Feb. 11th, and a fiue time is expected-Some very interesting religious
meetiugs have lately been held at the South
Brooks school house-C. A. Lane, the

village postmaster, has

moved

the office
from the T. A. Elliott store across the street
into what was formerly known as the Morse
building, where he has comfortable quarters. He lives in the rooms upstairs_R.
G. Edwards, our well known millman and
machinist, has been quite sick_Mr. A.
Houghton, who is living with his son-in-law,
T. A. Elliott, has been in very poor health
and has not been out of doors for the winter.
-Mrs. Abislia Evans is able to ride out occasionally-Among the local lodge singers
we have neglected to mention Bro. Jas. B.
McTaggart. He allows that his voice is getting cracked, his teeth danged shakey, and
that he is no singer anyway ; hut he is trotted out about so often, just the same, and
gives some of the old songs that he sang as
a boy in Bonnie
Scotland-Gordou McTaggart of Pittsfield was in town last Sunday to visit his old home aud friends before
starting for the Klondike region. He was
born in this town and is known here, as elsewhere, as a perfectly reliable man of excellent business ability.

District Counselor T. H. Fernald visited

Sparkling Water Lodge of Northport
day evening, for inspection.

FRED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing Over Twenty Million Assets.
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
ET-STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION
SecuritylBonds for Cashiers. Contra
ors. Administrators and Trutsees. j
Correspondence solicited
Real estate bought and sold
»¥¥*¥¥4r*¥¥*¥********4f*a ** tt

and Periodicals.

tor

Mass., to Newport News, Va., m sixty hours
quick run, so the sea captains say_
The social meets Thursday evening, Feb.
10th, with Mr. ami Mrs. Austin French. A
editorship
good time is expected.

—a

whispering as to
coming election—

Tues-

J

Men's Boston High Arctics,

*

Regular price §2.00.
Our price, $1.40

|

Men's Boston Dress Arctics,

.-#•

J,

Our

p

u<

*

\

Regular price, §1.50.

yf.

floor! reliable agents, cither men
women, to canvas for us in the towns
Xorthport, Lineolnville ami Camrleu. (
! agent in each town.
Light work (jour

^

J

price, $1.15

I Men's Rolled Edge Rubbers, l
*
♦

I

Regular price $1.35.

♦

Our

4

£

X
X

“55.”

4
*

price, $1.00

Ladies’ Rubbers for

20c

♦

Hisses

16c

♦

Children’s

13c

J*

Established in' 1830.
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SURPLUS,

Safe

J

STREET.

Our new

«*)
(•

UP!

and

lliey

1

burglary

in the country.

vault.

•>

'*

DR. W. L. WEST,
^Veterinary * Surgeon.-^

(•

are com-

mercury,
frmn lmrks. b«i-rie>.
ami leaves of the woo.is of Maine.

pounded by
roots

but

(iraduate and Medalist
Ontario Veterinary College.

•)
(•
•)

Office and

(•

Pharmacy

Residence and

%

I Consumption 1 |

Full Pint Botfie 50 Cts.

J

(•

•
(•

I

Will SCOTT'S EMULSION
consumption ? Yes and
no.
Will it cure every case ?
|
® No.
What cases will it cure
S then ? Those in their earlier

H

cure

especially

«|

stages,

®

people.

•|

gerated claims,

in

young

|§

>;

f;
v

jj

We make no exag- «
but we have
g
# positive evidence that the 1
fearly use of

jS

! Scott’s

f
Hypo- |
|

Emulsion

Iof

Cod-liver oil with
of Lime and Soda
in these cases results in a

phosphites

®

|

1 positive cure to a large num- |
1 ber. In advanced cases, how- |
®

ever, where

a cure

is

impossi-

§ ble,

this well-known remedy
should be relied upon to pro$ long life surprisingly.

<|

5oc- and
SCOTT &

$i-oo, all druggists.
BOWNE, Chemists, New York.

|

f

~

£
V

^

•)

an

renting boxes can have the cxelusiprivilege of taking theii boxes to and from ?

SIMlaiBltei

no
us

$3, $5, $0.51)

year.

vault is

unequaled in Eastern Mail
amJ UNEXCELLED
security against fl’>

Ucontain

rent at
a

Those

SPRINO AIR CALLS POR A
0001) SPRINO TONIC. TAKE

11

deposit boxes for
$S

••S S 8 88888•8.••.•..

1 BRACE

$33,000

■

DEPOSITS SOLICITED

**************************

for

>1«-.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

! FRANCIS’ IVo°ree. j
MAIN

Beliust,

*

WE ARE SELLING

J

Fir pari;

f

Ladies’ Boston Rubbers, 25c

\

pay. Xo capital required.
lars address

*

UK wool. HOOTS.

£
?r

Lodge elected officers Monday f>
the ensuing quarter and they
X)
will be installed next Monday evening by
(8
Deforest
L.
Robbins.
DisLodge Deputy
trict Secretary H. F. Erskine made au
official visit of inspection. The lodge will
have a dime sociable, this, Thursday, even- •)
(•
ing•)
Belfast

evening

f

f

Office

at Reliant Liver) Co.
Hospital 17 Congress street.

Telephone 8-2.

Residence

Telephone 2-

<•

Pry

:i

bottle anti set the
circnlai liny.

POOR &

healthy

blond

«.

•

E. H. DURGIN, M. ft.

S0N,0Rliu(il5TS.ri
•>

S• •/•'•-5'•
Nlato oi

•

i

•

of Glasses anti Diseases of
the Eva ai ri Ear a Specialty.

fitting

Maims

IT7ALDO SS. Taken on execution, and will he
}} sold by public auction on the nineteenth dav
of March, A. I). 185)8, at two o’clock in the after
noon, t the office of R. F. Duntou. in Belfast, in
said County of Waldo, all the right in equity
which GEORGE A. FLETCHER of Inity, in said
County of Waldo, has, or had, on the twentv
day of July, A 1). 185)7, at six o’clock aiid
eighth minutes
in the afternoon, when the same
thirty
was attached on the original writ, to redeem the
following described mortgaged real estate, situated in Unity, in said County of Waldo, to wit
A
certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings
tliereon, situated in said Unity, bounded and described as follows, viz: Bounded easterly l.v land
of Samuel Weld) and the ro:ul leading from Janies
Carver’s to Freedom; westerly by lands of William Kelley and William Robinson; southerly Inlands in possession of Alton Blanchard, ami northerly by land of Fred Murch and land of the heirs
of Joseph Farwell and the Unity Town Farm,
containing one hundred and forty acres, more or
less, being the homestead farm of said George A.
Fletcher.
Dated this tenth day of Februarv, A. I>. 185)8.
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Slier in'.

Office hours unril p
From 12.30

to

a.

3 and 7

ni.
to S

SEARSPOKT,
T

■t/V/H
W

1

m.

MAIM

E E ECHO N E Co N

AAW’T
III Ml I

p.

N

EC Tic > N

SUFFEK vv,rH A
HACKING COUGH or
TICKUK iii the THIiOAI.

HEN OUR

Cherry Cough

Cure

WlLL STOP IT IN ONE DAY

Dissolution of

Partnership.

15 cents per bottle.

The copartnership heretofore existing between
the undersigned, under the firm name of J. c
THOMPSON & SON, lias this dav been dissolved
by|mutual consent. All debts ami claims due said
firm have been assigned to W (’. Thompson, who
assumes all the liabilities of said firm. All persons
indebted to said firm are requested tom ike immediate payment to either W. C Thompson, or to J.
C. Thompson at his residence, 4g High street, Belfast, who has been duly authorized to accept and
give receipts for the same.
Belfast, Februarv 3, 185)8.
J. c. THOMPSON,
W.M.C. THOMPSON

POOR Ac SON, Bella*!.

DR. JOHN STEVENS.
Opera House Block.
Special attention given to diseases<d
throat.

^

6m2

nose

and

lML NEWS OF BELFAST.
f

There will be roller skating at Belfast

Opera House

the printing busito this office.

v

I

learn

to

led

his Friday
the teachers this week,

dent Brick will omit
to

ture

the

u

lodging

for

rooms,

Small removed a
forehead of Mrs. Thomas
and

ogwood
the

Fimples, blotches, blackheads, red, rough, oily,
mothy skin, itching, scaly scalp, dry, thin, and
falling hair, and baby blemishes prevented by
Cuticura Soap, the most effective skin purifying and beautifying soap in the world, as well as
purest and sweetest for toilet, bath, and nursery.

aikfort last we**k.
firemen's ball and not
may be found at

the

■.» to

l

the

l

Welch's lunch

owners

car.

country Veterau Association
E M. Billings Post, Monroe,
Feb. 17th. [H. R. D., Sec.

|

}

(yticura

removed his office
the rooms in Opera
k, heretofore occupied by the
Club.
Stevens has
street to

Is sold throughout th» world. Potter P. k C. Cobp.. Sola
Proi's., Boston. C'J* How to Beautify the Skin. free.

Cured by
cuticura remedies.

Permanently

Dl nnn UlliinDC
DLUUU nUmUnO

at the Belfast jail showed their
after the recent big storm by
_‘t> tramps confined there and putA
at shoveling out the streets.
>f tramps could hardly be sugis

ill

Original, widows,
Buc-ksport, S8.

laimed letters remaining in the
-• office for the week
ending Feb.
men—Mr. Edwin Crummet, Mr.
otis, Mr. T. Peck, Mr. William
■n-

they

the 6th page by Mrs
The story on
Rebecca Palfrey Utter is both timely aud
of local interest.
next is St. Valentine Day, but the
business opeus slowly this year,
both supply aud demand being small.

Monday

tramps in Waldo

but 15

now

obliged

are

valentine

dig

to

ground of the county
After getting out but few seek the
>f Sheriff Norton a second time.
the frozen

has received

Woodeo, k
.m

of

e

Helping Hand Circle of King’s Daughters
last Monday with Mrs. Lizzie Hutchins
anti will meet next Monday with Mrs. O. R.
met

of

W ebster.

he sent to

painting

oil

an

news

Win. P. Thompson, Esq has been quite
a few days past, but is gaining.
Pensions have been granted as follows:
etc., Sarah G. Collins.

Waterviile Mail.

and

Club exhibition, anil that
hung on the line’ in a most
.■sit on.
It is a still life, re preaches and pottery.
the Art

-oiivide.
*•

F
rii

s

s

•uid

a.,

tak.-, but
ir

home

and

Treasurer,

f.

11

T

i.e

c:

Committee

Fern aid:

Max

I'll M

v,

b-

■«

p '.-fd

is

Oi.l

luive

s; 21 voters

i

■

The

Candlemas Day, and as the
“you may expect a
re winter
There are about 40
prose and verse to back this

was

and clear,

us

:n

i

nad

enough:

Oue is
as

lief

his

see

wife

Day should

('audiemas
snd clear.

on

the

pleasant

be

received from the Bel>f their odd designs
The souvenir this time
of ,i monthly calendar for February
ne corner is a cut of a dude with a
head stuck ou the shou lders, and the
'urnal lias

outing Co
-rtising.
stj

tills

'on

•warily

one

that “A

you

is

man

not

blockhead because he does not

a

printing."
v*S,

was

for

ie£c

in
1

The month of Janconsiderably colder than the

Weather.

'akv

that

month for 59 years past
temperature was 18.25 against
and 19 95- for Jaupast 59 years. The highest
was 58' above on the 7th day;

January, is;i7,

r

the
ou re

below

-■

md

zero

snow on

the 2‘‘th.

15

Iiaiu feil

The total

rehes. precipitation,
81 inches.

or

ou

snow

fall

rain

aid

'now,'5

the Kennebec
writes: Mr. and Mrs. Daniel V.
on, who were
killed in the rail-

correspondent

dent

of

were

7" years >*f

and

age

were ou

their

their daughter who lives :n
Three sous survive them, all of
families, and reside in town;
daughters, one of whom resides
•tie in Pittsfield and the other in
The\ were most kind and exceland their loss will be most keensit

ark, Sons

.J

Veterans, had

a

pleas-

party Monday evening. While
were attending to their business iu

:'i-:’:se
vs

ar

gu
g
■

is

meeting they

heard

some

one

ut in the anteroom, hut thought
Mine of their belated members.
At

f

of the

woman

meeting the

cannot

keep

a

hall

was

secret.

Items. Sell. Fannie & Edith,
John W. Ryder, arrived Feb 4th,
from Portland. Capt Ryder reports

>

of piN,t

■

t

-i mug the storm last week

at
x

u

his vessel
Portland harbor moored uuder the lee

urge

ocean

Although

steamer.

iu

an

liy sheltered spot it was almost iui"*s iiie to
be
about the deck.
up and
■---•IHired at the wharves in that liar*u<;

badly

damaged

by pounding.

Carletou was towP
kport Fell, (>, by tug Somers N
o
t/j to load for New York-Sells. John.
'!
Fi-ike sailed for Wiuterport and sell.
M
Sears for Lincolnville Feb. 6th, to
’.isli disc harging their cargoes of grain, a
»rti«of which was consigned to those
•it,-.
Capt. Albert A. Lowell of Bucks*rt has resigned the commmand of the
homier Herald and Capt. Fred Keyes
w!
recently arrived in New York in
schooner Sallie I’Ou succeeds him iu
Lumaud. Capt. West resumes command
the Sallie I’Ou
The smack Electric
Adelia

T.

|si

—

Light

was

Leer Isle

sunk Feb. 1st

thoroughfare,

i 300 lobsters. The

crew

near

Spruce Island,

with
were

a
cargo of
saved....H.

Bean of Camden expects a contract from
Tauuton Mass., parties to build the largest
f 'ur-masted schooner ever launched in this
untry-Bark Edward May, built at Bost"U in 1874, and owned by Charles Brewer &
Co. of that city, has been sold to San Francisco parties for $10,000.
The vessel is now
on the way from Honolulu to San Francisco,
and on reaching the latter port it is said she
will enter the fleet of Klondike vesselsCapt. A. T. Stubbs has resigned command of
M

Carrie A. Bucknaui on account of ill
health, and is at his home in BucksportLetters reached Bucksport Saturday from
Captain Peter McCaulder and family, who,
Hi the bark Penobscot, arrived at Lyttleton,
yew Zealand, Dec. 19tli, all well and hearty.
a

h.

Cre-wv of

Morrill, who

runaway horse

on

was

Main Street

C. W. Frederick, igeut for the Hay ford
block, is putting plate glass windows in the
store of P. A. Fullett and that
formerly
occupied by the clothing manufactory of

Geo. A. Qnimby.
life-like portrait of Lieut. Sheridan F.
Miller was on exhibition at Clement’s bookIt has been presented
store the past week.
to the Union Veteran’s Union of Belfast,
which was named after Lieut. Miller.
A

The Baptist Christian Endeavor Society
will have a dime sociable in the Baptist vestry Friday evening, Feb, 11th, at7-30 o’clock.
The entertainment will consist of a ribbon
drill. There will be a sale of home-made
candy. The public are invited.
Posters are out for the annual concert,
drill and ball by Belfast Company, U. R K.
of P., to be given at Belfast Opera House,
Monday evening, Feb. 21st. Frank K. Wiggin will be floor director. The Belfast Band

give a concert, using their new instrufor the first time. Keyes Company
of Rockland will send a delegation in uniform. and they will be aceompained by
will

ments

ladies.

Fred Lucas of North Searsinont was thrown from his team at North
Searsmont Monday and the heavily loaded
team, drawn by four horses, passed over
him. He was quite badly cut about the fact.
The accident was caused by the reins getting
tangled and the horses going into a snow
Accident.

drift.
Insurance.

Attention

is

called to the

of the Capital Fire Ins. Co. if
Concord, N, H., and the Granite State Fire
Ins. Co. of Portsmouth, N. H., represented
by Hun. Fred Atwood of Wiuterport. These

statements

strong companies and noted for prompt
payment of losses. Hon. George E. Macomber of Augusta is special agent for Maiue of
the Granite State, and James Pattee is the
Belfast agent.Other companies whose
statements appear this week are the U. S.
Branch of Western Assurance Co., the U, S.
Branch of British America Assurance Co.,
and the Metropolitan Plate Glass Insurance
Co., represented by Field & West, Belfast,
and the Quincy Mutual Fire Insurance Co.,
represented by James Pattee & Son, Belfast.
are

■

taken
-ession of bv about 40 members of the ReCorps and Ladies Aid Society, and a
-w t.L A. L.
Veterans, who had prepared an
-io silent
supper ami otherwise prepared for
’>*- good time. The members of the
were taken completely by surprise,
they all say they will never again say
>se

a

residents of this

town,
f their sudden deaths gave their
o:
friends a terrible shock. They

F

Win. T.

the

m

taken off.

not-been

w;ii be made the week before

-•

ed to.

:

The many friends in this vicinity of Capt.
Young of Bluehill will regret to
learn that he has been stricken with paralysis
of the brain, and at the critical moment in
bis life an accident happened that nearly
proved fatal to both Mr. Young and liis wife.
They were driving from East Bluehill to the
village and in turning the horse it was
noticed that the reins became slack in Mr.
Young’s hands and the animal, which is a
spirited steed, cramped the wheel and they
were
both thrown out. Mr. Young was

Byron

unconscious state and
a
carried
neighboring house where lie
received medical attendance, and, his case

picked

up
to

in

an

immediately pronounced paralysis of
Mr. Young will be remembered
as the
captain of the schooner Nimbus
built at Belfast in 18‘K) by McDonald &
was

the

brain.

Brown.
of

He

was

Brewer and

a

for many years

highly respected

Steamer Notes.

a

It

was

with

learned of
the death of Dr. Brodbeck and the necessity
of makiug a change in our course caused by
this sad event.
We have, however, been
exceedingly fortunate in securing as a *uInstitute Rev. A. S. Gumbart, D. D., pastor of
the Dudley street Baptist church of Boston,
one of the
largest and most flourishing
churches in the city, and there are but few
Boston pastors whose services are in so
much demand.
Dr. Gumbart will lecture
Monday evening, Feb. 14th, the same date
as that on which Dr. Brodbeck was to have
lectured. His subject will be “A Tramp
Through London.” It will be a lecture of
rare interest and profit, and it is hoped that
here will be a liberal patronage on the part
nf the public.
New Advertisements. See notice of the
dissolution of the copartnership of J. CThompson and Wm. C. Thompsou, doing
business under the tirm name of J. C. Thompson & Son.
The senior member retires after
a long and honorable business career, and
Wm. C. Thompson assumes the liabilities
and is settling up the affairs of the firm_
Poor & Son advertise Osgood’s Indian Bitters, a standard and well known spring
medicine, Cherry Cough Cure and Our Hair
Tonic.Don't forget that H. A. Starrett’s
special February sale is now on, and see
advt. fortlie great cut in prices for this sale
New goods on the
way_Bargains at
Burkett’s, where new goods are opened to
take place of lines <• losed out at p. i<-es that

quick

insure

sales.Special

prices

Remington special, Bemington,

on

Forest City, Falmouth and Portland lS'.'S !

bicycles,

all

Mrs.

E

W.

Curtis

place. The new line will touch at Rockland, Camden aud Belfast-The steamer
Tremont, Capt. Oscar Crockett, arrived at
Rockland last Thursday noon in tow of the
United States cutter Levi Woodbury. The
her

was on her trip from Bluehill to
Rockland Monday. When off Hog Island,
in the Eggemoggiu Reach, her condenser
froze up. The machinery was disabled and
the boat was left drifting in the ice. The
crew telegraphed to Portland from Brooklin and the cutter Woodbury arrived at the
scene Wednesday. After considerable work
she succeeded iu clearing the Tremont from
the ice and towed her to Rockland. Capt.
Crockett lias given up his charter of the
Tremont and will put another boat on the
route-The steamer Castine made her
landing at Lewis wharf Saturday afternoon,
making her way through the ice without
much difficulty.The Penobscot left here
Monday afternoou, Jan. 31st, and laid in
Rockland during the storm. She left Rockland Thursday morning arriving in Boston
in the evening. Since leaving Boston Friday afternoon she has made regular time.

our

^

to
Ins
brother-m-iaw, Eugene S.
Achorn, taking the boat again at Belfast on
her way to Boston Monday.... Miss Jennie
Ford, who has been in Camden for the last
six weeks, returned home by boat Monday.
....A little boy, who has been having pinkeye lately, was asked what the matter was
with his eyes; and the answer was, “I have
got the blue eye.”-Our local ice dealers
have had a very unfavorable time to cut
their ice on account of the heavy snows and
water on the ice-The storm of last week
was one of the worst for years.
Not oue
team passed on Swan Lake Avenue for the
day: something not known before since the
big April storm a number of years ago_
The Christian Endeavor Sociable will be at
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmers Ford’s Thursday afternoon and evening, Feb. 24th.
11 are invited.

The Churches,
The North Church. chorus will hold its
rekersal at 7 o'clock Friday evening.
Services at the Unitarian church next
Sunday will be as follows: preaching by the
10 45

at

a.

m.;

Subject—“Taking holy

Sunday school at 12;
young people’s meeting at 0 p. m.; Topic,
“Coals of tire,” Rom. 12: 20-21.
in

names

vain.”

Services at the Universalist Church Sunday will be as follows :Morumg worship with
serrnou at 10:45, followed by
Sunday school.
Devotional meeting in the vestry at (> o’clock
led by the pastor... .Teachers’ meeting

Thursday
study.

big

Morning—Anthem, “Sovereign Ruler,
Lord of All,
Bendel-Shelley; solo, “A
Dream of Farad se,” Gray, Mrs. Pitcher.
Eveuiug—Selection by chorus ; duett, selectlows:

ed.

Services at the Methodist Episcopal church
next Sunday vv 11 be as follows: Sermon by
the pastor at 10 45 a. in.: Sunday school at
12 in ; meeting of Junior League at 3.30;

2 Bales Lockwood Brown Cottons, remnants,

5c

2 Cases Bleached Cotton,

6c

yard wide,

1 Case Lonsdale Cambrics, worth 12

1-2c.,

2 Cases Fruit of the Loom Cotton, worth
3 Cases Best
1Case

Quality

Print

10c.,

i

Dragon Spool Cotton,

yards, only
7c Barbour & Marshall’s Linen Th
read, per spool,
5c Lining Cambrics only
Twilled Silicia, former price 20c., now
49c English
100 yards 20 in. French Flair Cloth worth 50c.,

,

Pequot Cotton)

Flump Hooks and Eyes, per card, sold
Fancy Jet Trimmings marked
Feders Brush Binding only
Rustle Percaline, former price

Crashes, Towels and Tattings.
12fc

62ic

now

8c

Case Black Brocades worth 50c.,
1 Case Wool Filled Plaids,
1 Case Plandsome Plaids only
2 Pieces Black Brocade Silks, worth $1.25, now
1 Piece Black P. De Soir Silks only
P Pieces Black Armure Silk only
2 Pieces Black Duchess Satin only
1 Case Spring Novelty Dress Goods worth 50c
1 Piece Black Luiina Dress Goods, now

t Case Marseilles

Quilts, worth $1.25,

$1-25
U25

a

Trouble-

Shall close

Belfast

man

if he

knows

the affliction of

itching

piles. No complaint causes more annojance to
humanity and it has been truly “dubbed” a profanity breeder. For many years doctors and those
who are always searching for mankind’s relief,
have tried in vain to find a remedy that would
prove never failing in this complaint. At last
success

has rewarded the efforts of

one

searcher

and a compound has appeared in Belfast that by
its deeds stamps merit on the face. The proof of
it lies in the experience of Belfast people. Here
is

an

example, published for the public good; it

from an old resident, Mr. Walter Coombs
of 76 Main street, who says: “I have been troubled
for seven or eight years with itching piles. I guess
I have used a hundred salves and ointments during
that time, but I received little or no benefit from
them. A friend gave me a box of Doan’s Oint-

comes

He got it from Kilgore & Wilson’s drug
I used the box and it cured me. Other

ment.

store.

preparations

cave

me

Doan’s Ointment to

quite

a

number of

some

cure

relief, but it took

me.

I

people here in

out

29

If you want

Have

to close

have heard of
town

who

were

benefitted and cured by using it. It certainly is a
valuable remedy. You may refer others to me.”
Doan’s Ointment is for sale by all dealers or sent

by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Milburn Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the United States:
price 50 cents per box.

25c

only

$1.25

Jackets, worth $10.90 for only
one come

gQ

quicklv.

75c

1,000
'-000

now

Hamburg

bought direct from importers.

yards Hamburg worth

for this sale,

12 l-2c.,

"

29c.,
?/ 1 —2 c.,.

1,000

Val. Laces and Insertions from
1,000
All Lovely New Goods, Examine.Teem.

50 Pieces Toile de Alsatia only

White Skirts
Marked down from $1.00 to

8c
15c
25c
3c to 20c

] Qc

75c

100 Pieces

fill I PRINI WRAPPERS

•

DOWN.

2

1 Case

Stationery, Quardruple Wedding Plate.

24 Sheets and 24 Envelopes worth 2s,
1 Case Tinted Paper and Envelopes,

department.

PORTIERES. LACE CURTAINS, SWISS CURTAINS,
SILKILENES, CRETONNES, POLES, ETC.

\Vfe wish to inform the trade that we have this
* *
from New York, consisting of

0c

Shelves, brass claw feet, enclosing glass ball worth ■>}, only $1 50

UPHOLSTERY GOODS.

1,000 Felt Curtains on Spring Rollers, only
1,000 Opaque Curtains only
1,000 Opaque Curtains, bordered and plain, from

Ginghams only

100 Quartered Oak Tables,

•

25 Doz, Colored Kid Gloves

Acquaintance.

Ever lie awake at night and hear the clock
strike for hour alter hour, wondering if morning
will ever come; this experience comes to many a

ggL

now

$1.00

nice cotton, w'orth $1.25,

special

6c

33c

now

50c

reductions in this

worth (Oc„ now

WHO WANTS A JACKET ?

75c

Night Robes, high neck, Hamburg trimmed in
front and sleeves, (a great bargain) worth $1.00, now
Case Night Robes, Tucked and Hamburg trimmed,

MARKED

7c

25c

12Jc
87ic

Case

We make

some

$2,50,

39c

COTTON UNDERWEAR.

•

now

6c

Quality Outings,

3000 Yds.

•

12'.c
37'.c
3c

now

1000 Yards Summer Silks, striped, only

now

Thursday, evening

for 5:..
down.

7c
3c

12 1 -2c.. now

2000 Yards Best

25c

50 Shawis, worth

1

5c
2c

10c

Dress Goods and Silks.
1

5c

5c

Crash worth 8c.. only

50 dozen 1Lmined Linen Towels onlv
25 dozen Damask Linen Towels (bordered)
5 Pieces Union Damask 1 abling
5 Pieces Linen Damask Tabling, 68 in. wide,
1 Bale Splendid Linen Crash worth 12 1 -2c.,

1

3c

200

One lot

2 Bales All Linen

but one week.

COAT’S Machine Thread, 10 spools to each customer,
2 papers for
6c Covered Dress Steels, all lengths, per dozen,

at 7 15.

When You Cannot Shake oft

prices

4c Needles,

1 Case white Cotton and wooi Flannel,
200 Bleached S'eets. 81x90.

We will not guarantee these

There will be the usual prayer and conference meeting at the North
Church this,
at 7 15
Topic, “Proofs
True Penitence.” Ps. 141:1 5; Luke 3:7-14;
James 4:7-10. The Sunday services will be
as follows:
Sermon by the pastor, Rev. G.
S. Mills, at 10 45 a. m. The music will include the following selections: Quartette,
"Rock of Ages,” Dudley Buck; Quartette,
“Gently, Lord, Oh
Gently lead us,”
Hawley: Chorus, "Gloria” Dudley Buck.
Sunday school at 12 m. C. E. meeting at
G 15 p. m. Topic, “Ca.ied: to what? how?”
Isa. 0:1-8; Mark 1:16 20. At 7 15 p. m. the
pastor will lecture, continuing his interesting and helpful lectures on Old Testament
Characters.

*

61c

only

1 Case Peitona Percales, worth 12 1 -2c

2d

of

prices

DRESS-MAKERS’ FINDINGS.

8c

yard wide Percales only

meeting of Epworth League at G, Leader,
Miss Nora SeekiLH, Topic, “God’s Unfailing
Cor. 1:20; 2d Peter 1:4, 1 John
Promises,”
2:25; soug service will open at 7. Other
services will fol.ow. A cordial invitation
is extended to all who have no church home
and especially to strangers. Tuesday evening services at 7.15; Thursday evening class

sold

THIS WEEK WE MAKE OUR BARGAIN SALE STILL MORE ATTRACTIVE. LOOK AT OUR PRICES

the pastor’s

evening at 0:30 at

There will be preaching at the Baptist
church next Sund ly forenoon and evening.
Other services for the day and week will be
as usual.
The music Sunday will be as fol-

meeting

at the

surprised

of

Visit

were

and a^e

Camden, who has been visiting her brother,
Eugene S. Acliorn, for the past ten days, returned home by Boston boat Monday night.
-Capt. E. W. Curtis, pilot of the steamer
Penobscot, stopped off at Belfast Saturday
while the boat was up-river and made a

pastor

our

at retail than ever before in the

strictly high grade.

Belfast.

East

sales readied high water mark.
More Goods
of
our
business.
are
history
People
delighted with
bundles they receive for the money expended.
*

SATURDAY, JANUARY 29th,

of

sale

The Manhattan Steam-

the Penobscot river, and to continue until
new steamship Aroostook, uow being
built iu Philadelphia, is finished and takes

G OBCE W. BURKETT’S.

watches by Chase & Peak. See them in
the windows this week, narked in plain
figures-George R. Poor, jeweler, quotes

citizen.

the

O

_AT_

that the managers

resident

ship Company has chartered the steamship
Queen City to begin running between New
York and Bangor as soon as the ice is out of

Tremont

People's Lecture Course.

deep regret

his

have died

:>>n.

ti:i-

;

1 .idles' bom-.-

>f the sailors lost

name:*

n

had

Walker

injured hy
Morrill yesat his home in
recently
terday from the effects of the injuries sus.a 1
C Uigrcssiiuial election in
I tained then.

sP'-<

I

th

hands full the past week in breaking out
roads. In many places it was impossible to
us^ tile triangles aud shoveling was resortMr.

nanu

■;*

:,r

Commissioner

Street

use,

•amiliary work of the Board of
!.
resulted u striking from the

a

at

J. C. Whit-ten will furnish music for a
Flanders’ Hull, Head of tic- Tide,
to-morrow, Friday, evening, and at Bradman's Hill, East Belfast, Saturday evening.

on

Myrtle PenW'.rking ro raise funds

snowdrifts.
very complete collection of local

taking snap shops

dance at

Maxcy;

Lora

his

served

King's Daughters,

if.

Friday with

Whist Club will hold a ladies’
matinee at Memorial Hall this, Thursday,
o*elo< k sharp. Tea will be
e.fternoon at

other

the

out

The Social

Republican

the

Uot

He has

was

views.

lowing officers and «-omFaniii Hart: Secretary,

i'• ut,

P

M.

camera

We take four
Jacksonville daily.”

i<

f

Tiie

a
;

“Mrs.

Coombs

Mr. C. R.

paper.

a

C

re-

•. n
says:
without all

do

: eis

subscriber in

*THE GRAND BARGAIN RUSH CONTINUES*

social gathering, with a lunch, dance and
music. About a hundred ladies and gentlemen were present.
The music was by the
Belfast Band and was heartily enjoyed by
all. Sandwiches and cocoa were served.

fitting up rooms over his
J. C. Thompson block on

is

>n

v

Wednesday evening.

next

A very enjoyable dancing party was held
at Memorial Hall Tuesday evening. It was
gotten up by a few ladies with a view to a

17c

now

17c

worth >1.2?, this sale,

87tc

>

l2tc

25

3j^c

day

to 50c

Ribbons, 10c, Quality for

5c.

|

15c.

Quality for

10c

received A VERY LARGE INVOICE OF NEW SPRING GOODS

*
*
*
Lawns, Muslins, Dimities, Ginghams,
*
*
*
Pampas Goods, Madras Goods, Apron Checks, Etc.
All of which we shall place on our counters at BARGAIN
*
one to be remembered by our numerous patrons.

GEORGE W. BURKETT,

>’$•

PRICES
#

*

to

make this great sale
^

*

.$.

Odd Fellows’ Block.

When 1 Was

a

Jacob

Little Girl.
A Waldo

BY REBECCA PALFREY UTTER.

County

R. Flagg,

Man who has been

a

Suc-

cessful Miner in California.

“Come here to the window, Tommy,”
said his mother, as she heard his step in
the doorway, “and see these pretty snow- I
iiakes.

Siskiyou News, of Yre ha, Calif orin its issue of Jan. 9ch gives some in-

|

teresting remiuiscenees from the early his'This is the way the snow comes down,
|
tory of California, with special reference
Softly softly, tailing.'
to the business interests of Trinity county
“Well, 1 knew that before,” said
Tommy, crossly. “1 never spected it and biographical sketches of the men
would come down slam bang!”
| who are developing them. Of course the
Tommy's mother looked up iu surprise, Maine man came to the front there, as
little
discontented
the
face, j
but, seeing
checked the hearty laugh of amusement elsewhere. The News says:
A write-up of Trinity county and' her
that was rising to her lips at his very un- j

I prominent mines and citizens would
“When 1 was a little girl,” she began—
j not be complete unless in mentioning the
Tommy came and sat down on a little
footstool at hei side. The frown disap- advantages of mining investments in this
peared from his forehead like an April ! community a brief mention is made of
cloud, and all his small woes seemed to 1 some honest, reputable and experienced
melt away before those magic words.
| miner who is respected in the county and
“Tell me about it,” lie said.
“Well, then, while 1 am telling you, whose word may be relied upon. Such a
you can do something for me: you can person is J. R. Flagg.
take the button-box, and pick out ten
Jacob Bedding Flagg is the second son
little w hite buttons, just like this, for me of Ebeu and llepeyeth (lliggins) Flagg,
sew
o«i
to
and was born near Belfast, Maine, on Jauyour aprons.”
“Yes, 1 will,” said Tommy. “I'd like uary 28, 1838. IIis father was a farmer
to.
J and cooper. J. B. Flagg attended school
expected

Smiling Faces

answer.

j

do something, too,” said
Maiy, coming in from the other room.
“Let me take your tomato cushion, and
see how many needles 1 can squeeze out
ol it.
Nelly squeezed forty, nice,‘blight
ones out ci her mother’s old cushion the
otliei day
May L.‘"
“Y es.
said her motliei: “there it is in
the woik-basket.
“There," said Mary, settling herself to
the task. “New, mamma, when you were
a little girl”
“I was only going to tell Tommy,” said
the mother, “timt w hen 1 was a little girl
and lived in Maine, we ustd sometimes
to have i«>ng snow-storms and very deep
1 lemember once it snowed three
drills.
days and two nights. Aftci the first day
and night the snow was so deep that your
Aunt Mar. and 1 did not goto school; and
nobody wa nt out of the house, and nobody
came to the house that day <u the next.
We thought it was great fun to be prisonme

—

ers.

“Didn’t

the

postman come.’” asked

Tommy.

until he was about sixteen years old.
! School was in session in that district at
j1 that time about three months every year.
During the long vacations, young Flagg
was engaged in farming and in learning
At the age of 17 he
the cooperage trade.
i became so prolieie.ut that lie was foreman
I of a cooper shop in the city of Belfast.
This business he continued until lie startlie left Belfast ou DeI ed for California,
; cember 13th and went to New York.
From here lie sailed to Havana, Cuba, on
the Philadelphia.
He went to Aspinwall
| on the steamer Grenada. From Aspiuwall to Panama he traveled via the railroad.
Thence to San Francisco was via
He arrived in San
! the Golden Gate.
Francisco on the 13th of January, just
1 one month after he had ielt home.
At
this time his entire capital was live dollars, which amount he expended in securing a deck passage to Stockton. Arriving, he secured a job chopping wood
about two miles from tow n for 830 per !
month, which employment listed two
A dairy was conduc ed by bis
months.
employers, and milkers were paid 840 per !
month.
Being ambitious, Mr. Flagg applied for and received a job as a milker.
He bad, at home, been used to the or six
cows, but here he was required to attend
He was required to get up at
! to twenty.
; 3 o’clock in the morning and work until 8
o'clock in tlie evening, then supper was:
i had.

1

|

!

smiles and tears,

paths of fate thy steps await within the circling years!
Thy life at spring, no sweeter thing the boastful
earth can show,
Whose skies serene above

us

lean, whose flowers

bloom below;
gentler sense of innocence

was

in their rap-

tured eyes

Whose feet once trod the hills of God and walked
in paradise.
Ah, child, with thine what fortunes twine, while
yet upon her

knee

Thy mother smiles, and

beguiles thy speechless

so

infancy!

What varied hands of many lands—though now
’tis but a span—
Their labor give that thou mayst live thy life s

ONE ENJOYS

Both the method and results when
Syrup of Figs is taken; it is pleasant
and refreshing to the taste, and acta
gently yet promptly on the Kidneys,
Liver and Bowels, cleanses the sys-

appoluted plan!

Tt’s hard to smile when the back is achlngi
the head throbbing:, and the body is full or
pain. The thine to do is to rid yourself of the
ai_hes ana pains, ana Munyon will help you do it.
The Munvon Homeo-

ii.
a vessel sails: his watch the
sailor keeps
With homesick dreams as starlight streams
along the solemn deeps;
The wealth she beasts of Indian coasts for thee
’twas sought and won,
For thine and thee, that thou mayst see no shade
’ueath fortune’s sun.

On

noim

Remedies, made
up of discoveries
and combinations
in medicine, are a
veritable boon to
mankind. The
world is rapidly-

Mass.,

A.

Mere

And

Literary

shining

gives

up its

store.

ed.Ispahan,

I

ana

sea

That thou mayst wear stuffs rich and rare with
< >rient colors wrought,
And fabrics fine ot strange design in Persian
markets bought,
Swart Arabs rein the camel train from sun-steep-

Garfield, box 2S3 Concord,

News

aches and fevers and

rough waves roar on Labrador as treacherous fog banks rise,
wet and wan the fisherman his patient call-

There all for thee the bounteous

the Munvon
school of med icine
will be accepted
and recognized as
the only school
w m y ou
s prooi.

Aud Cairo waits

at

all lier

caravan.

;
gates the sumptuous j

His island deeps the diver sweeps for pearls to
braid thy hair,
And tawny hands search torrid sands for gems
which thou shalt wear;
No bride e’er <:i re in richer state with outlaud
wonders wed
When argosies from distant seas Venetian captains led.

j
:

in.

To deck thy breast, at love's behest, with bud and
blossom rare.
When years are down, and thou art grown with
girlhood’s graces lair,
Boon hummer smiles in all her isles, and ’mid
the mountain snows
By glaciers set, ungathered yet, the Alpine violet
blows.

Notes.

Register

SHIPS.

Bangalore,

the Seas!

[Richard S. Spofford, in Harper’s Magazine for
January.
Little Miss Grownup.

straight-back
sitting straight
cbair;
There wasn’t a snarl in her shining hair,
There wasn’t a speck on her dainty dress,
a

her voice in

| Uplifted

a

wail

most sore.

j “Now what is the matter, my pretty maid?”
! “I’m all grown up!” she dolefully saiu,
| And I’m lonesome, as lonesome as .'onesome can Vic,
[ For Humpt.y Damply and Riddle*Me Ree.
! “There's Little Boy Blue, wl o used
creep
Under our haystack and fall asleep,
I He isn't my friend since mother dear
! Did up my hair in this twist so queer;

sailed from

gs
X

CURE ALL YOUR PAINS WITH

1 Pain-Killer. |
ss

38

A Medicine Chest in Itself.

Simple, Safe and Quick Cure for

&
SE

p CRAMPS, DIARRHOEA, COUGHS, g
$
COLDS, RHEUMATISM,

p

NEURALGIA.

j|SS

j|

25 and 50 cent Bottles.
SS BEWARE OF IMITATIONSBUY ONLY

THE

GENUINE.

PERRY DAVIS’

||

Josephus, P R Gilkey, sailed from Manila
Nov 2 for New York ; passed St Helena prior
to Jau. 15.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York* Jau 14 for Hong Kong.
ST.ATK OF MAIM], AVAI.1M) SS.
May B'lint, B' l) P Nichols, sailed from |
Taken thi> 28th (lav of January, A. D. 1898, on
New York Nov 27 for Iliogo.
execution dated the'20th day of January, A. 1>.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San 1898, issued
on a judgment rendered by the
B'ranciseo Nov 2 for Hull.
Supreme Judicial Court tor the Count> of Waldo,
Reaper, <> C Young, cleared from Philadel- at the term of said Court begun and held at Belphia Dec 9 for San B'ranciseo; spoken Dec last, in •said < "unty, on the first Tuesday ot Janu
17. hit 55 12 N, ion 87 59 YVr.
ary, A. D 1898, <>11 he tenth day ol the term,
R R i’homas, C G Nichols, sailed from bring the l'ourbenth uav of .January, A 1>. 1898,
New Y<>rk Aug 2s for Hong Kong; spoken in favor Ot IIOWAKH i' M A SON oi '.i in Belfast,
collector of taxi’N for the Citv ol Bdlasr, in -ant
Sept 19, iat 82, Ion 52.
< ountv. loi ibe \ear 189(5.
against the BELFAST
Sachem, Sew ail Nichols, at Hong Kong H( >TEL COM 1 ’a N V a corporation
orga n /ed and
Dec 2 for New Vork.
existing under the law> ol the State : Maine,
S D Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from Sing- : and having its established place oi ln;-ines> in
and parapore Lb e 29 tor New York; passed Anjt-r ! Belfast, in the ( ountv oi \\ ubb Mai
ticularly the him: and buildings known as the
Jan 1
Crosby Inn lot and buildings, lying between Main
M Nicholas, C B' Carver, arrived at San
and b ranklin streets, being lot 37. div. 1. containB'ranciseo Dec 17 from Seattle.
ing one and one eighth acres, situated in said
State of Maine, 11 G Curtis, sailed from Bellast, lor the sum oi one hundred and sevenNew A uk Nov 24 for Hong Kong; spoken I teen dollars, debt, or damage, and loin teen dollars
and sixty live tents. cost of suit, and will be sold
De 27, lat 5 X, lan 29 YV.
at public a net i* n, at tht olliee ol (ieo. E. Johnson,
Tilne K Starhuek, Bllieii Curtis, at
in Belfast, in said County, to the high* st bidder,
lulu Oct 25 for Delaw are Breakw ater.
on
Saturuav
the twelfth day of March. A. i>.
Win H Mary, Amsbury, sailed from New
1898, at nine nYlork in
In- lorenoon.tbe above
York Nov 14 lor Yokaliama ; spoken Nov 20, described real i-s: ale. situated in sin I'.eifas:. ami
lat JO 41, Ion 40 11.
all the right, title and interest which said orporWm H Conner, B'ratik I Pendleton, sailed atioii has in and to the same, m !,ad on the 28th
from Manila Nov 15 for New York; passed day ol July, A. lb 1897, at one oYlo.’U in the
afternoon, the time when the nine was at a-died
Anjer Nov 29
YV .1 Rot.cii, Sew all (’ Lancaster, arrived on the original writ in the same suit, to \.u the
land ami buildings known as the Crosby Inn lot
at Sail B’ranciseo dan 29 from New York.
and buildings, lying between Main and 'Franklin
streets, being lot 37, div, I
BARKS
containing one and
one eighth aides, situated in said Bellas!.
Alice Reed, Alanson B'ord, arrived at
Dated this 28th dav of .Jaiiuarv. A. D. 1898.
Santos Jan 28 from New York.
SAM FEE
NORTON. Mi. rill'.
C P Dixon, N B' Gilkey, sailed from Port
Elizabeth, Dec l for New Yor.v; arrived at
Barbadoes Jan 18.
Edward May, arrived at, Honolulu Jan 7 STAT1-: OF M.\l\l
\> \I.DO SS.
from New York.
Taken this 28th day of Jam aiy. A. D. 1898, on
Ethel, Dodge, cleared from Boston Jan 51 execution dated the
2<Uh oav of January, A. D.
for Montevideo for orders.
1898, issued <»n a
rendered b\ the
Evie Reed, A T YVlnttier, sailed from Supreme Judicial Co judgment
.rt for the Countv of Waldo,
New York Dec 22 for Auckland X Z ; spoken at the term of said Court, begun and held at Bel
Jau 4, lat 31 47, Ion 40 24.
fast, in said County, on the first Tuesday ol JanuHarvard, Colcord, arrived at Santos Jan ary, A.theD. 1898, on the tenth day of*the term,
fourteenth dav of Jauuafv, A. D. 1898,
being
24 from New York.
in favor of HOWARD F. MASON of said Belfast,
Harriet S Jackson, Dodge, sailed from collector of taxes for the
Citv of Belfast, in said
Portland Nov 27 for Martinique, Pascagoula ! County, lor the year 1890,
against WALTER H.
and Philadelphia.
RICHARDS of said Belfast, and1 particularly his
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, at Barba- ! lot and store on E. side of High street No 111,
does Jan 25. for Apalachicola to load for ! being lot 30. in div 1, being the store and lot now
Buenos Ayres.
the sum of
dollars and seventy-live
iolani, McClure, sailed from Hong Kong cents, debt orforty-eightand nine dollars
and sixty
damage,
Nov 3 for Baltimore.
nine cents, cost of suit, and will be sold at public
Lucy A Nickels, Amos Dow, sailed from 1 auction at the office of Geo. E. Johnson in Bellast,
Houg Kong Oct 21 for New York ; passed Bt in said County, to the highest bidder, on SaturHelena Jan 5.
day, the 12th day of March, A. 1). 1898, at nine
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, at Boston o’clock in the forenoon, the real estate above desituated in said Belfast, and all the right,
scribed,
for Buenos Ayres or Rosario.
title and interest which the said Walter H. RichMatanzas, sailed from New York Jan 27 ards has in and to the same, or had on the Both
for Havana.
day of July, A. 1> 1897, at eight o’clock and fifty
Olive Tburlow, J O Hayes, arrived at minutes in the forenoon, the time when the san e
was attached on the original writ in the same
Jan
8
from
New*
York.
Zaza, Cuba,
to w:t: his. the said Richards’ lot and store
Penobscot, E G Parker, arrived at Dune- suit,
on E. side of High
street, No. 111. being lot 36, in
din, no date, from New York, via Lyttleton, div. 1,
being the store and lot now occupied by
N Z.
him and situated in said Belfast.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
Dated this 28th day of January, A. I>. 1898.
Savannah Dec 28 for Santos.
SAMI EL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
New York Jan 7 for Rio Janeiro.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Hong Kong
Dec 16 from Rajaug.
STATE OF MAINE. WALDO SS.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, sailed from New
Taken this 28th day of January, A. D. 1898, on
York Jan :k) for Rio Janeiro.
execution dated the 2<>th day of January, A. D.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grilhn, arrived 1898, issued on a
judgment rendered' by the
at Buenos Ayres Jan 27 from Boston.
Supreme Judicial Court lor the County ol Waldo,
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed from at the term of said Court begun and held at BelNew York Nov 23for Port Elizabeth ; spoken fast. in said County, on the first Tuesday of January, \. D. 1898, on the tenth day of the term,
Nov 26 lat 38 45 N., Ion 65 20 vV.
being the fouiteenth day of January, A. D 1898,
SCHOONERS.
in favor of HOWARD K. MASON of said Belfast,
of taxes for the Citv of Belfast, in said
GeorgiaGilkey, W R Gilkey.atSt Thomas collectorfor
the year 1896, against WILLIAM E.
County,
Jan 20 from Deinerara for New York.
BOWi.ER of said Belfast, and particularly the
Gladys, H B Colson, arrived at New York homestead on Searsport shore road, first W. of
Jan 3 from Brunswick, Ga.
Searsport line, being lor 1* div. 1, containing
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at St fifty acres, situated in said Belfast, for the sum of
sixteen dollars and fifty eight cents, debt or dam
Pierre Jan 3 from Philadelphia.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from age, and thirteenth dollars and eighty nine cents
cost of suit, and will be sold at public auction at
28
Jan
for
New
York.
Brunswick, Ga,
the office of Geo. E Johnson in Belfast, in said
[jester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
County, to the highest bidder, on Saturday, the
York Dec 28 from Bangor.
twelfth day of March, A. D. 1898, it nine o'clock
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at New iii the forenoon, the real estate above described,
situated in said Belfast, and all the riurht, title
York Jan 24 from Darien
interest which tli. said William E. Bowlei Inis
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Fernan- and
in and to the same, or had on the 29th day ol h nly.
diua Feh 2 from Allyn’s Point.
A D. 1897, at four o'clock in the afternoon, tlit*
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Rio Jatime when the same was att u-hed on the i.rmiiml
neiro Dec 31 f^om Portland.
writ in the same suit, to wit t lie homestead on
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Cien- Searsport shore road, first W. of Seatspori line.
fuegos Jan 4 from Philadelphia, 14 days.
I being lot 16, div. I, containing fifty acres, situatSallie rOn, W H West, arrived at New ; ed in said Belfast.
Dated this 28th a\ of Jannarv. \. D. 1898.
York Jan 13 from Apalachicola.
SAMUEL G. NORTON. Sheriff.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at. Feruandina
Jan 24 from Point-a-Pitre.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
New York Jan 26 for Brunswick, Ga.

feflS»SBgi«iB8SgSaSg3BSRSaBI8SSigiSlg»g«
Sheriff's bale,

full of distress.

When I drew near to this maiden fair,
She suddenly rumpled her shining hair,
And dropping down in a heap on the floor,

jI

*5
X

London Dec 29 for New York.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
New York Dec Id lor Hong Kong; spoken
Jau 7, lat. G N, Ion 28 YV.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
Y'ork Sept 1 for Yokohama.
Emily B' YVhituey, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York Nov 80 for Shanghae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, at Hiogo Jan
8 for Zanzibar and New York.
Gov Robie, Nichols, sailed from Hong
Kong Nov 4 for New York passed St Helena
prior to Jau 15.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, sailed from
San B'ranciseo dan 21 for Honolulu.

Levant,
the truth that thou, in sooth, now lapped in dimpled ease,
Rulest serein a sceptred queen, the .Mistress of

was

Blanchard,

A N.

to

>

“And the Dog and the Fiddle, they left me,
too,
When the baby int< the woman grew ;
I The Dish had bidden away with ’.be Spoon,
And the Cow bail stayed at the back of the
Moon!

>

Ilono-j

•‘The Little O i Woman who swept the sky
Is caught in b. r cobwebs high ami dry:
And Jack and Ins Beanstalk I cannot find
Since 1 began to improve my mind.

<

“I wouldn’t la* scared—not, a single mite—
Iltlm Bugaboo l should meet to-night;
The Bogie Man I’d be glad to set—
But they’ll never, no, never come back to
me!

watched in the garden last night at dark,
fairy favor to find, but—hark !
My mother is calling—don’t you hear?
“Young ladies don’t sit outlie door, my
dear!”
fE. E. M in The School Paper.
“I
A

Sheriff's Sale.

The Voice Above.
Lost

on

the drift,—and where the full clouds

flow
The steep above him looms,
And strong winds out of distant
blow
The snow in streaming plumes,
And yawns the gulf of the crevasse
In sapphire glow’s and glooms.

j!
j

That trembles

his tread,
And chill and terrible the dying
Fails fast about his head.

!

to

day

lowing of the herd,
ring clear,

some

Some mountain bell

|

below

Along the precipice there is no way
That he may surely tread,
Slight is his foothold on the slippery stay

Could he but hear

j

regions

familiar sound one moment stirred
To guide him lost in fear!
He dares not move,—some beckoning, leading word
Alas! could he but hear !
If

some

In those waste places of the earth and dim
No star shines forth at all,—
Through awful loneliness enshrouding him
He gives one shuddering call,

While horror of great darkness
swim
And fold him in its

Then

to

seems

Sheriff’s Sale.

pall.

like blown breath of music in the

height

A cry

comes

far and

low,—

He thrills, he springs, he gathers all his

might,

He feels new pulses glow!
His Father’s voice—he needs

nor sense nor

sight,

He knows the way to go!
[Harriet Prescott Spofford,
Magazine for February.

in

Harper’s

In the Winter Woods.
did I fiud in the winter woods?
Only snow-drifts, you say, and trees,
Their dark stems rising like warriors grim,
While their bare boughs wave iu the sighing breeze;
A half-starved rabbit, perhaps, in the
What

gloom,
a sigh

And

for

the vanished

summer

bloom.

All these, and a thing or two besides.
A vine cast a shadow on the snow,
In rarest scroll-work.
A tree beyond
By fairy bands had been decked, I know,
For a Christmas frolic. Its green boughs

hung
crystal lamps

>

With

that

glittered

and

Sheriff’s Sale.

swung.
A

fiock of birds, with soft gray breasts,
Brooded, silent and watchful, above

a

mound,
white,

Low and

Where

a

like a woodland grave
dead hope might lie. I found
some beast that had fled in

The track of

haste
eyes, o’er the snowy waste.
A peaceful stillness the arcades filled
Of this vast cathedral, gray and old,
Till a rosy sunset crept under the tree.s
And the silent forest a garden stood,
In warmth and color and light arrayed.
These
Are some things I found in the winter
From human

wood.

[Alice Gordou,

iu

The Christian Register.

THE HOMELIEST MAN IN BELFAST
well as the handsomest, and others are invited
to call on any druggist and get free a trial bottln
of Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and Lur.gs, a
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all
as

Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma,
and Consumption. Price 26c. and 60c.

Bronchit

For the Entire

STATE OF MAINE.

Family.

Although the leading object of Farm and

Home,

which

our

readers

may procure in

connection with this paper, is, of course, to
acquaint the cultivator of the soil with the
best methods of farming, it realizes that the
success

of the

farm

largely depends

upon

the management of the household. Accordingly, much valuable space in each issue is
devoted to the wife, mother and daughters,
not forgetting the boys and girls, who are
soon to become—at least we hope they are—
farmers and farmers’ wives. Replete each
issue with a great variety of original artion the farm, garden and household,
by
the leading rural writers of the day, Farm
and Home is not only indispensable to the
farmer, but meets the requirements of the
entire family. We cordially recommend it
as pure in tone and well devised to instruct
and entertain the farmer and hisiamily.
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A Record Breaker!
«
«

!
TOBACCO

WALDO

SS.

Taken this 28th day of January, A. D. 1898, on
execution dated the*20tli day of January, A. D.
1898, issued on a judgment rendered* by the
Supreme Judicial Court for the County of Waldo,
at the term of said Court begun and held at Belfast,
in said County, on the first Tuesday ol Jamm y, A
I). 1898, on the tenth day of the term, being the
fourteenth day of January, A. 1>. 1898, in favor
of HOWARD V MASON of said Belfast, collector
of taxes for the City of Belfast, in said County,
for the year 1896, against JAMES A. CURTIS of
said Belfast, and against the real estate hereinafter named, for the sum of thirteen dollars and
sixty-five cents, debt or damage, and nine dollars
and sixty-nine cents cost < f suit, and will be sold
at public auction, at the office of Geo. E. Johnson,
in Belfast, in said County, to the highest bidder,
on Saturday, the 12th of March. A. D. 1898, at
nine o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate situated in said Belfast,and all
the right, title and interest which the said James
A. Curtis has in ami to the same, or ha< on the
29th day of July, A. 1). 1897, at ten o’clock and
twenty-eight minutes in the forenoon, the time
when the same was attached on the original writ,
in the same suit, to wtt: the lot, store and barn
on E. side of Bangor and Searsport shore road,
being lot 31, div. I, situated in said Belfast.
Dated this 28th day of January, A. D. 1898.
5
SAMUEL G. NORTON, Sheriff.
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erpool Jan 29 from San B'ranciseo.
A J B'uller, C M Nichols, sailed from New
Y'ork Dec G for Honolulu.

owns

But her rosy face

Deep

Vessels.

Coburn, M L Park, sailed from
Hong Kong Dec 4 for New York.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at Liv-

Nor wind that blows, nor wave that flows, wher’er
the sailors haunt,
By tropic strand, or austral land, or coasts of the

was

Water

Abner

unknown,

She

of

(irade

.

The railroad commissioners were in
session at the State House, Feb. 2nd, for
their regular monthly meeting.
The
question of the grade crossings at Burnham and Pittsfi Id on the Wiscasset &
Quebec Railroad was considered. There
were
two
petitions, one for a grade
crossing in Burnham and the other
for
two
grade crossings in Pittsfield.
There have been several hearbefore
the commissioners on tin*
ings
petitions and the commissioners rendered
their decision, Feb. 2nd.
They say that
w hile
they have doubts as to tlie legality
of the charter authorizing the building of
tin* above road they prefer to assume that
a legal one exists and
have made on the
findings upon the conditions of said crossand
the
matter
to the court
ings
report
which alone can determine the existence
of a charter. They w ill grant the railroad
the light to cross the highwaysjinentioned
in the petitions at grade with certain restrictions.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
NEW YORK, N.Y.
/.OUiSVILLE, KY.

Vet shall he coiue to lead thee home and claim
thee lor ins own.

!n

The Question of

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

His cradled sleep good angels keep whoso man
hood’s breast shall thrill
With love’s excess thy days to bless, and loves
sweet fate fulfil!
Though far it lies in sweet surmise, the future all

But

effectually, dispels colds,

headcures habitual
constipation. Syrup of Figs is the
only remedy of its kind ever produced, pleasing to the taste and acceptable to the stomach, prompt in
its action and truly beneficial in its
effects, prepared only from the most
healthy and agreeable substances, its
many excellent qualities commend it
to all and have made it the most
popular remedy known.
Syrup of Figs is for sale in 50
cent bottles by all leading druggists. Any reliable druggist who
may not have it on hand will procure it
promptly for any one who
wishes to try it.
Do not accept any
substitute.
tem

ing plies
(While sweet dreams still thv slumbers fill—sweet
he they evermore!)

suffered
with
sciatic
ih* umatis-n for fourteen years, but half
a bottle of Munyon’s Rheumatism Cura
in; le
me well.
My little boy was afflicted with nervousness which caused
him to stutter. Munyon’s Nerve Cure
n
>vod
ill the trouble.
My husband
ha- taker; Munyon’s Kidney Cure with
excellent results, and I have recommended
Munyon’s Rheumatism Cure to a
neighbor, and it did him good. Munyon’9
Remedies are certainly all that is claimed
of then;.
Munvon das a separate cure for each disease
Fm sale by druggists, mostly 25 ceres a bottle
Ir in dot nt write to Professor Munyon at
Phiktdelpn a. Pa., and get medical advice free.
says:

prospering gales

Where

being converted
by truth and evidence, and soon

max is saie ana sure.

and

The Suez Canal is about 100 miles iu
and cost one million dollars per
mile for its construction.
The Corinth
Canal is 4 miles in length, and cost completed, with its approaches, one million
The proposed Nicaragua caper mile.
nal will cost per mile, with its terminals
and approaches, certainly not less, and
probably more than the sum named. The
canals of Suez and Corinth are real maritime canals, built without locks, upon the
sea-level.
The one, that of Corinth, is
situated in the temperate zone, where the
rainfall is 37 or 40 inches per annum. The
other, that of Suez, is located in a region
without rain.
Neither of these is threatened in its course by streams liable to
sudden and perilous floods, so common in
the tropical region of Central America.
These two great works afford no real
parallel to the Nicaragua project, either
as to cost or
feasibility. The one work
parallel to this undertaking is very near,
very like it, both in place and circumstance; it is that of the Panama canal
across the Isthmus of Darien.
[From
“Projects for an Isthmian Canal,” by the
lion. David Turpie, in Harper’s Magazine
for February.

horoscope!

On

It Is Hard to Smile When the
Body Is Racked With
Pain.

r:udv it?
Mrs. A.

World

Cost.

length,

What histories, what mysteries, with brimming

Nor

The I i\ing Age issues for January show
that the spirit of its founder still lives;
but they show more. Their contents are
gleaned fiom a wider field, and there is an
up-to dateness in the articles which evidences renewed life and vigor. The recent
enlargement of the magazine, the addition
of new departments, the widening of its
scope by the introduction of translations
from prominent Continental authors on
it was only a short time until he was
topics of present interest, and the presenmore than willing to accept a wood-choptation of American literature, are eviif
it
were
even
if
the dences of
offered,
ping job,
enterprise that will be appremonth.
At
was
the
end
$15
per
pay
only
ciated by its readers, and furnish what,
of a mouth of dairy work, he received a 1 was needed to make The
Living Age a
letter offering him a job at $3.50 per day ]
complete compendium of the world’s best
at Timhuctoo, Yuba county, on what is current literature.
probably the first mine in the State. He
“Ancient and Modern Highways” is the
worked on the Allen wood mine for a !
month or six weeks and then purchased | subject of a careful and valuable study by
an eighth interest for 8800.
He paid $175 | Charles Livy Whittle in the February numdown and the balance was paid as his | ber of the New England Magazine. Going
wages would admit. At the end of a year ! hack to the great roads of ancient Home,
1
I he had his interest entirely paid and could and to days much earlier than those, when
have sold bis share for $5,000. Six months the great roads of Home were built, he
the whole development of highj alter this, and after losing his claim, he tracesdown
to tlie time when the MassaThe claim was mort- ways
; was $370 in debt.
chusetts Highway Commission is in its
j gaged and he did not know it. It was
His acsold.
He borrowed $150 from a triend j place doing such splendid work.
; and went to Nevada county in April, ISHO. i counts of the Swiss and French roads are
Here lie bought a mine for $300, paying! of special interest, and the pages of his
! $120 down and semiring a
year's time on article are embellished by many pictures
the balance.
At the same time he went illustrating every period of the history
piping on the East and West mine on I which he runs through so faithfully and
Brown s hill, at which work he continued so well.
for three years.
Then lie lined up his
The part taken by New England men in
own mine and began to work it on a small
the history and develupmeutof California,
•-> ait
IB* paid $300 per month for water. from the time of
the great gold fever of
His liisi clean up showed a pnlit of $10 184fi down to the
present day, has been a
T iie fourth .and last eleau-up
per day.
and
brilliant part.
The names of
leading
'"
was just about enough
pay for the Justice Field, Thomas Starr King, Andrew
water, hence he closed down the mine. L.
Collis 1*. Huntington, lion.
Stone,
Alter disposing ot his pipe In* went to
George ('. Perkins, Hon. Hoi ace Davis
Nevada, where there was
great silver and Martin
Kellogg are only a few of the
e.\< itcmeiit.
lie went to Aurora, EsmerNew England names which have
alda county, and with others i.in a prospect many
been identified with what has been most
tunnel on one ot the ti ibutaii< s of Tie
important in the story of California poliWalk,
river.
He here spent $1,000 and
tics, business, education, and the church.
two years lime and did not make
auy- The story of these “New England Intlu
5 thing. He returned to Nevada county enc-es in California” is told by John E.
ami went to w rk on the East and West
Bennett in the February number of the
imnea.su common laborer for a week or
New England Magazine in a thorough and
Then ioi three months be was foreI two.
enthusiastic article illustrated by a score
man of Judge
Brown's mine in Wilcox of
portraits, and will be read with equal
ravine.
From this lie took charge as suinterest by California and New England
| perintendeut of the Williams mine w hich people. Warren F.
Kellogg, l> Park Square,
i adjoins the East and West mine.
About Boston, Mass.
six
months
afterwards
an
;
English com- i
The February number of Outing gives
pauy purchased the East and West and ;
the Williams mine and made Mr. Flagg a charming variety of reading for wintry
snow.
I superintendent of both properties. He weather. The number opens with an ex‘"•Yes,” said her mother. “And I was remained there for eight yeais, 1870 cellent story of Colonial days, entitled
v
t'u
because
i
liked
glad
spring came,
“Doris,” and it is by Sara Beaumont Ken| when he came to Trinity county.
to sec the new leaves on the elm-trees, I
His first work was as a common laborer nedy. Ed. W. Sandys writes of “Tobogand the robins come back to build nests on the Ward
Dr. Jno. Nicol explains the
mine, now the famous La ganing.”
there,
nd sing; and the summer, when : Orange. In two weeks his worth and possibilities of “Winter Work with the
we co lid go down to the shore at sun- !
judgment were recognized and he was ; Camera.” Col. Jno. F. Hobbs, in “Abset, and climb about over the roefcs ami made foreman, which position he held for ! original Woodcraft,” describes tlie Austhe piles of lumber iti the shipyard.”
eight years. Then he went to Junction | tralian black fellow and liis curious
“Ami of course you were glad in the
City and took charge of the Hayes, later methods. “Modern Ice Yachts,” by H.
fall, because then the apples were ripe,
tne rsenjainiu, now part o:: tne Lie rue
rercy Asniey, an autnomy on an matters
JSo, then, you were glad all the time. property.
lie arranged all tile pipe lines pertaining to ice yachting, is full of inforThat’s a good way.”
ami laid out all tiie plans fur opening ami mation for those who contemplate buildanswered lier mother.
es,
“As 1 equipping the mine.
Although this is ing an up-to-date boat. The diagrams of
remember those days, we were glad all now and has been one of the best mines ;! well-known boats by the author are inthe tin e; and it is, as you say, a very in
California, not one detail of Mr. Flagg’s valuable. “Suipe Shootiug iu Florida,”
good way.”
plans have ever been altered. From “The Revival of Falconry,” “Self De“What did you do in the shipyard0” Junction City Mr.
Flagg went to San fence with a Cane,” are all finely illusasked Mary.
Jose, Santa Clara county, where he was trated articles. Cycling, fox hunting and
“1 did not play in the shipyard when
engaged in pipe work for the water com- other sports receive due attention. “A
1 was a very little girl,” answered her 1
pauy. He became dissatisfied with the Week with the Singhalese” acceptably
mother but, when L was older, I used to
j country there, and as lie was enjoying fills the travel department. The features
At six o’clock the I poor health he returned to
go there very often.
Trinity coun- of the leading 1898 bicycles are carefully
workmen packed up their tools and went
ty. He worked at the Hayes mine for reviewed and illustrated. The editorial
and
no
one
was
left
but
the
home;
night three months as a carpenter. Then he and record departments are interesting
watchman. Then we felt as if the ship- went to
Taylor’s Flat as foreman of the and complete.
yard belonged to us. We used to go limb- Trinity and Tunnel Gold Mining Co.,
ing and running over the great piles of composed of Gov. Perkins,
kheumatlsm Cured in a Day.
Captain
boards and lumber. Sometimes we would Griffith and the Kandalls of
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and NeuBerkeley
run up the
steep staging to the deck of drug store, San Francisco. After two ralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its
the great unfinished ship, and sit on the monills’ work his worth
action upon the system is remarkable and
was again
recogedge, high up over the water, watchiug nized and he was made superintendent mysterious. It removes at ouce the cause
and the disease immediately disappears.
the gold and rose-colored clouds, or the for two seasons or until the
mine closed The first dose
greatly benefits: 75 cents.
full moo coming up in the east and mak- down.
He then stayed in Weaverville for Sold by A. A. Howres &
Co., Druggists, Beling a path of light across the bay. Some- six or eight months when lie
4mo45
accepted the fast.
times we would sit on a rock, and watch
of
of
the
position
Hubsuperintendent
the tide creeping slowly up until it touch- hard mine at
Barker, Rose & Clinton Compiny.
Douglas City, where he reed our feet, or walk along by the edge of mained for two
He then returned
years.
the v\atei, skipping stones; and sometimes to Junction
Barker, Rose A Clinton Company,
where he was piper for
| three monthsCity,
we launched fire-rafts.”
Elmira, N. Y., have been incorporated,
on the Cie F“se
]
property.
the well-known house of Bar“Toil us about the fire-rafts,” begged On the 1st of
May he was appointed fore- succeeding
Tommy.
Ilian under E.
baladin and this position ker, Rose & Dray. The capital stock of
the new’ company is $100,000, fully paid
“There was always plenty of driftwood lie retained until the first of last
June. In
in Capt. Frederick Barker is the president
along the shore. We used to find two long every position he ever occupied lie
gave
and
pieces,
place them side by side, a little entire satisfaction and secured the respect of the concern, Arthur Clinton vice-presiway apart, and then lay a row of shorter ; of his employers because of his intelli- dent, and Stephen R ise secretary and
treasurer.
The company will continue
sticks acr >ss, building it up like a cob !
gent, capable and practical way of operatthe wholesale and retail business iu shelf
house till we had quite a high pile. Then ing a giavel mine.
we filled up the middle with
stoves, tinware,
Mr. Flagg is a member of tiie F. A A. and heavy hardware,
shavings and
little dry sticks, and, lifting it by the ends
agricultural implements, sporting and
M., Lodge No. 27, North Slai Lodge, No. athletic
of the long sticks, set it carefully on the
goods,
oils,
paints,
glass,
01, 1. O. O. F., and The A. O. XJ. YV.
Ac.
The company’s establishwater.
Then we lighted the shavings,
Lodge, No. 101. On the 0 h of May, cordage,
ment is huge and well equipped.
and gave it a little push; and the tide
Their
1807, lie was married to Miss Jennie main
carried it slowly away from shore and
store, which was built five years
in Nevada county.
Mis. Flagg is a
Mills,
is four stories high with basement.
down the bay till it became a little speck,
! native of England who came to this ago,
It is 64 feet wide by 100 feet in leugth.
and at last, having burned to the water’s :
country at a very early age. They have
edge, disappeared. We never tired of this had three children—one boy and two Adjoining this building and connected
amusement, and I am sure I should enjoy girls. Mr. Flagg is thoroughly familiar witli it are lofts which cover 9,000 square
it as much now as I did then.”
They also have two
with gravel mining and Trinity county feet of floor surface.
“So should i,” said Mary.
“Mamma, gravel mines and any statement made by warehouse near the depot, one 40x140
feet aud the other 40x72 feet.
In the
let’s go down there uext summer, and do him
may be implicitly relied upon in every
latter they carry their heavy goods, nails,
that very thing.”
respect and detail.
“I’ll help pick up the wood,” said
glass, horseshoes, bar iron, Ac. The
company advise us that the condition of
Tommy. “I’ll get a great big pile.”
business has been very good and that the
We’ll think about it,” said their
*100.
outlook is much better than at any time
mother.
“Now it is almost time for papa
Or. K. Detchun’s Anti Dlurellc
1897.
Under their new name the
to come home.
How should you like to
during
worth
more
to you
than $100 if house will have the best wishes of the
May be
go out and make a pile of snowballs, and
have a child who soils bedding from inyou
surprise him when he conies round the continence of water daring sleep. Cures trade for their continued prosperity.
corner?”
old and young alike.
It arrests the trouble [The Iron Age.
“Yes, that would be great fun. Here at once, $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
THE MODERN WAV
are your needles,
ly 28
mamma,—I only got Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Commends itself to the well-informed, to do
fifteen; and there are Tommy’s buttons
Still, lie’s “generous to a fault,”
on the edge of the table.
Come on, Tompleasantly and effectually what was formerPleads the kiud, iudulgent tone.
ly done in the crudest manner and disagreemy, and get your leggings and things.”
Comes the grudging answer: “Yes,
[The Christian Register.
ably as well. To cleanse the system and
If the fault’s his own.”
break up colds, headaches, and fevers with[Judge.
No one would ever be bothered with conout unpleasant after effects, use the delightsore
Cures croup,
stipation if everyone knew how naturally
throat, pulmonary ful liquid laxative remedy, Syrup of Figs.
and quickly Burdock Blood Bitters regu- troubles—Monarch over pain of every sort.
Made by California Fig Syrup Co.
lates the stomach and bowels.
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil.

“We did not have any postman then.
We used to go down to the postoih.ee ourselves every morning, and bring home our
letters.
But very likely no letters came
that day; for the mail was brought over
from Augusta by stage, and, when the
roads weie veiy bad, there was often delay. If they did come they waited in the
office.”
“\\ hat did you do all day" asked Mary.
“We helped about the housework,—
washed and wiped the breakfast dishes,
dusted the rooms, and made the beds; anil
then we sat down with our sewing, ami
youi grandfather read aloud to us."
“What did he read?”
“He read the Life of Benedict Arnold,
in .sparks' ‘American Biographies.’
“Oh,” said Pommy, “1 didn’t know
there was such a thing.”
T knew there was such a thing as Benedict Arnold," said Mary.
“1 guess !
know more about him than he wishes 1
did.
“Just before sunset on the third day it
stopped snowing; the clouds rolled away,
and tlie sun shone, and all tlie world, or
much as we could see of it, was glistening
white and beautiful.
Then the snowshovellers came out with the great broad
woudeu shovels to clear the sidewalks.
Tie.
made a beautiful, straight, white
p.r.h all down the siren; and on the side
win
tin y thr w up tlie snow there was
a big:
white wad liiit we could not see
ovei at all.
It wa* twnt is high as our
heads. An i near the kitchen d -*>r, where,
if tln-in was any wind, the snow always
blew
and the cornel and made a deep
drill. in' pile was so high after the path
to
be gate w as made that it
cached
almost i-' 'I
upstairs window. We had
an playing there the next day.
We
ga eat
ciimbi-l up i«• tin top. ami lolled down the
otliei >ii.<. and tossed the snow iver each
other, and had a gieat frolic.'’
“Winn played will] you?”
>!
Mrs. Id mllctou and Mrs. L- ssen
tie!’ atd Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Latkei."
“W iiv, they’re all tali,grown-up ladies."
said Tommy.
“I shouldn't think they'd
do that v ay.”
“They are now," answered his mother,
iaughiLg; “but when i was a little girl,
they wi ie little gills, too.”
“O!
yes, l forgot." said Tommy.
“I si ppose you were always glad when
white: came, said Mary, “because you
knew y hi would have good times with the

O baby fair, what visions rare, with mingled
pride and hope,
Affection builds, while fancy gilds thy future s

Happy.

1
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Sweet Greetings that
Keep the Home
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The Merchant Princess.
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PROBATE NOTICES.
a

—

A DMINISTRATOR’S NOTICK. The s
hereby gives notice that he has been <1
pointed Administrator of the estate of
MIRIAM W. CURTIS, late of Searspoi
in the County ->f Waldo, deceased,ami given
as the law directs.
AH pu mis having dm
against the estate of sain deceased are, deM
present the same for settlement, and all inthereto are requested t<> make payment in
CHARLKS A* W HITT!
ately.
Searsport, .Jan. 11. 18R8. -3w4

1
1

A DMINiSTRATKIX'S NOTICE. The subset
hereby gives notice that she has hem
appointed Administratrix of the estate of
PERCY C. PEIRCE, late ol' Belfast,
in the County of Waldo,
deceased, and

bonds as the law directs.
All persons have
mamls against the estate of said deceased
sired to present the same for settlement,
indebted thereto are requested to make
pa*
immediately.
1.1-OLA A PE1RBelfast, .Jan 11, 1898.—3w4
..

9

■

NOTICE. The subscriber b,
gives notice that she lias been dulv ap:
ed Executrix of the last will and testament
JOEL T. COLLIER, late of Brooks,
in the ( utility ol \\ aldo, deceased, and
gi\ *■!.
as the law directs.
All persons having de
against the estate of said deceased are d.--r
present the same for settlement, and alt motin reto are requested to make pavment in
AMANbA M. pe \ Bi
ately.
Brooks, .Jan. 11, 1898. -3w4

EXECUTRIX'S

pxhci roK
J J gives not ice
hat Im lias bet n o 11\
Executor of the last wili and testament V
CHARLES SARC ENT, late ol Mom
in the Count! of Waldo, deceased, an .i\ci
as the law dir-cis.
All per-.»n- h.ivim; <m
against the estate of said deceased a:i .i.
present tlie s tuc tor
tleim-nt.
id aii n
tlu-reto are requested >" make pa\m.
I REDERU K 1. Pa
v
ately.
Monroe, Jan. 11, 1898. -3w4
bMINlSTU ATOR’S NOTH’ I
Tin
Ucreb! gives nor ice Uni! he lia
ol the estate
ELI MAR PIN, late of
r-im
ill the t our.n of Waldo, -m, mi-ml.

t
A

'.

appointed Administrator

ol

boll
mai

*,i \\ •'
..I-.-;
t:
h

§

I]

-r-

u
a

rtv
All p.i--mi
i.c.
.estate oi
id
*-« -ired
I’ivsem t he -am.' for s. t; b-m.u
all iiulebim] thereto are requestci t,
meiit imnu'.iiaiei!
S.xNEnRI* l.\t;
Seat'snioni .dan 11.1 898
Hu t
s

i*

i,

j

*Mi n isn: \ n»r > n< > i■ t
4
-,
»A
heivl". gi\-.- not;h.r
«• haIm estate id
appointed Adniinistrat.u •:
(il.ORCh W. BCRCEss.
te of liclhi-•

in the Count! ol Waldo, dm
d and.
the law directs.
Mi pci--.,,- havim: d.
against the estate of said de.-.-,,M*d arc Ocsi
j resent the same for settlement. ami all im.
thereto are requested to mike pa\mcnt in
atelv
A L RER IT. RCRCl
Belfast, Jan. 11, 1898. Hu 4
<

.«•

as

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICI
herebv gives notice that he has
a
appointed Administrator oi the estate
CHARLES

A.

PARKER,

i.e«
of

>,

late of Frankb

in the County ot Waldo, deceased, and
liouds as tlie law directs.
Ml persons h.u m..
mauds against the estate ol said decease
desired to present the same for settlement an
indebted thereto are requested to make pa\n
ALBERT PKlRi
immediately.
Franklort. Jan. 11,1898. 3w4

SS.—Supreme
January I’erin, 1898.

WALDO

Joseph Itoynton

es.

Judicial

IJisho

<■'.

t

<n

.\orfon.

And now on suggestion t<> tin-Court that K
Norton, the defendant, at the time >(
of the writ, was not an inhabitant -i iliis >
ami had no tenant, agent «-r attorney wnliin
same, that his goods or estate have been att.u
in this action, that be has bad no notice <d
suit and attachment, it is Ordered, that noth
the pendency of this suit be given to the
defendant, by publishing an attested copy ol
Order, together with an abstract ol the plaint
writ, three weeks successively in The IhpuMn
Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, u
County of Waldo, the last publication to be
less than thirty days before the next term !
Court, to !>e holden at Belfast, within ami lor
County ol Waldo, on the third Tuesday t Ap1'
1898. that the said defendant may then am! tin
appear, and answer t<> said suit, if he shall s.cause.
Attest
TILKSTOX WADI.IX. ( U-rk
(1.

<

ABSTRACT OF PLAINTIFF’S WHIT
Action of assumpsit upon a promissory m
dated Jan. .‘hi, 1898. for ($‘2f>O.Oo> tw.. Iiiimlt.
dollars.
Ad damnum, £500.
Writ dated Sept. 18. 1807. returnable \>> ami
entered at the January Term. 1898.
Date of real estate attachment, Sept. *2 l. ISoT.
at loh.. 8otn.. a. m.
Plaintiff’s Attorney, Deo. K Jolinsou, Bell i.-!
Maine.
A true copy of llie Ordei oi C-uirt .\ v li A list
of the W lit
8w4
Attest:
TII.KSTON WADIJ X. Clerk.

SS,

WALDO

’Mipreim* Judicial Court,

January I’erin, 1898.
II. /■’. Mn.>n/i,
1stihello
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Ami now on suggestion u> the Cmut t! :»t tin
1 >efend:ui! .at t he I line of >eia ice
u ,i
t lie w
not an inhabiiani < 1 this Matt
m
hail m it nant
agent, or attorney wii hin tin* smie.iliat hei go .ds
oi estate have been attaelie
it, !hin n.
1m:
she has had no notice oi sain suit am! .u t dm m
it is Ordered, that notice of tin- pendency .»I liusuit be given to the said defendant, b\ pub]ml n..
an attestid copy of this Order. t«»get her with a:
abstract of ihc plaintiff’s wiit, tbr«*e week*

cessively in Tin* lit publican Journal, a ucwspupn
printed at Belfast, in the County of Waloo. ih«
last publication to be no less than thirty day
before the next term of this Court, to be iioldei
at Belfast, within and for the County oi Waldo
on
the third Tuesday of April, 1898, that saie

defendant may then and there appear, and amvwci
said suit, it she shall see cause.
Attest:
TILKSTO.N WvDIIN.Clerk

to

PLAINTIFF’S WRIT.
debt for the recovery of a tax
dollars
and
twenty-one
sixty cents ($‘21 cog a
sesseu upon defendant's real estate, situated
Belfast, in the County of Waldo, and described a
follows, to wii land bounded by ( ongress an
Main streets ami Lincolnville avenue, being lot 37
div 1, containing 1 1-8 acres, situated in sai
Belfast, as her proportion of the City. Star* at
County taxes upon her said real estate for
year 1895, upon which real estate plaint ill clam
a lien for said tax and cost.
Ad damnum, ti ty dollars.
Writ dated July 30, 1890, returnable to an
entered at the October Term, 1890.
Date of real estate attachment, July 30. 189*
at 81i., p. m
Plaintiff’s Attorney, (Jeo. K. Johnson, Bclfas
Maine.
A true copy of the Order of Court with Abstra
of the Writ.
3w4
AttestT1LKSTON WADLIN, Clerk.
ABSTRACT OF

Action of
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pore-Handed

Echoes from the Storm.

Farmer.

Ward of China is one of the
u„l fore-handed farmers of
Hi-farm contains 140 acres;

H!

of cultivation and
od
His machinery for farm
,;; st and up-to-date in every
,s 1,000 apple trees in good
ii and had quite a lot of
.is,
> ear. He has twelve cows
not registered but can be;
He has been
a i,
butter.
sheep business, keeps nothMr. Ward has bred
sliiies.
st.-s and lias at the present
ong w hich are the followar-old geltling by Nelson’s
dictator Chief mare, stands
weight 1,050 lbs., is a good
A four-year-old
go fast.
dam his Dictator
ot 2.09,
she stands up well and will
She
tbs., is a good bay.
with the best of them, in
promising; Mr. Ward says
A three-yearever bred.
Boy and out of his Dictator
also a good colt, good size
Hug. He also has a four-yearNelson’s Wilkes, dam Belle of
irk 2.28 1-4, standard, Rule 6,
sired by Ambassador 1,496,
This four-year-old filly
1 4.
sing as her breeding would
;ie lias a pair of large work
:ht anywhere.
TTurf, Farm
state

!

i

)

Slie

i1

ii

Good News

is

Women.

to

•hat. women who suffer from
lints ami are consequently
nervous, dragged-out aud full
mhos, do not have the same
he cured as do the residents
•tics where the most successDr.
,n female diseases reside.

Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
argeat practice in the world
'lit
’,n
Tec

dtmht. the most, successcuring female complaints,
ousultation by mail to all
from these distressing

discharges,
:tc .a out”
cure

pains
and we

aud irregupromise Dr.

you.

d Pish and Game Exhibit.
'! Maine will be interested
the commissioners of inland
game have undertaken the
collecting mounted specify isli, bird and wild animal
i.hne, to be placed on exhibillice ui the department at the
sc.
They intend that every
shall be tirst class in every re-mall beginning has been made.
n>

•t

already a niacK near,
.1
Mjiiare tailed trout, one red
it homed owl. one barred owl,
Miens of the black game,
and
moose head, a gift of
Hon. ,T.
:
Haynes of Augusta, and a
and laudloeked salmon.
The
ms respectfully
ask the tax'd' th* State to communicate
m regal'd
t<>
what specimens
rnish : also all others, residents
who
would like to be
:<-nts.
a full collection of Maine’s fish,
auim ils at the State House,
lection it is believed would be
radical benefit to the State.
secured

I
\
|

weak, 'lull and discouraged
a bottle of H«-od's Sarsaparilla
wonderful good.

m*-i
m.1

he

keen-edged

instruments
at are in battle swung,
sharpest and most powerful
<n angry woman’s tongue,
News.
For Over

Well-Tried Kemedy.— Mrs.

M.D and

I

Filly fears.

Soothing Syrup has been used for
by millions of mothers for
iMren while teething, with perfect

w‘s

fty

vears

It soothes the child, softens the
lavs all pain, cures wind colic, and
st remedy for Diarrhcea.
Is pleasme taste.
Sold by druggists ill every
i.** world. Twenty-five cents a botvalue is incalculable.
Be sure ami
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
other kind.

j

keep your eye
while 1

run

out

this small boy of
to the post office a
on

my eye on him!
Gracious, I'm no
ng teles* ope." I Detroit Free Press.
Belief In Six Ilnurs.

■-sing Kidney and Bladder disease
in six hours by “New Great South
an (’i re."
It is a great surprise on
*f its exceeding promptness in re_• pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
or female.
Relieves retention of
most immediately.
If you want
relief and cure this is the remedy.
A A
Howes and Co., Druggists,
st. Me.
1 y28
■

said
the

the

microbe,

as

lie

lips of Choily Sappiugton

hopped
to

those

Bright during the progress of a kiss,
ik 1 wii! like tins better.
1 am tired
m a fiat."
[N. V. World.

ng

Terrors vanish in 30 minutes under
nagical waml of Dr. Agnew’s Cure for
Heart. A heart specific, and no case
art

ute to be

dispelled

and absolute good
th restored.
Mrs. Roadhouse of Willis0, writes :—“Cold sweats would stand
mi me like beads, so intense were the
is of heart disease.
Dr. Aguew's Cure
Heart cured me, ami to-day I know
mg of the terrors of this trouble.”—53.
>t a Confession:
“Did he confess his
•••?”
“I don’t think so
From what I
w of tiie affair 1 am inclined to believe
-it she drew it out of him by cross-examition.” (Chicago Evening Post.

THE

COST

OF THE STORM

Bronchial

IN BOSTON.

Boston Elevated Railway Co.8
of Boston.
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Postal Telegraph Co.
Long Distance Telephone Co.
Nw England Telephone Co.
Loss of shipping interest, aboutLoss to Boston’s business interests,
at least.

City

224,000
75 000

250 000

(>00,000

Total.81,428,000

blizzard

this

vicinity comes from
the outer bay.
Capt;
A. C. Sproul of Boothbay Harbor ran his
lobster smack in there for a harbor.
The
little craft was riding out the storm all
when
she
was fouled by another
light,
vessel. Captain Sproul, his wife and the
one
man who composed the crew were
compelled to seek safety on shore. They,
wandered about in the storm and intense
cold all night, not finding shelter until
after daylight.
Mrs. Sproul was so badly
frozen that she will probably die.
The
while seriously frostbitten,
two men,
were around to-day.
in

Bailey's island,

in

boat.
“Have you followed my argument
far?" inquired the verbose gentleman,
Yes. replied his impatient friend. “Bui
'ell you candidly, I’d quit it’s company
.-lit here if I thought l could find my way
k." | Washington Star.

Rheum Cured Quick.—Dr. AgOintment cures Salt Rheum, and all
ing or burning skin diseases in a day.
application gives almost instant relief,

Salt
s

l
•r
•

\

Itehing, Blind,

ml*

nig

or

without a peer.
its. .’>5 cents.—55.

Bleeding

Piles

it

Cures iu three to

Her Business Head.
Mrs. Upjohn: “You
member those suburban lots you gave me
Mr. Upjohn:
year or two ago, Herbert?”
Yes.
Mrs. Upjohn : “You know you said
might have all I could make out of them,
■ ad that I never would he able to
get rid of
'-hem in the world.
Well somebody iu the
»unty clerk’s office writes to tell me that
-hey have been sold for taxes. They brought
S-17.75, and I’m going right down town to
get the money.” ( Chicago Tribune.

40 Gems, 10 cents—Dr. Agnew’s Liver
Pills cure all troubles arising from torpor of
the liver.
Easy and quick—Banish Sick
Headache—Purify the blood and eradicate
all impurities from the system. The demand is big. The pills are little, easy to
take, pleasant results, no pain. 40 in a vial.
10 cents.—56.

Johnnie: “Papa, is~inamma the
of you?” Father: “Yes. my
son, that’s the way they put it.” Johnnie:
“And are all the wives the better half of
their husbands?”
“Certainly my son.”
Johnnie: “Then what part of King Solomon were his wives?”
[Brooklyn Life.
A Poser.
better half

It will

Surprise You.

Iu order to prove the great merit of Ely’s
Cream Balm, the most effective cure for
Catarrh and Cold in Head, your druggist
will supply a generous 10 cent trial size or
we will mail for 10 cents.
Full size 50 cts.
Ely Bros., 56 Warren St., N. Y. City.

Ely’s

Cream Balm has completely cured
me of catarrli when everything else failed.
Many acquaintances have used it with ex-

cellent results—Alfred W. Stevens,
well, Ohio.

Cald-

WHITE

a

terrible list.

Below is a list, so far as kuowu, of vessels lost or seriously damaged on the coast
of Massachusetts, with the location where
they were last seen or where the wrecking
was helplessly witnessed:
Schooner George R. Bradford, Rockport.
Sloop Daniel Webster, R ickport.
Schooner Barracoota, Rockport.
Schooner Defiance, Rockport.
Schooner Charley Scedmau, Rockport.
Lighter Frank Scripture, Rockport.
Schooner Charles A. Briggs, N ah ant.
Schooner Darling C. Trafton, Salem.
Schooner Elmer Randal), Salem.
Schooner Nat Header, Salem.
Schooner Georgia, Salem.
Schooner Annie E. Harper, Salem.
Schooner Caroline Knight, Salem.
Schooner Addie E. Snow Salem.
schoouei- .lames h.
Schooner Hairy t\
Schoouei Helen <

Ialhot,
Chester, Salem.
King, Salem.
Salem.

Schooner John M. Keen. Gloucester.
Schooner Senator, Gloucester.
Sloop Mary A. White, Gloucester.
Schooner Vesta. Gloucester.
Schooner Electrn A. Eaton, Gloucester.
Schooner Martha A
Bradley, Gloucester.

Schooner Hattie 11 Graham,Gloucester. i
Schooner Nereid, Gloucester.
Schooner Sarah E. Night ingale, Gloucester.

Schooner Lawrence A. Munro, Gloucester.

Schooner Bertha l). Nickerson. Gloucester.

Sloop Riverside,

Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
Schooner
Neck.
Schooner
Neck.
Schooner
Schooner
Schooner

Gloucester.
Unique, Gloucester.
John B. Bresson, Gloucester.
Lizzie Griffin, Gloucester.
George W. Jewett, Hough’s
^

Albert H.

Harding, Hough’s

Clara Jane, Hough’s Neck.
James Holmes, Hough’s Neck.
Mai cel! us, Hough’s Neck.
SUMMING UP THE STORM'S WORK.

Boston, Feb. 3. The full realization
of the magnitude, and severity of the
winter hurricane which on Monday night
and Tuesday morning made a record for
itself in eastern Massachusetts and iu
Rhode Island was the feature of yesterday’s revival of business and communication with the outside world after many
hours of practically complete isolation.
With the resumption of traffic and the
slow patching up of telegraph wires, as
well as the arrival of mails from different
points, came more of the details of this
terrific and now historic storm.
People here were, in a measure, able
to count the loss not only to property,
but of the lives of those who go down to
the sea in ships, for while the former
already foots up into millions, the loss
of life on the rocky New England coast
and the wild surges of Massachusetts
bay, will not probably be equaled for
That so many
many years to come.
brave seamen should have found a watery
grave, undoubtedly makes this the most
startling feature of the storm, and as the
reports came, meager to be sure, but
nevertheless trustworthy, of bodies not
singly, but in twos and threes, being
picked up along the shore, it was seen
that while the blowing down of telegraph
poles and tiie crippling of railroad traffic
was a great hindrance to communication
it sank into insignificance as compared
with the terrible news of brave sailors going to their death while their ships were
broken on dangerous reefs.
A summing up of the storm’s work is
as yet difficult, but last
night it appeared
almost certain that the great hurricane
claimed more than a dozen human lives,
wrecked over 30 schooners in Massachusetts bay, completely prostrating all telegraph lines and caused total property loss
of near two million dollars.
Dehorning Cattle.
Bulletin of tlie Maine

Agricultural Experi-

ment Station.

Dehorning cattle has been extensively
practiced in many parts of the country.
In the dairy sections, the need and advantages of dehorning are not as well un-

derstood

the ranges where cattle run
together in large herds. The subject is
attracting attention just at present in this
.State and the bulletin on Dehorning now
being distributed by tlie Maiue Agricultural Experiment Station will be read w ith
unusual interest.
The following conclusions regarding dehorning are taken from the bulletin.
Dehorning is to be recommended because dehorned cattle are more
easily cared for than those with horns, and because
dehorned cattle enjoy life better.
‘‘A
great deal of suffering is prevented by the
removal of horns.”
To dehorn mature animals, clippers
should be used that will remove the horn
perfectly at a single stroke and iu a
moment of time.
When it is skillfully performed, animals
do not give evidence of great suffering as
an effect of dehorning.
The tissues injured in dehorning are not very well supplied
with nerves and they are quickly cut
through. Good evidence that dehorning
is not very painful is the fact that cattle will resume feeding immediately after
being operated on, and the yield of milk
in cows is not perceptibly affected. Compared with castration of colts and calves,
dehorning may be considered painless.
Those who are familiar with the operation of dehorning and the results of it are
its most enthusiastic advocates.
In the past, efforts have frequently been
m ide to prevent the practice of dehorning
on the ground that it caused needless pain.
It would seem to us that effort can now
better he expended by endeavoring to have
the last relic of a horn removed from our
domestic cattle, who cease to need them
when they come under the protection of
man.
Horns may sometimes be ornamental, but it is evident that they are useless,
expensive and dangerous luxuries.
This bulletin (No. 41) will be sent to all
who apply to the Agricultural Experiment
Station, Orono, Maine.
as on
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really deaths by chronic bronchitis
sembling consumption.
are

STORE,

CLOTHING*

*

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

You will not have such

re-

A remarkable instance in verification of
this recently occurred.
A lady was brought
to me in what appeared the last stage of
Her
consumption.
physicians had told her
husband that she could not live a week.
She had a bad cough, puriform expectoration, night sweats, and was wasted almost
to skin and bone. Judging by her symptoms and appearance, it was impossible not
to fear that she had come too late.
On
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dispose of these goods, WE MUST,
"^^The time is nearly up to close this store,

want to

|

j

j

improve this great opportunity.

now

I

j
j

RALPH O’CONNELL,

(
A

Wonderful

Maxim

Invention.

Iliram ami Hudson Maxim, Famous for
their M ilitaryjnv«‘iition>. Samuel Maxim, a
i

!-iftv=I ourtli Annual

Samuel Maxim of Wayne, Me., younger
brother of the famous inventors, Hiram and
Hudson Maxim, has become quite widely
known through his investigations into the
metallurgy of steel, he having probably discovered 'the lost art of producing that
marvelous Damascus steel. The Lewiston
Journal recently related how Mr. Maxim
took a drill of this steel to the machine shop
of Lewiston and how it drilled through their
hardest tiles and drills, but, when the process was
reversed and their drills were
turned upon Maxim’s steel, they sputtered
and crumbled as though they were made of

Bookkeeping, etc., thor- £f
oughly taught BY MAIL
Our system of teaching gives actual
or personally
(>
daily experience in every branch of business, including M | | |i
Banking. Merchandising, Commission. Insurance Transporra- ■ § f y
tion, etc. Preparatory Department for backward students We
t rain for Practical work and always secure situations for w. ,nl v
ts
graduates of our Business and Shorthand Courses st
enter any day
No vacations
Expenses moderate Dor. ?
less
:>.r.
to
schools
when
it
will
cost
t«.
going
temporary
you
le
a
number of students who have left incompetent :•
..i
tell us that six months here Is equal to a year in any oilc.

$TCMfflPP^Py

Incorporated 1843.
Risk.

at

!*41.452.955.(K»

jl'ASI! ASSETS.
Estate. .$ 68,518 00
Mortgages. 74,300 00
Komis, stocks, etc. 719,602 00
Interest, accrued, etc.
11,445 31
2.135 45
Premiums, due, net.
Cash
7,635 25
Real

$883,636

01

insurance.$301,936
Unpaid losses.
1,990
Guaranty capital. 100.000
Dividends ami return premiums due.
3.1«>4
Surplus over all liabilities. 476,604

41
84
00

j

I™

LIABILITIES.

Reserved for

re

62
01

GOOD TIMES NAVE COME.
afford

You

to indulge yourself or your
in the luxury ot a good weekly newspaper and a quarterly magazine of fiction.
You can get both of these publications with
almost a library of good novels for $5 per year.

Bonds of Surityship

m

BY

Deposits Trust Co.

TU

GUARDIANS,

EXECUTORS,
INIS TR YTORS,

ASSIGNEES,
CONTRACTORS,
and to holders of any position of trust,
obtained upon application to

J. H. & W. H.
3ui52

At

can

be

QUIMBY,

Belfast Savings Bank.

...THE...

SWAM & SIBLEY CO

You can have both of these if you subscribe
NOW and a bonus of 10 novels selected from
the list below.
Regular price for each, 50
cents. All sent postpaid.
Remit $5 m New York

exchange, express or
postal money order, o; by registered letter,
with
a
list
of
the
10 novels selected,
together
by numbers, to
TOWN TOPICS,
90S Fifth Avenue, New York.
l-rsrr.

SEEDS and

GROCERIES.
of Salt.

quality;of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

*

■

L03.1S*

BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

OF A SOI L. By C M. S. McLelUn.
7 THE COUSIN OF Till: KIN. .. H A. S VanWestrum.
•— hlX MONTHS IN HADES. By Clarice I Oingham.
THE SKIRTS OF CHANCE.
By Captain Alfred

charity.
In

view of recent developments and
knowledge that lawless men are banding
together along the river for the purpose
of robbery, Capt. Ray renews the suggestion for the government placing-on the
river smrdl draught steamers, with high
power, armed, such as are used to patrol
rivers, and placing detachments of troops
at such, points as the movement of people
demands.
Capt. Ray recommends a preliminary
survey from Cook’s inlet to the interior of
Alaska by all American roads.

of the quality of flour is in
the eating of bread made of j
it.
A taste of bread made
I of Rob Roy Flour will
A prove the claim—“7'he
! finest winter wheat patent III
A Hour in the United StatesIII

m ROY

School.

TELEPHONE 4-2.

New

||
fij

|

is not only better, but more eco*
nomical than other brands,
Sold everywhere.
WM. A. COOMBS, Cold water, Mich.

OF

ACTS AT ONCE !
same

wonderful

TRUE’S
I

properties that render

ELIXIR

bo highlyefficacious in expelling worms from the
system make it a Perfect Blood Purifier.
It expels all waste and poisonous matter,
leaving the blood rich and pore. 35 ceuta.
Ask your druggist for it.
Dr. J. F. TRUE <fc CO., Auburn, Mi.

Firp In urarca Co.

HAN( HKSTK1J, N. H.

Commenced Business in 1870.

John
G koio;e

pkk.m.'ii, President.
E Kk.'Dall, Secretary.

ASSETS DEC EM BEK

liens).

31,1897.

..

Stocks and bonds. market value.
Loans secured by collateral
Cash in oflice and in bank
Premiums in due course of collection.

117,247 31
<555.001 99
1,784.354 00
<53.300 no
177,270 29

140 140
Wants all kinds of Raw Furs, Skins, Ginseng
Seneca, &c. Full prices guaranteed. Careful Aggregate assets at actual value.. ..§2,937,319
election, courteous treatment, immediate remitLIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
tance.
Shipping Tags, Ropes, furnished free. Net amount of unpaid losses and
Write for latest price circulars.
6m38
claims..
§113,023
Amount
to safely re in-I sure all required
955.320
outstanding tisks.
Ail other demands, viz: commis28.029
sions, etc.

James Pattee & Son,

Fire, Life*"- Accident Insurance.
OFFICE
MAIN

:

flASONIC

TEMPLE,

STREET ENTRANCE,

53tf

MANICURING and
SHAMPOOING.

Superfluous hair removed by
iug.

CARDS,
POSTERS,
x'x BILL HEADS,
VV i LETTER HEADS,
PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

an electric needleOrders attended to day or even

Total

of liabilities, except
capital stock ami net sui plus...
Capital actually paid up in cash...

Legal Printing
7rf
neatly art.I promptly <iou •.

Newton i Lord & Go.,
SAIL MAKERS.
And Successors to J. VV. Frederick

Surplus beyond capital.

AND

ACADEMY!

FREEDOM
The

spring

Belfast, Idle

,

of this institution will commence March I. 1898. ami continue If) weeks.
The officers of this school have been very '.’ortutunate in securing the services of \\\ W. RICH of
tenn

Southwest Harbor, Me., as Principal. Mr. Rich is
professional teacher ami well equipped for rite
woik of teaching l>\ the latest and most approved
methods. Such assistance will be turnished as
tiie needs of the school may demand.
Those who wish to obtain hoard will call upon
.) W. Lil>be\. I>r A M. Small and fJustavus Relows. who will render them such assistance as they
.1. \\ LI BBKV. Secy.
may need.
Freedom, Dec. 20, 1897.— 2mol

GEO. F.

EAMES, M. D., D. D. SM

The Nose aud Throat.
11*

Mewlmry

Near Corner of

74

BOSTON,

23

Hours, 1 2 to 2
1>\ appointment
October, 189R-1 >45

1,090.37959
1,000,000 oo
840,940 17

M. C. MILL, Tax Collector.
8.1897—tf30

Traveling salesman to sell
the most complex line of
lubricating oils, greases,

the market. Liberal term* to
specialties, etc.,
Address, THE ATLANTIC HE
proper party.
6w3*
FINING CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
on

DEALERS IN

No. 31 From St

02

The taxpayers of the city of Belfast are hereby
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on personal
estate for 1897 are now due and immediate payA discount of two per cent,
ment is requested.
will be allowed on all taxes paid before Jan. 1,
1898. 1 shall be in my office in Memorial building
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m. daily, until further notice

■

Co.,as

Tents, Awnings, Curt Covers,
Duck, Cordage, Taints, Ac,

1-

aiifield

Street)
>1

ASS.

Others hours

only.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
♦

BANGOR

ELLIS

SYSTEM

«

|

I BUSINESS

I

Belfast, Sept.

&

Ship Chandlers, Ship Brokers,

Mo.

Aggregate amount of liabilities,including net surplus.§2,937,319 76
5
FIELD & WEST, Belfast Agents.

SUBSCRIBE

x’x
VV

An«l all kin<ls of

amount

3m50

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

i

17

Mrs. E. Lancaster.
Terms moderate.

‘PRINTERS,

Opera House Block, Belfast, Me.

70

BELFAST, MAINE.

CHIROPODIST.

<

;

a

Incorporated in 1809.

ltf

35 HIGH STREET.

The

Hampshire

Heal estate of Company, unincum
be red .§
Loans on bond and mortgage (first

FLOUR
I

Thompson.

io—ANTHONY KENT
By Charles Stokes Wayne.
i»—AN ECLIPSE < >F VIRTUE. By Champion Bissell.
I
i»-AN UNSPEAKABLE SIREN. By John Giliiat.
ij-THAT DREADFUL WOMAN. By Harold R. Vynna.
U-A DEAL IN DENVER. By Gilmer McKendree.
*5- WHY? SAYS GLADYS. By David Christie Murray.
«6-A VERY REMARKABLE GIRL. By L. H. Bickford
i?-A MARRIAGE FOR HATE. Bv Harold R. Vynne..
i*—OUT OF THE SULPHUR.
Ry T. C. De Leon,
i5
THE WRONG MAN. By Champion Bissell.
■o-THE HUNT FOR HAPPINESS.
By Anita VIvintJ
Chartres.
n—HER STRANGE EXPERIMENT. Bv Harold R. Vynn*
"N THE ALTAR OF PASSION.
By John GillUt.
•3-A MARTYR TO LOVE. Bv lo*nn* E. Wood.

33, 33, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me,

The
Proof

“*

6—THE SALE

[

FEED,

Importers

■’

first ;r'orm:»:.

JOB

journal—ever published. Subscription price,
$4 per annum.
TALES FROM TOWN TOPICS, a 256 page
Quarterly Magazine of fiction, appearing the
first day of March, June, September and December, and publishing original novels by the
best writers of the day and a mass of short
stories, poems, burlesques, witticisms, etc.
Subscription price, $2 per annum.
Club price for both, $5 per annum.

1

Dealers in the finest

j)

The Burgess Press,

world-famed for its brightness and the most
complete General Weekly—covering a wider
range of subjects suited to the tastes of men
and women of culture and refinement than any

-_

ADM

l- r

^

‘^fb

|ii-

Jv'

IHMMT

OF PORTLAND MAINE,

CRAIN,

the opinion that only
about 7 per cent, of the people who have
entered during the past year have earned
their living, and hundreds are scattered
along the river destitute of food, clothing
and money.
People coming in have not
had the faintest coaception of what to do
or how to earn a h'ving, and after
spending their money, they become dazed and
he! pless.
The rush will be great the coming year,
and any steps that will prevent people
coming in their ignorance will be an act of

can

THE JOURNAL
Of 30CIETV

JOBBKUS JOF

territory.”
Capt. Ray is of

one
n riA/ a nn toar-v
fora Book
Telegraph operator which wt

REWARD

family

40 per cent.; for live years, 60 per cent.
3w3
FIELD & WEST, Agents, Belfast.

Ths Union Safe

Jfp-J

Vy

■

Contingent assets.$608,688 70
This company pays the following dividends On
policies for one year, 20 per cent.; for three years,

I>Sl ED

1

9

v< rM.
;i••. '-v. rv par1 >’t
competent assistants without charge. Refer to pi *:n. out pair
tv
The next best thing to attending lie MOsT CELKi’ii \TE1) Bl'SlNESs sCHOf >L u Ann
>t dy,
wii
at;d
*
are
If y
unempioyo.
is tc take our INSTRUCTION BY MAIL.
*re»>
Beautiful Cuny
send ten two-cent stamps for five easy lessons in shorthand
Address (mention this paper) CLEMENT C GAINES. Pre-'oent Poughkeepsie Nevv Vork

14

$883,636

V

I EllUUllftrn I

Of SALE>1, MASS.

Amount

Manager.

-

Statement, January 1,1898

cheese.

lu the Belfast Journal of Jan. (> we are
told of what appears to be the greatest discovery yet made by a member of the gifted
Maxim family. It is called “Maxim’s Protein from Pepsinized Milk
that it will cure
dyspepsia there appears to be not the least
doubt. As Mr. Maxim said recently to the
writer: ‘It embraces an entirely new chemical principle as applied to medical science.
It is the exact substitute for that element
which First starts the process of digestion.
The discovery was accidentally made by
the upsetting of a glass of pepsinized milk
in my laboratory.
It lias cured me of dyspepsia, and if others have suffered as I have
I am willing they should have the benefit of
mv discovery.
It is rather expensive. The
process of making is not that of simply mixcommon
ing together
ingredients, but is a
difficult chemical process. Whoever takes
it will be cured, once and for all, of
dyspepsial troubles.
I do not propose to go into
the patent medicine business as that business is commonly understood,but if any one
has trouble with his stomach arid wishes relief that will last, he may write to the Maxim Chemical Co., Winthrop, Me. For 40cents
we will send him a sample box, 24
capsules,
enough to start any one on the road to recovery, or for $2 we will send a full box,
one gross capsules, a sufficient quantity of
the protein to cure cases of many years
standing. And, if after taking a full box,
and fully complying with directions, any person should fail to be
perfectly cured, or
benefited thereby, we will cheerfully refund the price paid, on receipt of sworn
statement of the same; or, if the person
should so desire, one other full box will be
sent instead.”

-

Holyoke Mutual Fire Insurance Co.

Younger Itrotlier. a Resident of Wayne,
Maine, also an Inventor.

west

Singing

“

“

Give

this abstract to Sec. Alger at the latter’s
residence, and after consultation between
these officials the papers were sent over to
the White House.
It is said that the report fully justifies
all that has been done by the war department to relieve the situation in the Klondike. The state of affairs in that region,
as submitted by the
report., is worse than
suspected at the war department, and so j
great is the task that remains to be execu- j
ed in order to secure the safety of life and
property on the American side alone that i
the war department officials consider it
advisable that Congress shall be informed
of this fact, and the responsibility placed
upon the legislati ve branch of the government for devising ways and means to meet
the exigencies.
An abstract of Capt.

At the dedication of a free library in
Hallowell, Me., the other day, the orator
of the occasion said:
“Fifty years ago a little man named
Asa Fitz came here with school song
books and visited the schools. Immediately the children on the streets were
singing bis lively musical tunes. Since
that, scientific teachers have been so employed with no apparent results.”
The old-fashioned singing school and
singing-school master were great institutions, full of fun and vigor. If it be
true that school children don’t learn to
siug as well uow-a-days, it should be remembered that they have many more
things to learn, or at least to study, than
their luckier grandfathers had.
[N. Y.
Sun.

“

price, $3.00

our

J

D. C., Feb. 2.
Acting
under instructions from the war department, General Merriam has opened at
Seattle the despatches sent by Special
Messenger Wells from Capt. Ray, who is
the government’s special representative
in the Klondike.
He forwarded au abstract of these despatches to the war de-

Old Time

“

$6.00,
4.00,

j

Washington,

“The latest letters bear dates of Nov.
2d and 3d, and refer to the reported robbery of caches established for relief of
supplies. Recommendation is made that
the United States government take steps
for effectually checking immigration to
the interior of Alaska of all persons not
fully supplied with food to last two years.
lie gives as reasons ior tins that '.Here is
no way to earn a living, and that no placer discoveries have been made within the
last eight months, either in Alaska or the
Northwest territory. There is no employment for any large number of people in
All values are speculative.
any capacity.
There is no fixed standard for labor.
There is not now, or likely to be within
12 months, adequate or efficient means of
supplying people in Alaska or the North-

“

8.50

10.00,

“

“

I

Affairs in Yukon Region Worse
Than was Believed.

Ray’s report, as telegraphed by Major
Robinson, is as fol ows:

15.00,

“

O’Connell’s price,

“

“

SUITS,

Ray.

partment.
Acting Secretary Meiklejohn submitted

16.00,

for you to get your BUNDLE.

more
_

PANTS,

8.50

“

“

“

dress.

of

“

“

price $ 9.50
“

13.00,

“

“

ULSTERS,

NOTE—Readers of The Republican Journal interested in Dr. Hunter’s researches
and treatment of lung maladies can obtain
bis book by writing to him at the. above ad-

State

“

“

New York.

News

“

strength,

aud within
six weeks was able to take short wa.ks in
the open air, ami is alive and well to-day.
This case shows t he importance of a correct diagnosis and proper adaption of the
treatment of tin* conditions t.«» be remedied.
Had the true nature of her disease not been
discovered just, win ti it. was she would have
lost, her life through wrong treatment, aud
been recorded as another death la consumption.
In these, bronchia! cases we sometimes
have a false membrane form on the inside of
the tubes, just as false membranes are. formed in the throat in diphtheria, and in the
laruyx aud windpipe in cn up. I have receutiy had a case in which the patient,
while recovering, oughed up a hollow cast
of the light bronchus, with casts of several
smaller bronchial tubes attached.
It, came
up out oi tin iungs looking like the branches
of a tree.
Every form ol bronchitis is curable by local
antiseptic anil healing remedies applied direetly to the lungs by m* dicated air inbalation, but none of them by stomaeh treatment.
'i he stomach is not the p.ut affected.
The air tubes and cells of the lungs are the
seat of every bronchial disease, aud unless
remedies capable of changing their bad secretions ami healing the inhumed tubes are
applied to them cure is impossible. To
treat bronchial and other lung diseases
through tlie stomach and hold out a hope of
cure by that treatment is malpractice, and
ought to be punished as a crime against the
sick.
ROBERT HUNTER, M. I).,
(Signed)
117 vVest 45tli Street,
more

“

“

sickness revealed that it had followed au attack of whooping cough aud grippe.
So, although her pulse was 120 a minute, and so
feeble as to be hardly perceptible, aud the
waste of her body so extreme that she could
uot stand without support, I did not hesitate to pronounce the disease bronchial, and
gave it as my opinion that if we could sustain her strength long enough for the remedies to act she would he saved.
She was
immediately placed under medicated air
with
tonics
to
treatment,
impart appetite
and digestives to help the enfeebled stomach
to transform nourishment into elivle aud
blood. Within a week she showed signs of
amendment. Her progress was necessarily
slow, as the healing powers of the body
were nearly exhausted before the firs' inhalation was given, but she graduallv ac-

our

STREET.

•-

••

bargains a great while longer, only 60 days
_^.LOOK AT THESE PRICES :

OVERCOATS, O’Connell’s price, $18.00,
“

MAIN

81

~~-_•

I find the tubercle bacilli present, the, ease
is consumption ; and if no bacilli—Bronchitis.
A large percentage of those who die of
a lung disease, supposed to be consumption,

sounding her chest, however, I was surprised to find no solidification by tubercles,
an l on examining her sputum * total abA telephone sence of the bacilli. The
history, too, of her

to-day from
Boothbay Harbor, announces that the gale
has done great damage there.
Boothbay
Harbor is a great place for wintering
yachts and there were many anchored
The gentlethere before the recent gale.
man who
telephoned said that almost
these
one
of
had
broken
yachts
every
from their moorings and gone ashore and
many of them would be tot.nl wrecks.

OF

*

A T1

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦•■»

bronchial consumption. You must not, howunderstand from its name that it is
really tuberculous in character, or produced
the
bacilli which cause true consumption.
by
In all lung cases I require a portion of the

YACHTS WRECKED AT BOOTHBAY.

Portland, Me., Feb. 2.
message received in this city

SALE

*

ever,

A PORTLAND STORM TRAGEDY.
expectorated matter coughed up by the patient to be brought to me, or sent in a small
Portland, Ml., Feb. 2. The only bottle by express, before giving a definite
in
connection
with
the
distressing story
opinion of the disease. If, on examination,

lie

*

THREAT

20,000
Of tbein any forms of bronchitis the one most
10.00Q alarming of all is that in which the symp5,000 toms closely resemble those of consumption, I
10,000 aud hence called consumptive bronchitis, or

>ellghtful

Relief from Catarrh—Here
of a thousand su< h testimonies. The
A. D Buckley of Buffalo, says: “I
-ili a.l to know what a blessing Dr. Agw’s Catarrhal Powder is in a case of
arrh.
1 was troubled with this disease
years, but the tirst time I used this remv it gave most, delightful relief.
I now re1 myself entirely cured after using it for
h months.”— 54.

Consumption.

From Dr. Hunter's Lecture on the Progress
of Medical Science in the Treatment of
Lung Diseases.

COLLEGE

X

ISAAC PITMAN
SYSTBM

♦ ■
♦
iT of Piionoo it a i’ll v—the best, system ever de- T
T vised.
Fine rooms, modern improvements, J
X best teachers. SUM) FOR CATALOGUE.
T
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦

H. H.

LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O.

ADDRESS,

FREEDOM,

t!7

MAINE.

SEARSPORT

Capt. D. C. Nichols arrived by
day evening.
ham faun to
in

possession

train Mon-

expect

this

a new

in.

inven-

SHIP NNWS.
delicious.

FORT OF BELFAST

Portland.

to

see

ail

pronouncing

!n

unite

it

au

are

Mrs.

AMERICA* PORTS.

New York, Feb. 1. Cld, sch. Carrie A.
Bucknam, McKenzie, Point-a Pitre: 2, cld.
sch. Jessie Lena, Devereaux, Point-a Pitre;
sld, sch. Wm. E Downes, Newport News; 4,
ar, schs. Yale, Baltimore; Hattie C. Luce,
Heal, Surinam; 5, ar, sch. Henry Crosby,
Stubbs, Deumrara; cld, scb. Jacob M. Haskell, Hart, New Orleaus; 6, sld, schs. Jessie
Lena, Point-a Pitre; Edward Stewart, Barranquilla; Florence Leland, Charleston;
Anna Pendleton. Brunswick, Ga.
Boston, Jau. 31. Cld, sch. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell, Fernandiua; Feb. 2, cld,
Buenos
bark Addie Morrill, Andrews,
Ayres; 5, ar, schs Leauder V Beebe, Daniels, and Wm. B Palmer, McDonald, Newport News; 6, ar, sch. Viola Leppard, Dunton, Charleston, ri. V.
Philadelphia, Jan. 31. Cld, sch. Sarah E.

enjoyable

Liberty.
i.r m

Co Ice id,

Mis

A.

R. hall will be

mug at the h }-per Conference

room.

Mrs. A T. Whittier ami JVlissO. J. Lawrence
the

reception

tju:te

manifested

is

here

Masonic fraternity in the Distf l e held at Belfast this,

among the
trict

mittee.

con

interest

an

the V. P

nuntioii

»•

Thursday,

afterm-oii and

it

evening.

the

farmers

in

S. C. E

Mrs

Helen

Hurd

had

the

Walter

Church,

Cargill;

The

Young

Church,
Moody ;
Church, Mrs. Blanche Whitcomb: Relation of the Chureb to the ComWouiau ami the

Miss

The

Mother ami the

receive contributions.

Rev. H. W. Abbott: Prayer, W. H.
receipt from C. A. Mathews, munity,
chief citik in 1 h< ticket departmentof the Moody. It is the purpose of the society to
Nonhcin Pacific K. R., at ist Paul, a fine hold these meetings once each mouth.
Swanvii.le.
Last
folder recently made by himself, entitled
Thursday Mr. Will
Smart met with quite an accident.
"Thi Key to the Klondike,” giving iu adHis
dition to valuable intoimation a line map of team got tangled up, and in trying to get
Alaska with cuts of various scenes along things straightened out, he fell under the
horses heels anti they kicked him quite
the route.
Mr. Seth Morse rescued him. Dr. J.
Eaton Pi others during the montn of Jan- badly.
S. Cole was called, and he is now doing
received
one
hundred
dollars
from
the
uaiy
nicely...-Mr. Le Rov Bachelder of Detroit
eggs laid by the three hundred hens they
was the guest of his brother Herman a few
have w intered. The breed they propogate is
the celebrated Eaton Light Brahmas, a days last week....The dance at Cunningham’s Hall last Thursday evening was a
stra.n they have been twelve years in perWe

in

are

and there is to be another in two
weeks from that time_The S. C. S. is to

success,

fecting.

For several years in the early
months of spring they have been unable to
fill orders.

Capt.
finding
that

Closson was very fortunate in
schooner, the George Gurney,
carried out by the ice in Long

tbe jate

gale, safe and in the bauds
Islesboro, who seeing her
«'ff Giikey's harbor went aboard, cleared up
decks, got tbe anchor, and had everything
in good order to turn over to the captain
f

a

from

ciew

wlon

he

armed

ith

Searsport. The schooner was sailed into the harbor and anchored off steamboat wharf,where
she remains
A

deep

w

a

from

crew

present.

at

Mr. anil Mrs. Joshua Littleneld

Feb. 9th....Hon. A. F. Nickerson made a
trip to Portland last week.... Henry Cunningham is at home-Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Cunningham returned from Montague bust
Friday-Russell and Ralph Strout of Belfast visited friends in town Sunday_It is
reported that Misses Euda Villa Cleaves
and Maude Knowlton are at home from Gastine sick with the measles_The late T. J.
McAllister of Bncksport was a man well
known and highly esteemed in business
circles here.... Mr. J. W. Nickerson brought
home a pair of very heavy black ami white

bis

by

Cove

meet with

Jsrael

was

been taken tbe past
week to learn every detail from tbe
missing
schooner Marceilus. hut with very unsatis-

cattle from Blue

factory results
hoped that

in

interest has

as

was

known to be

different places
lii

C.

the
is

us

r.
w

a

...

m

there

in

Y'.gct the

n

Tiit>

mainmast

freight

The

five

her,

Ji

the

•;

was

and

Nickerson,

C. <).

on

scraped

board

Sawyer

Al-

North Stockton Springs
Mr. Emery
;:hb*rwood recently bought a spirited purer, 7 years old, named Mixer.
The horse
\\
s bred in
Xorridgewook, is dark brown in
color, weighs about 1.200 pounds, and bis
many admirers assert that in style and

ay to the cross-trees.
spliced just below the
had

Friday

Charles Hartshorn.

(

w

schooner

Sunday

school sociable met last

though stormy 39 partook of a very nice
The last sociable met with Mr. and
supper
Mrs. Charles Walker Jan. 28th.

Her forelopmast

backstay,

Winterport, Frankfort, Prospect

and North Searsport, last week....

with Mr. and Mrs.

very pe. uYtr, being painted
truck two leet «b'<wn, blue
the

West

Marsh

vessel, and there

Ann.

The

for A. y

i

y

he

rest

critss-iri-es.
C<

cut in

copy

following from the “Commercial“Mr.
and Mrs. John II. Maddocks visited friends

among

w

kn

'11<-

the

on

and

many marked peculiarities about
si, w iiiiU1 he easy to
identify- if

white In
fr<

painted

Hill-By request we

the.

up to the present time.
It
the name of the schooner

was

ere

&

beauty

others in SearsCurtis,
seems if slie hail foundered that
sou
oi these goods would have washed
ashore
Capt. Larrabee ,s well known.
He is
forty-five years of age, height
and

he is

not excelled

by

any horse

in

Israelites met at Capt. S. R.
Littlefield's last Tuesday evening.
The
program was as follows: Singing by the
choir; reading, How John Popped the Questown....The

It

Crockett; song, Pharoah’s
six
feet and one half lmdi, light comArmy, Freemen Partridge: a story, William
blue
short,
plexion,
eyes,
light hair, light Smith: reading, The Devil, Mr. Edward
moustache, has two hearts j' .ued by crossed
Clifford; Bible conundrums, Mrs. Jennie
arrows mIndia ink ou Ids lift
forearm, a Marden; charades, Jessie Marden: reading,
silver ring on his little finger
Charles E.
Opening an Oyster, Mrs. Lizzie Lane; song,
Neisci., cook, aged thirty-two, height five The
Better Land, Mrs. Gertie Clifford; rec.,
feet, seven inches, light complexion, has In
Love, Sanford Lane; song, Hear dem
scar on right side of neck and name in India
Bells, F. Percy, Herman and Bertha Partiiik on left forearm and a full dressed
ridge; reading, The Cripple’s Prayer, Mrs.
woman on right forearm.
They could not Wm, Smith; anecdotes of South America,
have been among the bodies picked
up with- Capt. Frank Marden; song, Mrs. Fogerty’s
out some, knowledge of tbe fact
reaching Christmas Cake, Mrs. Blanche Hardman;
friends here, as at the request of the Mason- song, The Waves, Mr. and Mrs.
Emery Calo
and Odd Fellows lodges 1 ere, of which
derwood and Mrs. Gertie Clifford; story,
Larrabee
was
a
member
Capt.
C. C. Ham- Mr. Wm. Clark; rec., The Cat and the
ilton of Boston went to Gloucester last FriMouse, Helen Calderwood ; rec., “That Waday and lias been in communication with terinillion," Miss Violet Berry. Little Helen
parties from tbeie ever since. Cant. Turner. Calderwood sang a very pretty song assistwho returned from Gloucester
Tuesday eu ny her lather-Miss Violet Berry ot
evening, reports that the wreck of the Mar- Sandy point closed a very successful term of
tion,

fourd underneath the Holmes.
It is hoped that some of the bodies
may be
found in the w reekage, [See
report in other
column!!. Ed.Jjurnal.
cellos

Absolutely Pure

this

Medical Profession, Dr C.
C. Whitcomb; The Chureb and the Law,
Arthur Ritchie: The Church ami the Working Man, L. lv. Fowler; The Young Man and

;.n

tn asurer, will

reia e,

Most of

Church and the

ped, will gi\ e liberally to so
ohj« ct. Miss O. J. Lavv-

la

us

laiab.e

to

<>f tin* program, which was as follows;
The Church and Politics, G. H. Cargill; The

oft-iU' foi lepaiis on the church, and nearly
one loiirth of the amount has been raised,
bnei.ds of lit so< lt ty, both at home and
e< U me

for it

charge

The ladies of the Cough society have organizt d u ; the 1*111 pi se of securing the sum

abroad,

waiting

friends in Palermo.... Will Lord of North
Vassal boro was in town last week....J. J.
Walker was in Boston on business last
wrek.
.N<>1 much wood is being hauled to
the taunery, and no bark.A citizen’s
meeting was held Sunday evening,Jau. JOtli,
at the Baptist Church, under the auspices of

The Cough society will meet this, Thurs-

are

are

en-

Evie Ford.

Carver and Miss

e\t

ami

locality are buying potatoes for family use.
Friday evening by Mrs. L. H. They are brought here from Aroostook, via
is visiting
B
F. Colcord, Miss Angie Belfast_Mrs. Hattie Clough

whist club at G

tertain d

day

snow

was

Frank

ROYAL

Morrill.

BAKING

POWDER

Mr. Ainon

CO.,

NE.W YORK.

Paysou,

second

|
son

of E. A. Payson, arrived home from Colorado last week after au absence of eighteen
years-Mr. Carlisle Webb of Unity was a

in the

ar,
Ga.
schs.

U. S. Gushee is closing out
the stock of goods left by the late E. 1).
Gushee, who a short time before bis death
had filled his store with a new and very

“

40 in.,

6c

Arrow

“

36 in.,

4ic

Stanley

“

40

in,,

41

4

4

4

4c

Morrissey, Salem.
Newport News, Jan

31
Ar, sell. Gov*.
Ames, Providence; sld, sell. Wm. B. Palmer, Boston ; i>, ar, sch
Augustus Palmer, Haskell, Portsmouth; sld, seii. (low Ames,
!

Bleached Cotton, 36 in,,

5c

Providence.

Jacksonville, Feb 1. Ar, scb. A. B. SherPillsburv, Philadelphia; 5, sld, sch.

man,
Levi

Hart, Veaz

e,

Fruit of the

New York.

Loom, 36 in.,

for

A Few

comprising great variety

of

Plaids, Stripes

and

Dragon Thread,

Light Effects,
'X

a

....

44C
Linen Crash at 4k
"

Cotton

"

!

j

I

j

Wiliimantic,

&

lining Cambric

3

Remnant Cambric,

1

Genuine Delong Hock? and Ev- *
10c, Card, 3 Cards 25c

3c

6'*c

Grand Climax, S3,,} 36 in., 5'c
Lonsdale Cambric,
New Prints,

Things
are Cheap.

in

designs

Better Crashes at

Pascagoula, Feb 3 Ar, scb. Jerome B.
Look, liodgms, Galveston
choice assortment. The location of the store
Feb 3
Sld, sell Nor('liarlestou, S
at Gushee’s Corner is one of the best in town.
I ombega, Armstrong, St. Domingo.
Or,., Sr
I Or., lie., 13c., 14c.
U. S. Gushee can remain here but a short
Ar, sell. F. C.
Brunswick, Ga Feb 1
time as his business in Franklin, Mass., rePendleton, Burgess, New York; 5, ar, Willie* 1> Newton, Coombs, N* w York.
.The coldest
quires bis tune and attention
FOIlFIG X PORTS.
was
Feb.
4th.
The thermorning
Friday
In port, bark Adam
Jan
14
Honolulu,
mometer at
at
O. \V. Currier’s W.
daylight
Spies, for Hilo and New York.
stood at «>2° below zero.
It was 28 below
Turks Island, Jan. 25
Sld, sch. Nimbus,
Saturday, Jan. 28th. Our teamsters who j Bryaut, Boston.
bark Puritan, AmsDec 31.
Ar,
Hiogo,
went to Rockland Monday could not return
Any price or width you want from
bury, Philadelphia; in port, Feb. 5, for
before Thursday afternoon_Miss Fannie Portland, O and Europe, to sail Felt 10.
£t'. to $1,00 per yard. Special
Salt River, Ja.
Gushee is recovering from a serious illness
Shi, brig Telos, Parker,
mark down prices for this sale.
New York.
....Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perry of Montville
1 here are none cheaper than ours,
Maceio, Dec. 30. Sld, bark Auburndaie,
visited friends here last week.... Mrs. Geo. Dow, New York.
unless they are inferior quality.
ren.
oars.
Annie
Wentworth visited relatives in Camden,
ai,
wionteviueo,
Lewis, Park, Boston.
We have all o£ the above goods that our
Rockland and Hope last week.
Bermuda, Feb. 1. Sid, sch. Melissa Willey,
Prospect Ferry.
Miss Martha E. Harcustomers can possibly want.
Coombs, Jacksonville.
It is BIG DRIVE IN
Liverpool, E., Feb. i Ar, steamer Iris,
rimau went to Bangor Feb. 7th to attend
not necessary for us to say cases or
Bucksport, Me., for Manchester.
the Commercial College-Freeman BatchHong Kong, Feb. 5. Sid, bq. Fred P.
thousands.
When these are gone we
elder and wife of Belfast visited at their old
Litchfield, Hardy, Calleo.
home several days last week-The Ladies’
Newcastle, N. S. W., Dec. 18. Ar, ship
will have some more.
Great Admiral, Sterling, from Bio Janeiro
Circle, which met at the schoolhouse Feb. for Manila.
5th was a great success. Eighty-five were
MARINE MISCELLANY.
Worth 98c to $1.25, now
present. E. K. Batchelder furnished the
Liverpool, N. S Feb. 1. Bark Clara E.
with
the
entertainment,
following program: McGilvery, Lynch (supposed from LouisMusic by the choir; reading, Miss Martha E. lmrg, C. B for Portsmouth), parted moorings during easterly gale last, night and dragHarrimau; song, Birdie Darling, Mrs. Anna ged ashore on eastern side of this harbor.
C. Harriman: violiu music, Allie BatchelShe is not seriously damaged ; will be floated.
All widths and prices, sold at
Boston, Feb 5. A cablegram received toder; Martha E. Harriman, organ; historical
They are not worn out stuff, but NEW
day, aunoune. d the arrival at Montevideo
about half / or met price.
questions, Faustina Harding; instrumental <m Feb. 1 of bark Annie Lew is, Captain
GOODS purchased for our fall trade.
Hattie
H.
which
sailed from here Dec 12, and
music,
Harriman; charades, Mrs. Park,
E. K. Batchelder; song, Baggage Coach the death on the voyage of J. M. Lurvey.
The deceased man was about 45 $ ears of
Ahead, Vinuie Harriman, George C.
age and lived at Southwest Harbor, Me.
Pierce; music, E K. Batchelder, 1st violin,
Gloucester, Feb 5. Sch. Hertnon F. Kimmore new
our
ba 1, of Rockpo: 1, Maine, which was reportAllie Batchelder,2d violin,
George C. Pierce, ed
to have b- en driven out of this harbor 1st
drum, Mrs. Anna Harrimau, organ; recita- and wrecked
or Deliver Neck, is now lying
—
hQTTQ some
inner
tion. Eugene Barnes; duett, Beautiful Moon- at Haskells wharr
repairing some siight
light, Anna Harriman, Martha Harriman ; damage sustained in collision with fishing
sehr Sea Fox, which drifted into her while
charades, E. K. Batchelder; choir. The at
anchor.
viol mi Allie Batchelder used whs made this
Vineyard-Haven, Feb 4 Sch Hattie P
MA,N
winter by his father, E. lv. Batchelder.
ft Simpson, Sanborn, from Newport News for
Boston, arrived here today and reports,
is line toned and Mr. i>. would look at
fifty night
of Jan
1 experienced a violent gale
dollars pretty hard before he would ex..

this Sale,

GINGHAMS, That

for this sale onlv

2*c

4

Prices

GREAT DRIVE IN

4->'c

row,

It is the

Appleton.

“

Rem. Unbleached Cotton,

sch. Jose

Olaverri. Arey, Brunswick,
Sarah E.
Portland, Feb. 5 Ar,
Palmer, Whittier, Philadelphia; Mary Far-

powerful sermon last Sunday; subject,
linger of God.

us a

5c

Lockwood Cotton, 36 in.,

Portland.
31.
Ai, sell. W. Wallace
Feb 4, ar, soli. Star of the

guest at F. A. Grey’s last Sunday.... Mr.
1. D. White is convalescing_The deep
snow and high drifts have suspended the
business of lumbering, which w as quite active before the storm_Rev. Geo. Hill gave

■
Sizes

4c

to

17 1-2,

m

.vrong with them, slightly
want to close the lot at aa

8c

only

12 1-2

I

we

|_39tf

BiS HAMBURGS.

Yard Wide Alhambra Percales, 5;’

_VXD....

Fancy Cotton Stotts

__

Just received

W rappers.

Remnants of Standard Cottons,

H. A.

hange.

Circle, will meet at the
schoolhouse Feb. 18th. Mrs. N. J. Heagan
and Mrs. A. C. Harriman will entertain. All

ordialiy

are

5

The next

invited

to come

and

bring

your

cents.

Troy.
Mrs. D.

The funeral services of Mr. and
Cunningham took place in the
church at Troy Corner on Sunday afternoon,
Feb. (ith. The bodies were brought home
from the scene of the railroad disaster the.
I Monday previous, but owing to the severe
storm and the deplorable condition of the
roads it was not possible for the interment
to take place sooner. The church was filled
with sympathizing friends and neighbors of
the

family.

Rev. J. C.

Lamb officiated and

spoke in his usual earnest and sympathetic
manner.
There were many and beautiful
flowers, two pillows bearing the inscription
Father, Mother, besides cut flowers. The
interment was in
Fairview cemetery_
Mrs. Nancy Carter, an old resident of East
Troy, died Feb. 4th-The Methodist quarterly meeting will

convene

at

After din-

in

L

the

A world is
A so nec-

full-Miss Minnie Hillman is at home
from Belgrade, where she has been teaching.
be

rs. M.

MARRIED.

^3 Nothing

the church

Sunday at two o’clock, when Presiding
Elder Ogier will he present. Let the house
next

1-•'
for a

sou.

ner-coffee.

C. Parsons has gone to

,

v

Augusta
few weeks.... Mrs. Mary J. Bagley has
j
I returned home from visiting in Knox and

i essary
as a

ting
nunation

|

..

;

a

j

periectly

served dinner.
At no time does the true
merit of coffee become so

manifest.

|

to

fit-;

ter-

that

To

produce

Arnold.

aromatic
beverage that delights the
hearts of epicures and

j

acts

as

clusion

meal,

j!

delightful conto a
well-enjoyed
only the finest

material should be used.

They

represented by i

Chase & Sanborn’s
Seal Brand Coffee.
Grocers sell it in pound

and

j;

tin cans,
of these
famous importers, to-1
with their seal,
j gether
! guarantees its matchless j
extellence.

two-pound

; and the

signature

Id Boston, Jan. 27, Sherburne

The

surant

Price

B.

months.
Gordon. I: Gloucester, Mass., Feb. 1, Fred l.
Gordon ol Belfast, aged 24 years, 2 months and
10 days.
llrrcHiNS. In Penobscot,.Ian. 25, Mrs. Clarissa
Hutchins, aged 80 years, 5 mouths and 3 days.
Jackson. In Gloucester, Mass., Feb. 1, John
I
Jackson of Belfast, aged29 years and 2 months.
Libby. In Medford, Mass., Jan. 3o, Mrs A J.
|
I.ibby, formerly of Bellast, aged 09 years and 7
months.
Patterson. In Gloucester, Mass., Feb. 1, James
Everett Patterson of Belfast, aged 30 years.
Pettimhll. In Swan’s Island, Jan. 2(5, Edwin
C. Pettingill, aged 44 years.
Ryan. In Gloucester, Mass, Feb. 1, Captain
Fianklin G. Ryan, aged 31 years, 5 months and
25 days.
Richards. In Gloucester, Mass., Feb, 1,George
\V. Richards of Belfast, aged 48 yeais, (! months.
Staples.
In Gloucester, Mass., F«*l>. 1, Allied
I Staples of Belfast, aged 45 years and 5 months.
Soper.
In
inland, .Ian 20, Mrs. Ursula W.
|
Soper, aged 70 years, lo months and 20 days,
j Snow. In Rockland, Feb. 1, Lucy \V. liiorndike), widow of ( apt Israel snow a native of
Matinic Island, aged 94 years, 4 months, 20 days
Sherman.
In Camden, Jan. 30. Eurene (Wit
tington), widow of Joseph Sheiman, aged 89
years.

CORRECTED WEEKLY

Foreclosure Notice.
Current.

FOR THE JOURNAL.

Produce Market.
Price Paid Producer
Apples, p bu, 60(al 00, Hav,
ton,!0OO'ail2 00
4ao Hides. $> lb,
dried, p lb,
g
1 25(&1
Beans, pea,
p lb,
7(al)
“medium, 1 30^1 40 Lamb Skins,
5 0(a75
1 75 Mutton, p lb,
yel’weyes
4^5
Butter. $> lb,
18^20 Oats, bu, 32 lb, 2f>aTU)
Beef,
lb,
6^t.G Potatoes,
7o,a80
40,a45 Kouud Hog,
Barley,
4 u 4 1-2
bu,
II Straw, #>ton, 6 00u7 00
Cheese, p lb,
12 Turkey, p lb.
Chicken, |> lb,
10a 18
1 l-2«3
Calfskins,
50@75 Tallow,
Duck, p lb,
14&1G Veal, p lb,
18 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs, p doz,
20
Halo Wood, hard, 3 50,6.5 00
Fowl, fr lb,
13al5 Wood, soft, 3 00^3 50
Geese, p lb,
Retail Price.
Retail Market.

SbjLamb,

6^7

Beef, corned, $ lb, 7v«8 Lime, fc> bbl,
90al 00
Butter salt, 14 lb bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb,
4
43 Onions,
Corn, p\m,
lb,
3
Cracked Corn, |> bu, 43 Oil,kerosene,gal, lO&ll
Corn Meal. $> bu,
43 Pollock,p lb,
4
14
Cheese,
Pork, p lb.
lb,
7(aH
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25 Plaster,
l J2
bbl,
5 a 9 Rye Meal, $> lb
Codfish, dry,
ft,
3
85a90
Cranberries, p qt, 8 a9 Shorts, p cwt,
Clover Seed, p lb, 11@ 12 sugar, p lb,
5 l-2(a<>
3 5
Flour, p bbl, GOO.atf 50 Salt, T. 1., p
H G.Seed, bu, l 75(ct2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
3
ard, p lb
8(&9 Wheat Meal,
3(a3 12
w

11711EREAS, JOHN S. ELKINS.d Knox, in the
VV County of Waldo, l»y his mortgage deed,
dated the twelfth day of March, A. I>. 1896, and
recorded in the Waldo Registry id Deeds, hook
247, page 92, conveyed to me, Oramel Murray, the
undersigned, administrator of the estate of BETSEY A.;S V WVER, late of said Knox, deceased, a
certain parcel of real estate situated in said Knox,
it being a part of the south half of lot nuuilier
four (4), and bounded'as follows, to wit: On the
west by land of Samuel Clement, on the north by
the county road leading from Knox Corner to Bel
fast; on the east by land in possession of Isaac
Penney, and on the south by land of Ralph Wiggin and Thomas Sawyer, containing thirty-five
acres, more of less, as described in said mortgage

deed ; and whereas the condition of said mortgage
lias been broken, now therefore, by reason of t he
breach of the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Pittsfield, this fourth day of February,
A. D. 1898.
ORAMEL MURRAY,
Administrator of the estate of Betsey A. Sawyer.
3w6
By his Attorney, Frank W Hovey.

Tenement t<» Let.
Enquire of
GEO. A. BAILEY.
Belfast,

Feb.

Best

1,1898.—6tf.

the

C-ale Class InCo.

c

.....

assets of
their actual value... $: 12,*62 52
31, 1897.
Net amount of unpaid losses and claims,
j.200 no
Amount required to safely re insure all
outstanding risks..
133,736 us
All other demands, commissions, etc...
13.813 17

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus.
Capital actually paid tip in cash.

Surplus hey*.ml capital.

149,740
100.000
2( 3,122

..

15
00
37

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus. $512,862
FI.l> A.

AN N

Quincy

M

UAL

...

no

ance

70

None.
248,986 36
4,234

68

Agents. Belfast.

Company

Toronto, Dominion of Canada. Incorporated
and commenced business in August, 1851. Hon.
<Ieo. A. Cox President; ,1. J. Kenny, Vice l*res.

of

ASSETS DECEMBER

31, 1897.

Loans on bond and mortgage,(1st liens, $
25,000 00
Stocks and bonds, maiket value. 1,105,520 on
Cash in ottice and in bank.
241,073 77
Kills receivable.
34,000 07
Premiums in due course of collection,
253,1211 42

Aggregate

assets at

actual

value

.$1,720,432 14

LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Net. amount ol
unpaid losses and
claims.
Amount ictpiired t<> safely re insure
all outstanding risks_'.
All other demands, viz: commissions,
etc.
amount of

liabilities.

Surplus...

d.

outstanding; risks.
All other demands against the •'•-nipauy,
viz

^pAKE
SAVE IT

*

be-.

i’e.

c

Total amount of liabilities, except cap
ital stock and net surplus
lsrCapital actually paid up in cash.....“‘to.-i-o.

I'kl.b

written at

\1 WOOD. A

urrent rates i.\

gout.

inlerporl

\\

poitTsnoi in.

v

si

Incorporated in 1HH5. Commenced Husinessin
I rank Junks. President.
Alfred F. Howard* Secretary.

Capital paid

up

in cash, $200,000.

Ml. ]897
estate owned by the company, mi
incumbered
.$ 2b.sno
Loans on bond and mortgage, dirst liens
Ml,04.
Stocks and bonds owned by the comMM2.Mil
pany, market value
Loans secured by collaterals.
4,000
Cash in the company's principal oilier
and in bank
IM.»>hc
Interest due and accrued and due from
other companies
2.1.0.
Premiums in due course of collection
9.2:
ASSK

I'f.l'K M It E K

l>

....

Aggregate of all the
the company

at

admitted assets of
actual value.
$47-*,104

their

Ml, 1897
Net amount .1 unpaid losses and claims
Amount required to safely re insure all
outstanding risks
All other demands against the company
viz: commissions, etc.
LIABILITIES BECKMBKK

1*02218
14,024

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net surplus
217.8 79
Capital actually paid up in cash.- 200,mo
1 02244
Surplus beyond capital.

*
>•

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including net surplus....$478,104
ITtl

l>

IVVOOII

\
s

I* V I I I

Win) crport, \geiil

I

Ib-I l.i-l,

Yg»

ol

183,130 30
890,522 94
34.491

l \ S. li ranch licit ish America
surance

58

1.114,159 82
(>00.281 32

14

Of

Hon

Toronto,

<i in.

of your

Is

Coinpun//

nonunion ol

A. Co\, Pres.

P.

<

.uiml.c

II

Sims,

Ml, 1897.
Stock and bonds, market \alue
in
bank.
Cash in other and
Interest due and accrued.
Premiums in due course of collection..

Sec

y

ASSETS DEC EM BE It

...

care

>.

commissions, etc.

.1 \ 41 I

Aggregate amount of liabilities, including surplus.
$1,720,432
KIKLI) A \\ INI, Agents, Belfast.

good

$44*-

lS’.U

Net amount of unpaid losses and claims.
Amount required to safely re-insure all

14
88

ANNUAL STATEMENT
S, Branch of Western Assur-

V.

assets ot
wilue...

l.i A Ml 111 IKS 1>I.( I Mill K

(H»
00

...

SON.

....

A ggregate of all the admit ted
the company at then actual

of

(0

of liabilities.
$253,22104
overall liabilities..$300.154 08
A

.11. IS;*;

Granite State Fire Ins. Co.

31. 1897.

All other demands against the company,
viz: commissions, etc..

•TAJIKS 1‘ATTEK

DIv'K.MUKi;

S

r\

s:oii,ihhi

$613,375 72 Real

their actual value

Net amount of unpaid losses ami claims,
Amount required to safely re-insure all

Surplus

cash.

Aggregate amount --t iia! ilitu inclu-1
lug; net surplus.. $44*:..

ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Real estate owned by the company, unincumbered .'..« 16,800
Loans on bond and mortgage,(first liens, 73,900
Stocks and bonds, market value
310.281
Loans secured by collaterals. 107,800
Cash in oflice and in hank. M.772
Interest due and accrued
5,257
Premiums in due course of collection..
8,564

amount

up in

owned by the company, unincumbered.sp»e
Loans on bon-1 and m--i
tirst 1 u*•
11
Stocks ami : -mils owned I«> ’be c< mlbpanv. market \ due
Loans so.Min d l>\ o-'d.ii.-rnU...
\
Cash in the
-tupaiiy's principal otlicc
and in bank.
Interest due and acci ui d
Premiums in due cmiise
--licet ion...

Desirable risk

outstandingrisks.!...

'nmmeiicinl Rusim-s*

Surplus beyond capital.

ST AT KM KN I\

Ll A DILI LIES DECEMBER

^

mam

s

al cs’.i'.

Mutual /■ ire Insurance Co.

assets at

CONCORD N. M.

lsstt.

•VSSK

Ri

of Quincy, Mass.
Incorporated ami commenced business in 1851. ( Maries A. Howland,
President; William H. Fay, Secretary.

Total

iii

....

52

Belfast, Agents.

1ST.

Incorporated

apital paid

LIABILITIES DECEMBER

FI

Capital Fire Insurance

The

Jackman, President
CiiAitU s l.. ,1a- kma n, m re;a

at

company

slur

8T^ELFA,
I

Aggregate of all the admitted
the

IOC

we

as

or

assk is i>k( km it hr 31, 1897.
Beal estate owned b\ the eotnpanv, unincumbered
gq <
Stocks and bonds owned, market value, u7-J.l.-’.j ■<*
.ccounts due lor glass sold.
1^7 7s
Cash in office and in hank. -is,;.:,; -,n
Interest due and accrued.
3s3 33
Premiums in hue ••ourse ot collect loti..
411.1s,-.
Plate (i lass on hand.
i.41 s :
....

sold 1 r

now

—

MW

1ST l.

goods, usually

2.7c.,

windows

VOII lv.
Incorporated in 1874.
nnmeuced Business in
''KM H
\\ insi.ow. President
I;-1
s. Wx. Bi'rton.
Secretary.
Capital paid up in cash, $100,000,
OF

Total

Belfast

Metropolitan

Aggregate

Arnold, aged 30 years, 9 months and 21 days
Bowler. In Belfast, Feb. ('., Sarah J. Bowler,
aged 41 years and 10 months.
Bean.
In Gloucester, Mass., Feb. 1, George
Everett Bean of Belfast, aged 27 years and 11

a

are

Blackinton-Brown. In Boston, Jan. 20, Llewellyn K. Blackinton of Rockland and Mrya B.
Brown of Pulpit Harbor.
Brown Fierce. In East Oakland, Calif., Dec.
0. Charles Brown of San Francisco and Helen M.
Pierce, funnelly of Rockland.
Coates-Shaimk. In Camden, Jan. 20. Robert
U. Coates and Miss Blanche B. Sliadie, both of
Camden.
Clark-Lamuk vT
In Newburg, Feb. 6, by C.
H. Whitcomb, Esq.. Edward E. Clark and Mrs.
Carrie A. Lambert, both of Winterport.
Cross-Day. In Jackson, Jan. 27, by Rev.
David Brackett, Bui ton (iross of East Thorndike
ami Miss Minnie R. Day oi Brooks.
Cray-Lei<jhton. Iii Camden, Jan. 25, Fred W.
(fray of Roekport and Sadie M. Leighton of Camden.
Richards Thomas.
In Roekport, Jan. 20,
Ceorge Howes Richards ami Edna Louise Thomas,
both of Roekport.
Waltz-O’Brikn. In Belfast, Jan. 20, by Rev.
John F. Tilton, WilmotC. Waltz of Portland and
Miss Eva A, O’Brien of Belfast.

DIED.

delicious,

small line, as
right tliii

a

buy

to

fancies.

STARRETT,

|

Rose, a

in
before

goods

from SE to W s \V. about 40 no!
s y from
Moutauk, and had ail mnvabh s washed
BORN
from the deck, small boat stove, and lost
forestaysail, and shifted cargo.
Portland .'.ie, Feb 5. The four m isted sch
Auky.
In Rockland, Fob. 1, to .Mr. and Mrs.
Sarah (!) Ropes, with co il, arrive 1 uere this
Sidmy L. Are> a (laughter.
( AsD.ua:.
In Surry, ,Ian. 20.
Mr. and Mrs.
She came up i
morning from Phil Jan 21
Medlmry Candage. a son.
with all saiis s« t.
('apt Kvegei it ports a
('• >K
In Belfast, Fob. 2. to Mr. and Mis. \\\
terribly rough and Nesting lime during the |
( ook, a (laughter.
storm. One sailor was washed overboard ! le>(
nnim.iiaa!
In Prospect, to Mr. and Mrs.
ami drowned, and
.-1
1 1 st:g movable
m
Fre« < ’uuningnatu, a son
deck was swept aw o.
Dorr.
In Surry, Jan, 22. to Mr. and Mr>. EverOne b >at was swept
ett !)orr, a son.
overboard and the ther smashed to pieces.
Hi \L. In Centre Lmcolnville, Jan. 2D, to Mr.
1 he brand new imisnsail was
>st, both f, r.
wunl and after houses were sin ished in and | <tml Mrs. Ceorge Washington Heal, a dan ditoi,
Bo.-'ie Wauuita
the cabin flooded
1'he captain lost all his
ilii.i
In East Union, to Mr. and Mrs. John
clothes.
The captain's onl,\ chance to get a
a son.
; H iI
little rest in a dry place was on top of the
Dross. In Isle an Hant, Jan. 22, to Mr. and Mrs.
piano. 1'he S (' Ropes had on board 1750 W lard M. dross, a son.
< noss.
In Stouington, Jan. 2‘J, to Mr. and Mrs.
tons of coal
She was built in this city 111
Ed win dross, a son
1891 by E S Crosby and is owned
principalVi swain.
In Belfast, Feb. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
ly by Portland parties.
Win. A. McSwain, a son, Elmer.
1 krkins. In Penobscot, Jan. 25, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles M. Perkins, a son
Bosk. In Belfast, Jan, 2.H, t<» Mr. anil Mrs.deo.
d.

early

too

79c Table Oil Cloths,

Watch for

Centre district last week_
Mrs. Ruth Lathro > is still very ill. She is
will go to Burnham for the remainder of the
attend, d by our competent physician, Dr. G. j!
winter to be with her sister, Mrs. Abner
A. Stevens.... Mr Lyman
who
Partridge,
Fletcher-Mr. Levi Harding is on the sick
NORTP SEARSPORT ITEMS.
lias been employed boxing stone on Mt.
list.
Dr. Brown of Dixmont attends him.
E. W. Seavey is hauled up with
Waldo
for some time,has returned home_
erysipeDr. H. Benson of Newport was in town
las in his face.
Mr. Richmond Mudgett is recovering from
Saturday-The recent storm left in its
James L. Dew is on sick list. We wish his recent illness-Mr. George Lathro]
wake a nice boy baby at the bouse of Mr.
went to Searsport on business last week.
him a speedy recovery.
aud Mrs. Fred My rick... .Tim
Troy Corner
Prospect. The stone workers of Pros Reading Club will meet with Mr. aud Mrs.
Mrs Elias Moore is having quite a hard
spell of sickness. Dr. Erskiue is attending peet are finishing up work on Mt. Waldc John H. Bagley Friday evening, Feb. 11th.
her.
| and Mosquito mountain quarries. Quite 8 The elub recently added quite a number of
number are done now, hut some of the cutuew
books to their library-There are a
No school at our village for three days j
ters may have work some time yet._The
number of cases of measles in town. Mrs.
last week. The teacher was snow-bouud at
agent for the BuxTalo Phosphate Co. was in Win. Webb is seriously ill with them.
Swanville.
search of an agent in Prospect last week
Winterport. Capt. H. F. Sprowl, who
The masked hall at the Grange hall was
The writer, after several years experience has been
visiting relatives in town for a
postponed until Feb. 10th on account of the with the Standard
Fertilizer
Co.’s
goods, week or two, has goue to New York and
snow storm.
continues to act as agent for the same. This alter
spending a few days there will go to
Edward Mathews was in Bangor visiting
company is located in Duxbury, Mass., and Mobile and
rejoin his vessel, sell. Gertrude
friends and was caught in the st< rm and has the
general agent for Maine is F. L. Dyer ol A.
Bartlett, ou her return from Porto Rico.
not yet returned.
Houlton. Those in want of fertilizers should
-Mr. John Chadwick aud wife of Houlton
Sumner Green is at home for few days. call on the writer for an order and
get the were the guests of Dr. and Mrs. C. F. AtHe lost most of his clothing in the fire at phosphate of L. A.
Knowlton, Belfast, or an wood over Sunday-Mr. aud Mrs. C. C.
the boarding house, Mt. Waldo.
order to have it delivered at your place be- Homer
of Bucksport visited friends in town
The assessments in the Patrons A. F. I. fore mud-time. The largest sales are for last Friday.... Miss Laura
Thompson reand
Co, lor the jear 1897 were one dollar on a potatoes
seeding-down fertilizers.... turned last week from Boston, where she
There
is yet no movement of the
thousand. How is that, Bro. Grangers?
pressed has been for some months_Bert
Blaisdell,
hay m Prospect. Prices are low and the who has been
The storm last week was the worst for
visiting friends here, returned
larger part of the pressed hay wili he kept to Rockland last
Saturday... .The regular
many years at this place. Jt took our whole over.
About all the business now is to
I
ship monthly public meeting of the W. C. T. U.
cicw mail} thiee days to break out district
or market
eggs and cut up the next year’s
was held in the Methodist church
No. 17.
Sunday
wood, and with the frequent snow storms
evening. The subject was Scientific. Temand had roads nearly
waits
for
everybody
perance Education and the program was of
Pelmont
Mr. A. B. Clement of Water*
the other fellow to make the road. Our last
deep interest. The house was crowded
vilie was m town Saturday and Sunday
snow
storm piled up the snow in
blustering
with attentive listeners... .Howard Lodge,
visiting his cousin, Mrs Lura B. Jordan- the roads
probably the worst for forty years. F. & A. M., gave a sociable at their hall
W in. F. Johnson is at work in BelfastOne thing the previous storms had not
'Thursday evening ami a largo crowd was
The Searsport correspondent of the Bangor
blown much snow in the roads to
get on top pleasantly entertained. Prof. Baarrell of
Commercial states that Mrs. Kate Closson
of, and the large amount that fell and the
Bangor gave a fiue exhibition of his skill in
lias in her possession a Bible printed in 1807.
previous snows started on a rampage with
sleight of hand, which was followed by a
We can beat that. Mark Sylvester has one a
vim. This time north and
south, east and musical program.
Ice cream and cake
in his possession that was printed in 1803.
west roads fared all alike.
Our road limits were served in the
banquet room, after
Next!... Miss Lillian Lamb was in Belfast are
about half of each, and one or the other
which a pleasant social hour was enjoyed
last week visiting relatives... .Miss Bertha
usually escapes in heavy storms. But this by all... Miss Margaret Gorrivan came home
Elms is
E
employed in Belfast... .Mr. time in two miles of road one and a half
from New York last week on account of the
Frank O. Allenwood has one. of the best 5- miles
had to be shoveled before a team illness of her sisters-Mrs.
Baker of Minsired
in
She
was
town.
by could
year-old tiliys
go through. Two hundred dollars or nesota is visiting her
brother, Dr. C. F. AtMorrili Chief, he by Hainbletonian Chief,
more for one snow storm in the little town
wood. The doctor has been quite ill for a
and the dam was of Knox blood. She is bay of
days.. Mrs. R. A. Milliken is quite ill...
Prospect is quite a bill; and it must run few
with black points,
up-lieaded and very
Warren Post and W. R. C gave a supper to
into the thousands in the whole State, the
stylish. The scribe has a 9-months-old filly up
band, the S. of V. and their wives Satwas
sired without a cent going for permanent imthat is very promising. She
urday night. The band furnished some one
on the roads.
provements
coach
stallion
The
French
of
the
music.
The banquet was nice and it was a
moving
by
imported
“Invader” dam by Young Duke. There are scholars to other districts to make larger very enjoyable occasion_The Epworth
schools
is
almost
a
in
town
which
we
failure
this
winter.
horses
The
held their business meeting aud somany other good
scholars were a longer time exposed to the League
will mention later.
ciable at the home of Capt. J. F. Hutchings
cold, with hardly any prospect of getting
.As we write this our
Monday
home again when they got to school, and the desk is evening...
Palermo. Eli Carr is failing fast. His |
ornamented with a branch cut from
a rose bush of Mrs. D. H. Smith.
feet and hands are sw ollen and he suffers j attendance is poor. The schools will have
It is 14
to be
winter in the rural districts inches long and has on it a cluster of 8 lovebadly from breathing, the cause being heart | if the kept before of
champions
efficiency
get
disease.
anywhere. ly pink roses.
|
school

Palmer, Whittier,
Baltimore, Jan.
Ward, New York,
Sea, Hopkins, Port Tampa; 7,

in

Great Cuts

viile.

settle.

evening.
The

of

__

Feb 5. Scb. Adelia T. Carleton, Wall, in
tug Somers N. Smith, Rockport.
Feb. I)
Scbs. John M. Fiake, Nutt, Winterport. Myra Sears, Fullerton, Lincolntow of

her

the mill_The lumbermen
somewhat discouraged on account of the

depth

Eilitb, Ryder,

&

Scb. Fannie
SAILED.

go

permitting,

weather

ARRIVED.

F«b. 3.

Isaac Bartlett in

Edna Nickels entertained tlie juvenile
whist club at home last Friday evening and

w

makes the food pure,
wholesome and

Chas. Skinner, who is very
sick-Mrs. S. P. Colby spent last Friday
with her mother, Mrs. E S. Adams-Mrs.
Emma J. Follett ami Jennie Griftiu are on
the sick list-Fred Griftiu is at work for

rs

«

week,

daughter

and weed haulers have been
engaged tie past week in breaking out their
wnd reads and very little wood has come
lain

ur

There is

South Montvillk.

Royal

tion for

Capt. J. T. Easkine and wife arrived from
New York by steamer Saturday. Capt. Erskiue will remain at home for a few mouths.
C

CORRESPONDENCE.

killing eats, which cost the inventor
Should you wish to learn
a disfigured face.
Bowen has sold the Cunningthe particulars call on or address C. M. H.,
Elbert Monroe, who will take
South Montville, Me_Mrs. Nancy Colby
the early spring.
to St. George
and son Sewell
to

B.

George

COUNTY

LOCALS.

Aggregate

assets

at

actual value

99f>,8o;;

c

ll.t'.M2 r.
lit 27

140,09.1
$1.198,17n

«•

:■!

I IAB1I I I'IES I»Et EMBER

HAIR.

IN

TIME.

OUR HAIR TONIC*

Ml, 1897.
hisses ami

Net amount of unpaid
claims.
Reinsurance reserve.
Total

amount

$118,292
694,984

>•

of liabilities.

Surplus beyond capital.
FIKMI & WKST, Agents,

71M.276
4*4,900
Itelfast.

Will not darken or color the hair, but it WI LI.
SURELY remove dandruff, prevent itching of
the lie d, enrich soil of the
scalp, stop hair
falling off. For a healthy growth it is the best
tonic known. 50 CENTS A BOTTLE.

Prepared by

POOR & SON, Druggists.
(’an furnish

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

of

two or

three,cut to any dimension-,

good material, and

at a

reasonable

good top carriages for sale.

price. Two

Will trade for stock

MA1U KLLUS «). l»OW,
3wf>

brooks, Maine.

